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JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL LIBRARIANS 
SAY "CA" IS WIDELY USED,· EXCELLENT, 
RELIABLE, AND RECOMMENDABLE 
"One of our most widely-used reference books. 
Excellent for book reports for high school students." 
- Ellnor Reisen, Vallejo Senior High School Library, 
Vallejo, California. 
"It saves me hours of work."- Kathleen Muter, Boise 
High School, Boise, Idaho. 
"Best source we have for popular current authors for 
young adults and adults."- Nancy Smith, Fenton 
High School, Bensenville, Illinois. 
"CA is not only one of the most important reference 
hooks for authors, it is the only one for some authors." 
- Frances W. HaU, Chapman High School, Inman, 
South Carolina. 
"Students are often delighted to find the addresses 
given and several have written to their favorite author." 
- Nancy Cuthill, Tennessee High School, Bristol, 
Tennessee. 
"It is the only biographical source which I keep on a 
shelf on the circulation desk. It is my first place to 
look for authors."- Mrs. James 0. Hill, Dickinson 
Senior High School, Dickinson, Texas. 
"We heartily recomm·end CONTEMPORARY AUTHORS 
as a very useful reference tool for junior high school 
students."-Grace A. Neissess, Helen McCune Junior 
High School, Pendleton, Oregon. 
"We have recommended it for purchase to several 
other libraries."- Iva W. Denick, Union High School 
District No. 1, Mount Vernon, Washington. 
JUNIOR COLLEGE, COLLEGE, AND UNIVERSITY 
LIBRARIANS PLEASED BY "CA" COVERAGE, 
CURRENCY, AND CONTENT 
"It is the best biographical reference source of all 
those we have in the library. We use it constantly."-
Thomas R. Roddy,humanities librarian, San Francisco 
State College, San Francisco, California. 
"Particularly useful in providing biographies in English 
of foreign authors."- Thomas V. Schmidt, Catholic 
University of America, Washington, D. C. 
"It is v~ry useful to us since it includes less-famous 
authors who often do not appear in other biographical 
dictionaries. It is also one of our most current sources." 
-Imogene Foster, reference department, Margie Helm 
Library, Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, 
Kentucky. 
"We appreciate its inclusiveness. We marvel that 
almost every author we look for is present."-Carolyn 
R. Knutson, Augsburg College Library, Minneapolis, 
Minnesota. 
"It is a 'must' for school and college libraries."-Bernice 
Sattler,reference librarian. Heidelberg College Library, 
Tiffin, Ohio. • 
"Marvelous-worth its weight in gold."-Mrs. 
E. MacKenzie, reference librarian, Otterbein 
Library, Westerville, Ohio. 
"Great I Increasingly useful to us as v-re grow."-Elaine 
Perrin, Lubbock Christian College. Lubbock, Texas. 
PUBLIC LIBRARIANS PRAISE HELP "CA" GIVES 
YOUNG PATRONS, ITS FORMAT, PAPER QUALITY 
AND GENERAL USEFULNESS 
"The reference division has found CCJN'TE:ME'Ol~lRY) 
AUTHORS to be one of the most useful tools 
We keep it in our core collection."-Eleanor 
Palo Alto City Library, P.alo Alto, California. 
"Highly worthwhile. CA does not begin to be 
cated elsewhere." -Ray Smith, director, UBI/tota-:~c(ltll 
Regional Library System, West St. Paul, Minnt~sota.l 
"The value of what you are doing grows 
succeeding volume."-Ciare S. Cole, relfer1em~e 
ian, Sussex County Area Library, Newton, New 
"Very .good. We use CA for book report as_l~i~1:8.!1cEI 
to young people. It is written in a manner 
can easily read and understand. The paper is 
good quality-nonglarel"- Betty Lloyd,· ass:ist1mt 
librarian, Raton Public Library, Raton, New 
"We appreciate the 'Work in Progress' section. 
C. Weed, reference department, Smithtown 
Library, Smithtown, New York. 
"One of our most important and useful reference 
we have needed it for years."-Walter Allen, 
literature division, Dayton and Montgomery Co 
Public Library, Dayton, Ohio. 
WRITE FOR YOUR EXAMINATION COPIES·TODAY 
Or Ask for Free Cumulative Index and Brochure 
Entire Series-16.000 Sketches-Now in Print 
3,500 New. Unduplicated Sketches Annually 
in Two Timely Volumes-
$25.00 per Year 
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Author and Subject Catalogues 
of the 
NAVAL LIBRARY 
Ministry of Defence 
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PRICE 
U.S . and British Isles .. . $330.00 
Elsewhere ......... . . .. $363 .00 
Payment may be made in three 
equal annual installments for .an 
additional 5o/o. 
G. K. HALL & CO. 
70 LINCOLN STREET 
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS -02111 
Free· catalog of publications 
on request 
W E ARE PRIVILEGED to publish the catalogues of this library, the world's largest collection of naval and maritime books. The 
following information has been provided by the library: 
The largest sections of the library are devoted to naval and general 
history and to geographical subjects (voyages, hydrographic surveys, 
etc.) . The latter section, in particular, contains some very old and rare 
charts and maps, some of the 16th-century Spanish charts being espe-
cially beautiful. There is also a good collection of biography and auto-
biography, with emphasis on naval subjects. 
The library contains a full set of Sea 0/fice.rs Lists and Navy Lists, 
beginning in 1673. There is also a set of Steel's Navy List, 1782-1815. 
The earliest Army List is dated 1740; from 1860 onwards the set is 
complete. The Ai1· Force List is complete from 1918. Full sets of 
Admiralty W eekly Orders and Admiralty Fleet Orders, as well as 
Parliamentary Papers from 1801 onwards and Hansard's Parliamentary 
Debates, are held. 
The large periodicals section includes bound sets of The Mariner's 
Mirror, the Jot~rnal of the Royal United Service Instit11tion, proceedings 
of learned societies, etc. 
Reference books, including the Royal Calendar, Imperial Calendar and 
Ann11al Register, are also held, in some cases .dating back into the 18th 
century and in complete sets. 
Scientific or technical books in the library are kept primarily for their 
historical interest rather than to provide current information. 
Cards in the subject catalogue are filed in chronological order under 
the relevant subhead, and headings are entered on guide cards. Sample 
subject headings and some of their subdivisions are: ADMINISTRA-
TION (Naval; Military; Decorations and medals; Peace and limitation 
of armaments); GUNNERY (Torpedoes and mining; Diving and 
salvage); LAW (Maritime; Martial); MERCANTILE MARINE, 
COMMUNICATIONS and COMMERCE (Slave trade; Signals); 
SAILING DIRECTIONS and PILOTS (Home waters; Hydrographic 
Office series) . 
The 78,000 cards in this catalogue will be reproduced by offset on 
Permalife paper with 21 cards per 10'' x 14" page. The five volumes 
will be bound in Class A library binding. 
REFERENCE W 0 R KS 
Catalog of THE W ARBURG INSTITUTE LIBRARY 
University of London, Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged 
The Warburg Institute is concerned with the history of the classical tradition in religio 
art, literature, thought and society. This new edition contains some 45,000 items more th 
the 1961 edition. The catalog presents a classified listing of books as arranged on the shelv( 
preceded by a subject index. It includes the classed catalog of periodicals and the index 
books in the Reading Room, both arranged separately by subject. 
Complete Catalog 
Estimated 108,700 cards, 12 volumes 
Reading Room and Periodicals Catalog, Separately 
Estimated 2, 700 cards, 1 volume 
Catalogue of the Library of the 
GRADUATE SCHOOL of DESIGN, Harvard University 
Price: $480. 
Price: $35.( 
The catalog of the Library of the Graduate School of Design, Harvard University, is an int( 
nationally known source of research in the fields of architecture, landscape architecture, ai 
urban planning. The catalog excels in its coverage of urban planning. Topics within the ge 
era! field include: urban renewal, urban design, city and regional planning, state and natio 
al planning, housing, zoning, regional science, developing nations, computer technology, ar 
many other topics. Landscape architecture is represented by a distinguished and unexcellc 
collection of both American and European examples. The collection of literature on ard 
tecture is one of the foremost in the country. A unique feature of the catalog is the system~ 
ic indexing of periodical articles. 
Estimated 611,000 cards, 44 volum 
Prepublication price: $2100.00; after July 31, 1968: $2600. 
Index to AMERICAN BO·TANICAL LITERATURE, 1886-1966 
Compiled by the Torrey Botanical Club 
This index in book form is an author catalog of botanical books and papers based on rr. 
terials from North, South and Central America, written by Americans or published in t 
Americas. It includes the taxonomy, phylogeny, and floristics of the fungi, pteridophytes, a 
spermatophytes; morphology, anatomy, cytology, genetics, physiology, and pathology of t 
same groups; plant ecology; and general botany, including biography and bibliography. 
Estimated 106,000 cards, 4 volum 
Prepublication price: $240.00; after July 31, 1968: $300. 
10% additional charge on orders outside the U.S. 
Descriptive material on these titles and a complete catalog of publications 
are available on request. 
G. K. HALL ~ CO. 70 Lincoln Street. Boston, Massachusetts 021 
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Vanity Fair died 
thirty-one years ago. 
It still has plenty to say. 
Lippmann on politics. 
Gallico on sports. 
Hemingway on bulls. 
Graham on dance. 
Nathan on drama. 
Kent on art. 
University Microfilms' facsimile edition 
of Vanity Fair, all23 years ( 1913 to 1936) 
282 issues and 32,000 pages, including 
a complete index, is an invaluable and 
vital reference source. Vanity Fair captured 
the innocence, the turbulence, the despair 
of the 1920's and 1930's; two decades that 
shaped the sixties. From the assassination of 
Archduke Ferdinand of Austria through the NRA 
of Roosevelt. It is a chronicle of these decades. 
Your university or college, schools of 
history, journalism, design, fine arts, sociology, 
marketing, will find the complete Vanity Fair 
a priceless reference source. It comes in 33 
handsomely bound black-and-silver volumes. 
Each issue is beautifully reproduced. 
The cost is $1,000, including the index. 
For a sample signature write: 
University Microfilms 
302 N. Zeeb Road 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 
UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS 
A XEROX COMPANY 
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Hook N' Loop fabric ... the amazing new 
display material available now by the run-
ning foot! Special Offers- including Crys-
taljac Book Jacket Covers at savings of 
12% to 14%. Yours, free , upon request, 
Write " Demeo Review. " 
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GLYNN HARMON 
Research Problem Sensitivity: 
A Professional Recruitment Criterion 
Many professional degree candidates possess unusual ability to readily 
recognize and conceptualize significant professional research problems. 
Others lack this ability. To identify crucial experiential and psycho-
logical correlates of problem sensitivity, the author contrasted a prob-
lem sensitive group with a relatively insensitive group of professional 
degree candidates. Results indicated that the problem sensitive indi-
viduals were on the average older, had attended more prominent 
undergraduate institutions, had majored in problem-oriented disci-
plines, had a higher level of achievement in the social sciences, and 
were generally described by others as flexible, resourceful, and adapt-
able individuals. Problem sensitivity might well be used as one pro-
fessional recruitment criterion. 
LIBRARY SCHOOL INSTRUCTORS are con-
fronted time and time again with a com-
mon but rather perplexing phenomenon. 
It is that many professional degree can-
didates appear to possess some sixth 
sense that permits them to select, with 
relative ease, a professional-level research 
problem suitable for investigation and 
reporting in the form of a master's proj-
ect, whereas other professional degree 
candidates, though intelligent and con-
scientious, are slow to if not incapable 
of recognizing or proposing a problem 
suitable for research investigation. 
What accounts for these individual 
differences in ability to recognize and 
confront significant research problems? 
Have all of the theoretical and practical 
questions of library and information sci-
ence been answered? This can hardly 
be answered in the affirmative. A stag-
gering number of pragmatic operational 
and theoretical questions have yet to be 
dealt with. Could it be that the abun-
Mr. Harmon is Assistant Professor of Li-
brary Science at the University of Denver. 
dance of existing professional journal 
articles leaves some candidates with the 
feeling that no "original" problems are 
left to investigate? Perhaps this feeling 
does exist, but ideas permute more read-
ily than do notes on a music scale, and 
no intelligent individual would assert 
that all the music that can be composed 
has been composed. Numerous prob-
lems await investigation. Nor is original-
ity any longer regarded as the foremost 
criterion to be blindly and stringently 
applied in the selection of a research 
problem for investigation. 
To attempt to determine why some in-
dividuals possess the ability to recognize 
significant research problems, the author 
conducted a small-scale investigation, 
the results of which are reported in this 
paper. The findings are admittedly based 
on limited samples and therefore are 
suggestive rather than definitive. It is 
hoped that the findings may serve to 
stimulate thinking about which person-
ality characteristics will be most desired 
in librarianship and information science 
in the next few years. The challenges 
we face will require the recruitment of 
/375 
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imaginative, problem-sensitive individu-
als who see beyond the clerical function. 
PRoBLEM SENSITIVITY 
Many people have recognized that 
problem recognition requires consider-
able thought and effort. Albert Einstein 
stated, "The formulation of a problem 
is far more often essential than its solu-
tion, which may be merely a matter of 
mathematical or experimental skill."1 
Northrup states-
Again and again investigators have plunged 
into a subject matter, sending out question-
naires, gathering a tremendous amount of 
data, even performing experiments, only 
to come out at the end wondering what it 
all proves, and realizing after years of in-
dustry and effort that the real difficulty 
has slipped through their fingers. 2 
Mackworth, writing on originality, 
points out the need for professionals who 
can find problems or raise questions. 
Those who can find problems, he feels, 
are scarce, and problem-finding is gen-
erally more important and more difficult 
than · problem-solving. "Problem solving 
is a choice between existing programs 
or sets of mental rules-whereas prob-
lem-finding is the detection of the need 
for a new program based on a choice be-
tween existing and expected future pro-
grams."3 His observations are consistent 
with the fact that many students-grad-
uate and undergraduate alike-have a 
difficult time selecting a research pro b-
lem. 
Problem recognition can perhaps be 
treated within the broader topic of 
c'originality," or under the still broader 
topic of c•creativity." 
Creative people have been generally 
1 S. J. Parnes and H. F. Harding, (eds. ). A Source 
for Creative Thinking. (New York: Wiley, 1962), p. 20. 
1 F. S. C. Northrup, The Logic of the Sciences and 
the Humanities. (New York: Macmillan, 1947), p. 1. 
8 N. H. Mackworth, "Originality," American Psy-
chologist, XX (January 1955), 57. 
characterized in study after study as 
possessing considerable autonomy, self-
direction, high ego-strength, a liking for 
abstract thinking, tolerance of cognitive 
ambiguity, and superior general intelli-
gence-among many other factors. 4 But 
these characteristics do not necessarily 
serve to describe problem-finders, be-
cause many indexes of creativity are 
based on problem-solving and produc-
tivity instead. Nevertheless, it would be 
difficult to assert that problem-finding _ 
does not involve a creative response of 
some sort. 
What constitutes a problem? Two defi-
nitions follow: 
An unsettled matter demanding solution or 
decision and requiring unusually consid-
erable thought or skill for its proper solu-
tion or decision. . . . a source of consider-
able difficulty, perplexity or worry .... a 
cause of trouble or distress. 5 
A situation in which, knowing certain of 
the elements, it is desired or required that 
the others be ascertained.6 
Many other definitions emphasize a 
problem's thwarting and frustrating ef-
fect, or the state of disequilibrium it 
causes. But these definitions do not seem 
adequate, in that a person might not 
have awareness of an existing problem. 
A man might not know that he has a 
health, marital, or financial problem; 
scientists might not realize that they are 
under the bad influence of an untrue 
theoretical concept that serves as if it 
were true. Most definitions of the term 
c•problem" appear to be post hoc. Ac-
cording to these definitions, .a problem 
becomes a "problem" when its impact 
is felt, not when it develops. This matter 
is discussed further in the final section. 
4 C. W. Taylor and F. Barron, Scientific Creativity; 
Its Recognition and Development. (New York: Wiley, 
1963 ), pp. 385-86. 
G J. Stein, The Random House Dictionary of the 
English Language. (New York: Random House, 1966). 
8 H. B. English and A. C. English, A Comprehen-
sive Dictionary of Psychological and Psychoanalytical 
Tef'mS. (New York: Longmans, Green, 1958). 
METHOD 
Thirty-three research problem state-
ments were submitted by students in the 
graduate school of librarianship at the 
University of Denver as preliminary pro-
posals for their master's degree projects. 
These research problem statements were 
assessed by two experienced researchers 
on a specially constructed "Research 
Problem Recognition Scale." Resulting 
numerical scores were assigned to each 
problem statement. The two scores for 
each individual were then added togeth-
er and resulting data were analyzed. 
The seven highest scoring students and 
the seven lowest scoring students pro-
vided two groups of subjects respec-
tively for further study. The high scorers 
comprised the "High R" ( Recognition) 
group while the "Low R" group con-
sisted of the seven low scorers. 
The school's records contained essen-
tial data on each student, including in-
formation on age, scholastic achievement, 
Graduate Record Examination scores, 
and personality evaluation forms submit-
ted by friends and former employers. 
These records provided information from 
which judgments about their problem 
recognition ability could be made. 
The records of the High R group were 
analyzed to discern what experiential 
factors and characteristics seemed to 
underlie and promote the ability to rec-
ognize potential research problems. Con-
versely, records of the Low R groups 
were examined to discern which charac-
teristics and background factors imped-
ed or did not promote problem recog-
nition ability. Characteristics which sug-
gested sharp differentiation between the 
two groups, and which were instrumen-
tal in forming a High R and a Low R 
profile were then more systematically 
investigated. 
The problem recognition scale below 
was developed for use in this study and 
served as a standard against which to 
assess the research problem proposals 
submitted by students. The various cri-
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teria listed in the scale should not be 
regarded as mutually exclusive; there is 
some obvious overlap between two or 
more of the criteria. However, each cri-
terion was regarded as sufficiently im-
portant to warrant differentiation from 
other criteria and justify its inclusion 
in the scale. The main purpose of the 
scale is to provide a more objective, 
quantitative standard against which to 
assess the research problem proposals, 
and hopefully, to differentiate the more 
problem-sensitive from the less sensitive 
individuals. 
REsEARCH PROBLEM REcocNmON SCALE 
Problem Conceptualization. Does the 
problem statement clearly indicate that 
all aspects of the problem have been 
recognized? Is only one small aspect of 
a larger problem treated, to the neglect 
of getting at the "core" of the problem? 
Or conversely, is a large, nebulous, and 
unanalyzed problem evidenced by super-
ficial description? 
Inadequately Well 
conceptualized 0 12 3 4 56 7 conceptualized 
Theoretical Relevance. Are theoretical 
implications of the problem seen? Would 
the problem, if solved, tie together large 
amounts of data, bring new insights, or 
reconstellate an area of knowledge? 
Would a solution serve to guide action 
and thought? Would an answer to the 
problem go beyond the limits of verified 
knowledge, revealing new ideas and re-
lationships? Is the problem related to 
significant issues? 
Low High 
theoretical theoretical 
relevance 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 relevance 
Prognostic-Predictive Value. Would 
the problem if solved, help clarify the 
course of future events or help to reduce 
uncertainty about the future, thus clar-
ifying alternatives? Would a solution 
possess heuristic value, guiding and 
stimulating future research? Would solu-
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tion of the problem assist in planning 
for the future? 
No prognos- High prog-
tic value 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 nostic value 
Problem Intensiveness. Is the problem 
apparently serious and pressing? 
Problem is Problem is 
trivial 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 serious 
Problem Duration. Has the problem 
persisted, or is it likely to persist, through 
an extended time period? 
Highly 
temporary 
problem 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Highly 
persistent 
problem 
Problem Recurrence. Has the problem 
recurred frequently or is it likely to re-
cur frequently? 
Extremely High fre-
quency of rare 
problem 01234567 recurrence 
Economic Value. Would solution of 
the problem save considerable time, 
money, or effort, or suggest a better 
allocation of economic resources? 
No economic High eco-
value 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 nomic value 
Unconventionality. Is the problem 
novel, or is a novel approach to an old 
problem proposed? Is the problem an 
apparently appropriate one in spite of 
its novelty? 
Highly 
conventional 
Highly 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 novel 
A score of 56 points is possible on the 
scale. However, since each subject was 
assigned two scores (one by each rater) 
and these two scores were added, a total 
score of 112 points was possible. 
RESULTS 
An assessment of the proposed re-
search problems yielded thirty-three 
scores, ranging from 16 to 101 points out 
of a possible total of 112 points. The 
mean was 58.3 and the median 53.2, in-
dicating a positively skewed distribu-
tion. The standard deviation was 20.4. 
An analysis of information about the top 
seven scorers (High R Group) and the 
low seven scorers (Low R Group) yield-
ed the following profiles. 
Findings-High R Group 
Personality Descriptions. Members of 
the High R Group were typically de-
scribed in their evaluation forms as 
adaptable, inquisitive, intelligent, and 
adept at human relations. Persons writ-
ing evaluations gave lengthy, enthusi-
astic, and glowing recommendations 
about each member. The following com-
ments, as separate examples, were re-
corded: 
Personality which is broad in nature, flex-
ible and adaptable to any situation. . . . 
Neither petty nor narrow, but has a wide 
range of interests . . . capable of handling 
difficult situations. . . . Has an inquiring 
mind and seeks to see the whole picture, 
the total job . .. . Quick at ascertaining the 
relative values of the job to be performed 
. . . a quiet, unassuming sensitive woman 
who possesses a wealth of knowledge in 
many fields. . . . Friendly, intelligent, and 
works well with people. 
Well developed, well adjusted, emotionally 
mature and stable, responsible, adaptable, 
and resourceful . . . adept at dealing with 
the public .... Well educated, well read 
. . . witty and resourceful . . . a marvel in 
her wisdom and insight into human per-
sonalities. 
Alert, industrious and quick to sort out 
problems and decide what action to take. 
Exceptional person keenly aware of the 
needs of others .. . . Fine knowledge of the 
world . . . ambitious, reliable, and con-
stantly seeking information. 
Resourceful, energetic, and adaptable . . . 
high intellectual ability and emotional sta-
bility. 
Adapts to new situations quickly ... quick 
to learn, intelligently inquisitive, bright, 
and pleasant in disposition. 
Keen intelligence .... Most perceptive and 
inquiring mind. 
Academic Background. The High R' s 
had, for the most part, attended larger 
universities prior to enrolling at the Uni-
versity of Denver. Educational institu-
tions represented by the High R' s includ-
ed Stanford, Chicago, Baylor, Colorado, 
and Cornell, Two small and relatively 
remote state colleges were also repre-
sented. 
Areas of major academic concentra-
tion included international relations, so-
ciology, English, economics, general hu-
manities, history, and chemistry-physics. 
GRE Scores. Mean scores for High 
R.' s on each test follow: 
Verbal . 
Quantitative 
Social Science 
Humanities 
Natural Science 
621 
555 
588 
640 
561 
All of these scores are higher than 
those of the Low R group, and score 
comparisons are made in the discussion 
section of this paper. 
Age. The mean age of the High R' s 
was 33.3 years while the median age 
was 31 years. The age range for the 
seven individuals extended from 22 to 
47 years. 
Findings-Low R Group 
Personality Descriptions. The paucity 
of description included in the evaluation 
forms of the Low R group was the most 
conspicuous and amazing phenomenon 
encountered by the investigator. For the 
most part, the Low R' s were almost non-
descript, as personalities, to those writ-
ing recommendations. Recommendations 
were short and were apparently per-
functory and lacking in enthusiasm or 
spontaneity. The Low R's might be gen-
erally described as "colorless" person-
alities. The most laudatory comments in 
their records concerned their charac-
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teristics of thoroughness and painstak-
ingly methodical behavior. Excerpts fol-
low: 
Painstaking. . . . Hard and thorough worker 
of utter reliability . . . patient. 
A very thorough planner . . . a bit too re-
served. 
Seldom creative but always thorough. . . . 
Lacks energy and enthusiasm. . . . Lacks 
interest . . . not outstanding. 
Not outstanding . . . not a leader. 
Academic Backgrounds. The Low R 
Group had attended, generally, smaller 
and less notable state colleges situated 
throughout the Midwestern states. The 
only major university represented was 
Colorado. Undergraduate academic ma-
jors included English (in five cases), 
education, and German. 
GRE Scores. Mean scores for Low R's 
on each test follow: 
Verbal . 
Quantitative 
Social Science 
Humanities 
Natural Science. 
578 
482 
498 
625 
509 
It is notable that these are not low scores, 
even though they are lower than those of 
the High R Group. The lowest percen-
tile score ( 60) was for Social Science. 
Age. The mean age of the Low R' s 
was 26.5 years and the median age, 24 
years. The age range extended from 22 
to 45 years. 
DISCUSSION 
To summarize the results of the study, 
certain differences between the profiles 
of the Low R and High R Groups are 
notable: 
1. Personality descriptions of High R 
Group members emphasized their flexi-
bility, resourcefulness, inquisitiveness, 
and adeptness at human relations. Mem-
bers of the Low R Group were gener-
. ally described as methodical, painstak-
ing, and thorough. Beyond this, there 
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was surprisingly little description of Low 
R's. 
2. Most High R's had majored in prob-
lem and research-oriented disciplines, 
and most had attended larger, better-
known universities. Most Low R's · had 
majored in English and most had at-
tended smaller or less selective and less 
well-known colleges. 
3. The Graduate Record Examination 
scores for both groups were relatively 
high. However, High R's averaged 90 
points higher on Social Sciences scores, 
73 points higher on Quantitative scores, 
52 points higher on Natural Science 
scores, 43 points higher on Verbal scores, 
and only 15 points higher on Humanities 
scores. High R percentile scores were for 
Social Sciences, 26 per cent higher; for 
Quantitative, 20 per cent higher; and 
for Natural Sciences, 14 per cent higher; 
for Verbal, 10 per cent higher; and for 
Humanities, 3 per cent higher. 
4. Both the mean and median ages of 
the High R' s were very close to seven 
years greater than mean and median 
ages of Low R's. A rank difference cor-
relation of plus 0.545 existed between 
problem recognition scores and ages, to 
corroborate the mean and median age 
differences. 
Because of a lack of adequate infor-
mation about the general backgrounds 
and experience of members of both 
groups, few conclusions can be drawn 
about background factors which differ-
entiated the two groups. It is notewor-
thy though that High R' s generally pos-
sessed a more variegated background. 
Some had been provided with what 
might be called an "enriched" environ-
ment during their childhood. Others had 
experienced a variety of situations and 
environments following their adolescence. 
All had traveled widely within, or out-
side of, the United States. 
Low R' s shared such backgrounds in 
many respects, but apparently to a lesser 
extent. Two of them had traveled widely 
and had apparently been reared in "en-
riched" environments with highly edu-
cated parents. Other Low R's came from 
seemingly more restrictive environments. 
Without more specific information about 
the backgrounds of both groups, few 
conclusions could be drawn about the 
factors that contribute to problem-rec-
ognition ability. 
The more concrete data from this lim-
ited study suggested that research and 
professional problem sensitivity are en-
hanced by education in problem-orient-
ed curricula in institutions where there 
is a relatively greater emphasis on in-
quiry than on learning or memorization. 
Attitudinal contrasts between the two 
groups lend support to the idea that 
methodical, painstaking, or thorough ap-
proaches do not conduce to problem sen-
sitivity. Differential GRE scores might 
suggest that problem sensitivity is en-
gendered by experience and attitudes 
that promote the acquisition and use of 
social, quantitative, empirical, and ver-
bal skills, in that approximate order of 
priority. 
Age does seem to have some effect on 
the increased ability to recognize prob-
lems. Perhaps one acquires greater dis-
criminatory ability as he gets older and 
sees more of the world and its contrasts. 
At any rate, there was a moderate degree 
of positive correlation ( .545) between 
age and problem recognition in this in-
vestigation. 
At the beginning of this paper it was 
pointed out that most definitions of the 
term "problem" presuppose an aware 
ness of the existence of a problem; a 
problem's impact is felt. But apparently 
in research activity an existing and seri-
ous problem may not make itself felt. 
It may simply be there, in some stable 
developing, declining, or cyclical form 
to be detected by a perceptive or prob 
!em-sensitive individual. His perceptive 
powers may, of course, be multiplied by 
some conceptual tool, such as mathe-
matics, or a physical tool, such as an 
electron microscope. The mere posses 
sion of tools which enhance perceptive 
powers does not, however, assure their 
use for problem-finding. Nor can it be 
said that a problem-sensitive individual 
will automatically unearth many prob-
lems. Perceptive powers must be put 
to use to find problems, and this use im-
plies that problem finders are somehow 
motivated to detect problems. 
Findings of this study suggest that 
the problem-sensitive individuals were 
motivated to find problems. They had 
majored in problem-oriented and analyt-
ical disciplines. Their acquisition and 
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retention of information was greater. 
Their higher Social Science, Quantitative, 
and Verbal scores, for example, possibly 
gave them the ability to see relationships 
between things, people, ideas and num-
bers. The acquisition and retention of 
this information and these abilities are 
perhaps motivated by a need to see dis-
crepancy or disorder. Possibly problems 
possess aesthetic value for problem find-
ers, or else they would not be tempted to 
focus on problems-the things many 
people consider to be cognitively 
ugly. •• 
ROBERT F. DELZELL 
The Administrative Assistant-
Pragmatic Job Description 
The library administrative assistant is an officer of an increasing num-
ber of university libraries, but there have been few efforts in the past 
to describe the kinds of duties which he is frequently called upon to 
do. The author draws upon his many years of experience in such a 
position. He discusses office management, relations with colleagues 
both up and down the administrative ladder, fiscal and other business 
activities, plant, communications, and other problems. 
ALTHOUGH HISTORICALLY few academic 
libraries have been large enough to war-
rant appointing a full-time administra-
tive assistant, the number of such insti-
tutions is rapidly increasing. Very few 
statements exist, however, of just what 
constitutes an appropriate list of duties 
for this position. As with many other po-
sitions, these duties are usually the prod-
uct of the persons and circumstances 
that have been involved in them. The 
following pragmatic "job description" 
was created by one person in one large 
library system, but the elements of uni-
versality it contains will no doubt be 
obvious to most academic librarians. 
One must understand fully the often 
intricate aims of the institution and the 
library organization in any given situa-
tion before he can work effectively in its 
daily operation. Once this understanding 
has been acquired, he will find himself 
deeply involved in some or all of the 
following areas of responsibility. 
THE ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES 
Generally speaking, you, as the ad-
ministrative assistant, will be responsible 
Mr. Delzell, long a Library Administrative 
Assistant, is now Personnel Librarian in the 
University of Illinois. 
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for the physical set-up and staffing of 
the administrative suite or office. The 
responsibility for the day-to-day opera-
tion of the work of this office will be 
yours. A considerable amount of the li-
brary's public image is held in your 
hands, although this is a responsibility 
you share with the public service de-
partments. Throughout each day people 
pour in and out of the administrative 
offices, frequently their first contact with 
the library, and the manner in which 
each person is handled can help to make 
or deface the library's image. You never 
know with whom you may be dealing 
when a stranger walks through the door, 
and you will be wise to treat each perso 
with courtesy, interest, and intelligence 
You no doubt will be expected to handl 
visitors from outside the campus; yo 
might even be surprised how many sue 
visitors there are on a major universi 
campus. People from all over the worl 
come to our universities, and each i 
his own way is here for a very specia 
reason. If you have to plan a library tou 
for a visitor, make certain you ascertai 
the reason for his visit, any special area 
he wants to see, and introduce him t 
staff members if there are points abou 
which he would like to have considerabl 
detail. 
THE TOP MAN 
Always remember, you are his admin-
istrative assistant. Here you have a real 
responsibility, and your appointment to 
such a position has implications. You 
have the most direct path to his hear-
. ing. What do you tell him? What don't 
you tell him? You will have to learn with 
experience those things about which he 
must be informed and also learn to 
recognize those things about which he 
should not be bothered. You have to 
learn to filter the trivia and involve him 
only when it is really necessary. 
To be able to keep him properly in-
formed, you may need to devote con-
siderable time to your relationships with 
members of the library staff at all levels. 
If you are not approachable, in the best 
sense of the word, you may hear little 
or nothing. Many people are going to 
come to you with a great variety of prob-
lems they do not feel they want to take 
to the top man. You will be surprised 
what you can learn about an organiza-
tion by keeping your mouth shut and 
learning to listen intelligently. 
To be approachable you also must be 
available. Odd work schedules for an 
administrative person in this area will 
not do. If you are not there the work is 
not being done or someone is forced to 
do it for you. Bless our highly competent 
secretaries I As far as possible, you should 
be on hand during all hours the offices 
are open. 
If you are handling the work as you 
should, you often are acting as a buffer 
and interpreter for the top man. There 
is an element of danger here. Whether 
you actually are doing it or not, it will 
be assumed that you are speaking for 
him. The average person coming · into 
contact with you understands that you 
are representing him, so you must remem-
ber whose opinions you are expressing. 
In your personal relationships and 
work with the top man (and they often 
are very close relationships) you may 
find yourself a confident, a friend, a 
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sounding board, an amateur psychiatrist, 
an ear for listening, a professional co-
worker, and a sudden sixth at a dinner 
table. Major administrative officers in 
any sort of organization have social re-
sponsibilities which cannot be over-
looked or avoided and some of that 
responsibility is yours in whatever man-
ner it may need to be expressed. These 
personal areas will occupy only a small 
amount of your time but they are very 
important and, more often than not, they 
are most pleasant. From time to time you 
will be asked to assist in his research 
work. You may find yourself assisting in 
a study in which an attempt is made 
to place a financial evaluation on an 
important research collection, and you 
may be a member of a major library sur-
vey team in another state when the top 
man is director of a statewide survey. 
This sort of involvement is stimulating, 
professional, and exciting. 
THE BusiNEss ANGLE 
You may be deeply involved in the 
preparation, submission, and control of 
the over-all library budget. This may 
involve writing justifications for increases 
in varying types of library funds; there 
may be certain allotments for which you 
will be responsible; the over-all monthly 
control of the general library budget 
usually will rest in the administrative 
offices and you will be involved. 
The general administrative office prob-
ably will handle all purchasing except 
for books, serials, and binding. You may 
need to know how to buy supplies, serv-
ices, furniture, and equipment of all 
kinds. This is difficult, especially if you 
have had no experience in purchasing. 
More often than not, experience is the 
only real teacher. I have been grateful 
for more years than I care to admit that 
my first acquisitions job was in a library 
in which acquisitions meant everything 
from books to library paste. 
When you're new at it, don't be afraid 
of the sales personnel from the library 
supply houses. Learn to know the repre-
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sentatives from the reputable firms; all 
of them can help you, some more than 
others, depending on the local situation. 
The reliable firms are well known in the 
field, and it will not be difficult for you 
to get opinions from professional col-
leagues in your area. 
Within the framework of your own 
purchasing organization there is a lot 
you can do to ease your purchasing prob-
lems. Learn to know the purchasing 
people and the regulations under which 
they must operate. This I have learned 
over the years-you seldom can beat a 
large system and you will do better to 
learn to live with it. The better you learn 
to live with it, the better your chances 
are of convincing someone that there 
may be changes necessary from time to 
time in regulations which are being in-
terpreted too stringently. There are ways 
to overcome what has been referred to 
as the "charm of the low bidder." Learn 
to know your purchasing people well 
and cooperate with them as best you 
can. When you place orders with them, 
place them correctly, adequately, and 
with every bit of information you can 
muster. If you know exactly what you 
are buying and where it can be obtained, 
you will save time for them, and they 
will respect your judgment when they 
recognize that you know what you are 
talking about. Be prepared at any time 
to justify a purchase decision by know-
ing enough about the product to discuss 
it intelligently. Handle their paper work 
with care, be cooperative, and you will 
find yourself ahead of the game. 
Let me mention two publications in 
passing. First, keep handy the annual 
buying guide which appears in Library 
Journal. When you are in doubt about 
the source of a particular supply or 
equipment item, this guide frequently 
will do the trick. Use the list of sup-
pliers in the guide as a request list for 
current catalogs, and you will find that 
you have a fine beginning of a collection 
you will consult daily. If you are in-
volved in a more sophisticated kind of 
purchasing, a subscription to the Library 
Technology Reports, the loose-leaf series 
published by the ALA Library Technolo-
gy Program, is a must. These reports on 
studies of equipment, furniture, and sup-
plies are wonderfully put together, the . 
information is reliable, and you will 
learn to look forward to each issue with 
considerable anticipation. This publica-
tion alone may help you to convince 
some purchasing agent that the brand 
you wish to purchase is the best buy for 
the money. 
THE PHYSICAL PLANT 
No matter the size of campus or insti-
tution in which you are located, there 
will be a physical plant staff through 
which you must obtain janitorial services, 
building upkeep, repairs of all kinds, 
and other assorted services. As I sug-
gested in purchasing procedures, learn 
to know the staff of the physical plant 
and be aware of the procedures under 
which they work. If there is a large 
enough plant to have a general routing 
office, that office will be of considerable 
importance to you in getting things done 
when they need to be done. You will 
be flooded with staff and patron com-
plaints-it's too hot; it's too cold; there's 
a flood in the third floor restroom; a 
floor tile is loose in the reference room 
and someone has just fallen; the door to 
the supply cabinet is locked and the 
keys are on the inside; a large section 
of heavy steel shelving is beginning to 
sway suspiciously; the telephone in the 
serials department is not ringing loudly 
enough to be heard across the room; 
someone has painted a full-color mural 
on the wall of the restroom on the 
second level of the bookstacks; and so 
on, ad infinitum. You and your staff will 
have to absorb all of this information, de-
cide what should be done and how 
rapidly it should be done. From that 
point on it depends on the manner in 
which you get the proper information 
into the hands of the proper person in 
the physical plant. Don't ask for a 
carpenter when you need a steelworker; 
this will only delay the service and create 
other problems. Don't cry wolf unless 
you have a real emergency. "I have tried 
to separate the really important rush 
items from the nonrush items, and have 
found that physical plant personnel will 
respond quickly and efficiently when you 
need them most. If you are particularly 
impressed with any special services you 
receive, write a letter to a supervisor and 
compliment the staff. Most people don't 
take time to do this, but it is appreciated. 
Again, the use of diplomacy is half the 
battle. 
THE COMMUNICATION LINES 
Staff communication. Though I have 
mentioned this before, let me remind 
you again of the importance of being 
available to all of the staff on all levels. 
People must have someone to talk to 
who will listen, respect confidences, be 
understanding, and, relatively speaking, 
unbiased. The top man will do this too, 
of course, but many people don't feel 
like going that far. You also may be able 
to express an eye-opening opinion when 
a problem gets too involved in crossing 
departmental lines. With the over-all 
view of the library constantly in the 
back of your mind, you may come up 
with a fresh viewpoint so often over-
looked by the people most deeply in-
volved with a problem or conllict. Being 
two steps away from a troublesome situ-
ation may make it possible for you to 
examine the problem in a very different 
light. 
Communication across the campus. By 
the very nature of your position you 
can help to sell the library and its pro-
gram across the campus. How far you 
can go depends very much on how much 
effort you are willing to expend in this 
direction. There are boards and com-
mittees of all kinds in which there is a 
real need for participation on the part 
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of members of the academic community. 
You can serve on a faculty-staff social 
committee whose major responsibility is 
the planning and directing of the Presi-
dent's reception for new faculty and 
staff, a major campus event each fall. 
There will be people from all across the 
campus on this committee and you can 
extend your field of vision where the 
institution is concerned. You might be a 
faculty representative on a university 
theater board, a policy-making board 
which may exist to function as a guide 
to a major university division and ac-
tivity. Again, you are spreading your 
personal contacts with other members of 
the faculty and staff, learning more about 
their fields and also indicating to them 
that the library feels itself a part of the 
academic gathering. 
One of the most effective communica-
tion groups I have ever seen was created 
on the University of Illinois campus 
several years ago, with a nucleus of 
people in administrative positions whose 
work cut across departmental lines 
throughout the institution. Called the 
Campus Roundtable, this group meets 
once each month for luncheon and a 
presentation from some division of the 
university. We have heard from the 
supervisor of traffic and safety, the di-
rector of the health service, the director 
of the bureau of institutional research, 
the university labor relations officer, the 
director of Krannert art museum, the 
university architect, the director of pub-
lic services for the university library, and 
many others. Each of these persons pre-
sented the organization and work of the 
division he represents and described 
plans for the future. At tables for eight, 
at any of these meetings, you might find 
yourself sitting with a security officer, a 
purchasing agent, a food service director, 
a radio or television director, a librarian, 
a business manager, an associate dean 
of women, or an assistant director of 
public information. Those who attend 
these meetings learn more about each 
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other and the university than would be 
possible under any other circumstances. 
They meet each other face to face, often 
after talking by telephone at an earlier 
time, and the impact changes. Never 
again are they dealing with a stranger-
there is a face now to go with the voice. 
All of this serves to strengthen communi-
cations lines in the best way. 
Many of the activities potentially 
available to you on a campus are there 
because you have academic rank and 
are accepted as a mem her of the faculty. 
If you are accepted as a faculty member, 
, act like one! Most faculty members have 
campus responsibilities which reach 
beyond their own little backyards and 
most of them accept this responsibility 
graciously. The same will be expected 
of you. You cannot close your eyes at 
5:00 P.M. each day and hope that the 
institution will go away. There are many 
ways you can support the university after 
regular office hours, and you should be 
willing to do it. 
Meanwhile, the telephone is ringing 
and you may have something surprising 
awaiting your attention: 
The architect has put the offices on 
the second floor. Can you supervise a 
division from that vantage point? 
The dreaded company sent in the 
low bid for the $5,000 pamphlet binder 
order. Convince the purchasing depart-
ment that this product is inferior and in-
adequate for library use. 
The elevator is stuck between the 
second and third floors and some wom-
an on the inside is getting hysterical. 
Purchasing and Contracting has just 
thrown out the out-of-print journal con-
tracts. Write a justification for their re-
turn. 
The budget hearing is scheduled for 
8:30 tomorrow morning. Watch out for 
"you-know-who," he's out to whittle 
down the library's request by thirty per 
cent. 
I just saw --- washing her feet in the 
lavatory of the women's room on the 
first floor. 
She did tool 
There are few dull moments and in so 
many ways it is rewarding. You will feel 
very much like a cog in the endlessly 
rolling wheel of an educational institu-
tion and you can make a greater contri-
bution than you may think now. If you 
don't like people, forget it. I like 
them! •• 
CHARLES CUTTER 
The Restoration of Paper Documents 
and Manuscripts 
This monograph describes what is being done by librarians to pre-
serve and restore books, manuscripts, and archival materials. It dis-
cusses the following problems: (1) flattening of folded documents; 
(2) the methods used by librarians to restore collections damaged by 
fire and water. Included is a summary of some of the procedures used 
by the librarians at the I ewish Theological Seminary of America li-
brary and in Florence to restore damaged collections. Among the 
methods discussed are quick freezing and drying in microwave ovens; 
(3) restoration of documents is discussed with reference to the follow-
ing procedures: (a) silking; (b) tissue process; (c) washing and bleach-
ing; (d) inlaying, framing and glazing; (e) sprays; (f) lamination and 
laminating films. 
MANUSCRIPT and archival material are 
primary sources of information. As 
such, they are of inestimable value to 
researchers in every field. Many of these 
documents and books, particularly those 
printed or written on paper manufac-
tured since the introduction of the 
Fourdrinier paper machine in 1827, have 
begun to deteriorate. This deterioration 
is due to the lowering of the quality of 
paper and other materials used for print-
ing and writing, and to the fact that 
manuscripts and archival materials have 
been stored under adverse conditions. 
Age and use have also contributed to the 
deterioration of materials. The great in-
crease in the use of manuscripts and 
archival material has focused the atten-
tion of librarians on the problem of 
preservation and restoration and the 
need to develop programs in their re-
spective libraries that will attempt to 
solve this problem. 
Mr. Cutter resides at 1345 East lOth 
Street, New York City. 
Preservation and conservation pro-
grams should make provisions for: 
1. Proper storage conditions that will 
prevent the deterioration of materials. 
2. Prevention of the loss of materials 
due to destruction by fire, water, in-
sects, and theft. 
3. Preservation and restoration of ma-
terials. 
It is the purpose of this paper to 
describe briefly what is being done and 
should be done by libraries pertaining 
to the preservation and restoration of 
materials. 
"Treatment of the paper stock is usual-
ly the first requirement in the repair or 
reconditioning of manuscripts or old 
books."1 It is therefore essential, for the 
librarian to know what causes the de-
terioration of paper stock in order that 
he may develop a program that will cur-
tail it and devise means to repair de-
teriorated documents. Paper is largely 
t Harry M. Lydenberg, The Care and Repair of 
Books (New York: Bowker, 1960), p.63. 
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made of matted cellulose fibers derived 
from wood, rags, or other fibrous ma-
terials. It is sized with rosin glue or 
caesin in order to prevent the spreading 
of writing ink. The best grades of paper 
are made from high quality rags or wood 
pulp and have a high alpha-cellulose 
content. Little bleaching or chemical 
treatment is required in their manu-
facture. The quality of cellulose used in 
the manufacture of paper largely de-
termines the strength and durability of 
paper. The higher the alpha-cellulose 
content of the paper, the less it will be 
affected by careless handling and the less 
it will be affected by exposure to heat, 
light, dry air, sulphur dioxide fumes, ex-
cessive dampness, and dust so frequently 
present in storage areas. 2 
"Papers dating from the last half of 
the nineteenth century generally cause 
the greatest concern, because it was dur-
ing this period; that the paper-making 
machine came into widespread use and 
many inferior fibers were adopted at 
random to meet the needs of the sud-
denly increased production and the ac-
celerated demand for paper products."3 
These papers, for the most part, have a 
very low alpha-cellulose content, and 
their deterioration is greatly accelerated 
by one or any combination of the afore-
mentioned factors. 
As was customary before the close of 
the nineteenth century, papers were 
folded and put away in poorly designed 
containers eventually to be relegated to 
some attic or equally unsuitable place. 
Therefore, when an attempt was made 
to open these papers, they often cracked 
along the fold lines. Flattening manu-
scripts thus became a time-consuming 
step in preservation. It is therefore evi-
dent from the above that the quality of 
the paper, the extent to which manu-
scripts and documents have been used, 
2 Adelaide E. Minogue, "Physical Care, Repair and 
Protection of Manuscripts," Library Trends, V (Jan-
uary 1957), 344-45. 
3 Ibid., p.348. 
and the condition under which they 
have been stored affect their condition. 
Flattening documents usually makes 
them more easily accessible and easier 
to preserve. To accomplish this, one can 
place brittle papers in a humidifying 
chamber. If papers are exposed to an 
atmosphere of 90 to 95 per cent humid-
ity, they will become flexible and will 
not break when unfolded. When these 
documents are subsequently packed 
firmly in storage containers, folds will be 
less evident and to a great extent non-
existent. If the documents are very 
creased, they can be smoothed in a man-
gle or with a hand iron or a pile of blot-
ters.4 
"In certain cases, documents require 
special treatment in flattening." Adelaide 
Minogue advocates that "fragile items 
such as brittle tracing papers, documents 
that have been washed or bleached to 
remove stains, fragments of mildewed, 
water soaked, or burned documents, and 
· parchments, which do not tolerate iron-
ing, may be more safely handled by 
spreading out each dampened sheet be-
tween blotters and pressing, without 
heat, until dry."5 
Flattening vellum and parchment man-
uscripts is quite problematic because one 
must be extremely careful not to allow 
water to come into direct contact with 
the sheet. This is particularly true in the 
case of illuminated manuscripts. After 
dehumidifying, Lydenberg suggests that 
single sheets be attached to a frame of 
wood, slightly larger than the sheets to 
be treated, with weights fastened to the 
perimeter of the frame. "The sheet can 
be so adjusted that there will be an even 
pull in all directions and the moisture 
will permit it to be flattened evenly .... 
The drying should be gradual and some-
times (where otherwise mold might de-
velop) it may be well to apply artificial 
4 Lucile M. Kane, A Guide to the Care and Admin-
istration of Manuscripts (Nashville: American Associa-
tion for State and Local History, 1966), p.42-43. 
5 Ibid., p.43. 
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heat if the heat can be kept well under 
control.6 
After all pieces that need it have been 
flattened the collection should be care-
fully inspected to determine if any of the 
materials need treatment, mending, or 
restoration. This is particularly true of 
new acquisitions which will not be proc-
essed for sometime and if stored in their 
present condition may cause deteriora-
tion of other materials in the collection. 
Lucile Kane suggests that the following 
initial steps be taken to clean newly ac-
quired materials: 
"Damp sheets are dried between blot-
ters to prevent mold, mildew, and other 
damage to ink and paper. If the repository 
has standard fumigating equipment, man-
uscripts are freed from insects, rodents, 
and fungi by exposure in tanks. Few 
small institutions have fumigating cham-
bers. In their absence, it is recommended 
that the papers be exposed to the vapors 
of ethylene dichloride and carbon tetra-
chloride in an airtight box for twenty-
four hours and then thoroughly aired."7 
Dust and abrasives, such as sand and 
plaster, and surface dirt that will smear 
when the papers are placed in storage, 
must be removed before the papers are 
disturbed in any way. Minogue states: 
"Rubbing the records with a cloth or 
using any suction method may merely 
spread the dust into the papers or tear 
them along the edges." This is particu-
larly true of papers dating from the last 
half of the nineteenth century. She rec-
ommends that "streams of air be blown 
along the exposed edges of the papers."8 
Lucile Kane further states that the man-
uscripts 'be placed under a hood that 
sucks up dust" during this process. She 
also suggests that materials be cleaned 
with soft brushes or a paste type wall 
paper cleaner.9 
s Lydenberg, op. cit., p.76. 
7 Kane, op. cit., p.l0-11; Minogue, op. cit., p.346; 
Arthur E. Kimberly, "Repair and Preservation in the 
National Archives," American Archivist, I (July 1938) 
111-12. 
s Minogue, op. cit., p.348. 
9 Kane, op. cit., p.l0-11. 
The latter suggestion is questionable 
to some authorities, however, because 
such pastes under certain conditions can 
foster the growth of mold and mildew. 
Other problems that must be consid-
ered that are not peculiar to any period 
or to any type of record are the follow-
ing: 
1. Records damaged as a result of fire 
and water or insects. 
2. Restoration of documents. 
3. Storage and shelving. (This topic is 
beyond the scope of this paper and 
will not be discussed. ) 
REcoRDs DAMAGED As A REsULT OF 
wATER OR FIRE 
Much can be learned in this regard 
from the experience of librarians now in-
volved in the restoration of books and 
manuscripts at the Jewish Theological 
Seminary in New York and at libraries 
in Florence. 
On April 18, 1966, fire raged in the 
Jewish Theological Seminary library. 
The fire "destroyed about seventy thou-
sand volumes. The materials on the two 
uppermost levels were almost completely 
consumed. . . . materials on the third 
level from the top were partly burned, 
partly heavily damaged by water or by 
the collapsing shelves. A small portion 
of the materials on the third level was 
salvaged. The seven lower stacks con-
taining some 150,000 volumes were heav-
ily damaged by water."10 
Under the leadership of Menahem 
Schmelczer, the librarian of the seminary, 
a plan for salvaging the damaged col-
lection was initiated. All books were re-
moved from the stacks and set up in free 
standing areas in order that the books 
be exposed to the maximum amount of 
circulating air. This was done because 
circulation of air and the rapid removal 
of excess moisture are the most effective 
10 Menahem Schmelczar, "Report on the Library 
of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America," 
(January !-September 30, 1966). 
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ways known to prevent the development 
of mold and mildew. Fans and dehumid-
ifiers were used to speed the process of 
drying. Trays of calcium chloride were 
placed in all book storage areas to ab-
sorb moisture from the air. Temporary 
shelves were erected in many storage 
areas in order to increase the area avail-
able for drying books. The faculty and 
library staff selected books considered 
important or rare for priority treatment. 
New methods to dry books were sug-
gested and experimented with. The ex-
periments included quick-freezing, and 
drying in microwave ovens. "Although 
both were successful-that is, they did 
dry books-both the mechanical facili-
ties · and skilled personnel to operate 
them were in short supply. All the ap-
propriate quick-freeze facilities in the 
East, had they been available, could 
handle a maximum of 150 books a week 
-not an encouraging forecast to a library 
staff faced with a thousand times that 
number. Proper use of this technique re-
quired operators familiar with defrost-
ing rates and temperatures, and these too 
proved scarce. Similar difficulties were 
encountered with the microwave ovens, 
although as many as four of these were 
used in the early stages of the salvage 
operation."11 
The use of thymol chambers was ex-
perimented with in order to dry books 
and to arrest the onset of mold and mil-
dew. The experiment proved to be high-
ly successful. This experiment was dis-
continued because of the lack of facili-
ties to handle large quantities of books 
and the fact that the time involved was 
prohibitive. 
Interleaving with paper towels in lieu 
of blotters, although time consuming, 
proved to be the most successful method 
of drying books. This was because of the 
availability of many volunteers, and of 
plentiful supplies. 
u Majorie W yler, " Need Calls Forth New Tech-
niques for Book Salvage Following Library Fire in 
New York," The W eekly Underwriter, CXCIV (June 
25, 1966), 26. 
Books that had begun to mildew and 
mold in spite of preventive measures, 
were treated with alcohol. Fumigation 
with formaldehyde was considered but 
not used to any extent because: ( 1) the 
conditions under which formaldehyde 
can be sprayed are astringent; ( 2) no 
fumigator could be found with the prop-
er facilities; and ( 3) experts. in the field 
indicated that alcohol would do an ad-
equate job. 
Many bindings were damaged by 
water, and others by efforts to dry the 
leaves and to remove mold and mildew. 
In other instances, bindings had to be 
removed because it was found that glue 
on the spines, when wet, caused the 
growth of mold and mildew. This neces-
sitated undertaking a massive binding 
operation of damaged volumes, proce-
dures of which are beyond the scope of 
this paper. Some of the materials charred 
by the fire required considerable in-
lays; others required minor repairs. The 
library was advised by W. J. Barrow to 
deacidify and laminate with cellulose 
acetate film and tissue some of the dam-
aged material. Material of considerable 
importance that was completely burned 
through may be photographed on infra-
red film at a future date. 
Similar problems, although on a grand-
er scale, were encountered by conserva-
tors sent to Florence by the Committee 
to Rescue Italian Art ( CRIA ), on a fact-
finding mission on November 14, 1966. 
"Professor Bates Lowry, chairman of the 
committee's national executive commit-
tee, said that the combination of water, 
mud, and seeping fuel oil from furnaces 
and tanks which engulfed buildings, 
works of art, books, and manuscripts, 
presented unprecedented problems for 
conservators."12 Menahem Schmelczer, 
one of sixteen conservators sent by the 
committee on this mission, describes in 
an unpublished report some of the meth-
ods used to treat damaged books. Tern-
12New Y ork Times ( November 18, 1966 ), 88. 
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porary shelving was erected and nets 
spread out between chairs and tables 
to dry books. Waterlogged books were 
interleaved. Books were also sent to to-
bacco-processing plants and drying areas 
equipped with dehumidifiers, chemicals 
to absorb moisture, and electric fans. 
The Florentine synagogue arranged to 
send untreated books to the Sime fac-
tory of electrical appliances. "Books 
were spread out on little hand trucks 
and put into electric ovens for drying 
at a temperature of about 45° centigrade. 
The doors of these ovens were left a 
little bit open to allow for the circula-
tion of air. After forty-eight hours the 
books became almost completely dry. 
Since most of the books were printed 
before the nineteenth century, the good 
quality paper was seemingly not affected 
by the relatively high temperature. When 
the books dried, it was easy to separate 
papers which were previously stuck to-
gether because of wetness." Conservators 
planned to create thymol chambers by 
placing plastic sheets over shelving areas 
and heating thymol crystals to the level 
of evaporation within the chamber. It 
was hoped that books could be kept 
within the chamber for two to three 
days before they were put back on 
shelves set aside for dry books. This 
method was found to be effective in the 
past in combating mildew and in disin-
fecting books. 
When this job is done, these damaged 
books and manuscripts will have to be 
restored. This is indeed one of the im-
portant steps in preservation. 
PRESERVATION AND RESTORATION 
Several processes are now being used 
by libraries to preserve weakened and 
deteriorated documents. The restorer 
must select the materials to be re-
stored and decide upon the process to 
be used. He must bear in mind that 
"nothing should be done that will seri-
ously impair the usefulness of the manu-
script or later result in serious damage 
t . "13 Th o It. ere are three basic require-
ments which any satisfactory restoration 
process should meet. They are: 
1. Legibility. The readability of the re-
stored item should not be reduced 
appreciably. 
2. Permanency. In order to insure per-
manency, the impurities which caused 
deterioration of the item should be 
removed or made inert. The materials 
used to strengthen the sheet should be 
chemically pure and stable and should 
be resistant to the harmful action of 
certain agents present under normal 
storage conditions and usage. In addi-
tion, the process used should not re-
duce the permanency of the item 
treated. 
3. Durability. After restoration, items 
which will get much use should have 
both good resistance to tearing and 
folding endurance. Seldom used items 
such as exhibit pieces may have ~ 
lower requirement.14 
Cost is also a factor to be considered. 
The following are the most commonly 
used processes for the restoration of de-
teriorated manuscripts and books. 
SILK PRocEss 
The .silk process consists of pasting to 
each side of the document a piece of 
semi-transparent, coarsely woven silk 
cl~t~, often with a flour paste containing 
acidic alum. The end product will have 
relatively good visibility, be strong, and 
have a high resistance to tearing. In 
time this resistance is lessened because 
silk is not a stable product. Gradually it 
begins to discolor and tends to become 
brittle. The paste used in its application 
dries out and embrittles the whole sheet. 
Often too it is attacked by insects and 
mold. 
13 W. J. Barrow, "Deacidification and Lamination 
of J?e~eriorated Documents, 1938-1963," American 
Ar~:w'ISt, XXVIII (April 1965), 285. 
Roy 0. Hummel and W. J. Barrow, " Lamination 
and Other Methods of Preservation," Library Trends 
IV (January 1956 ) , 260. ' 
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In addition to the gradual deteriora-
tion of silk, the silking process makes no 
provision for neutralizing and/ or elim-
inating the factors which caused the de-
terioration. Silking is a slow and expen-
sive process. The skilled labor needed to 
apply it is difficult to find. For these rea-
sons, silking has ceased to be considered 
a satisfactory method of permanent res-
toration, and its use has fallen into dis-
favor in recent years.15 
TISSUE PROCESS 
The tissue process is similar to silking. 
For reasons of economy, thin sheets of 
tissue made of high grade fibers are used 
in lieu of silk. This process, too, has lim-
ited use, in view of the fact that no pro-
vision is made for eliminating the active 
compounds in the sheet that caused dete-
rioration. The process is slow, and the 
end product has a low tear resistance.16 
In conclusion, Barrow's comment 
should be noted-"While these processes 
have made possible continued use of 
many deteriorated documents, in gen-
eral both processes have a limited life 
expectancy of twenty to thirty years."17 
MENDING 
Mending in the strict sense of the 
word, is not a restorative process and 
does not add strength to the leaf or vol-
ume being repaired. Only papers and 
manuscripts that have not begun to de-
teriorate can be mended. Japanese tissue 
and paste or transparent "mending" tape 
can be used to repair torn pages or to 
reinforce leaves. If it becomes necessary 
to fill out incomplete leaves, the restorer 
should use paper of the same grade, 
thickness, and texture as the original 
leaf. In order for these to match, he has 
two alternatives. He may either darken 
the area that was repaired with a solu-
tion of tea or coffee to match the origi-
nal leaf or (and this is more difficult and 
15 l.bid., p.260-61; Barrow, op. cit. , p.285; Minogue, 
op. ctt., p.351. 
16 Hummel, op. cit., p.261 ; Barrow, op. cit., p.285. 
17 Barrow, op cit., p.285. 
not preferable) he may bleach the re-
paired area to match the original sheet if 
paper of a darker shade is employed to 
fill out an incomplete leaf. This process 
should include the reproducing in fac-
simile of missing words and letters. 
Perforations can be filled in by means 
of a paste filler made of paper fluff and 
paste, or paper pulp.1s 
WASHING AND BLEACHING 
Documents may be washed, preferably 
in distilled water, or they may be sponged 
with water and soap jelly to free them 
from dust and grime. Washing can, in 
certain instances, restore some life to 
brittle and dry papers. Some of the 
acidity inherent in paper may be re-
moved.19 
Stains of a more permanent nature-
i.e., iodine, mildew, or mold-may be 
removed by the application of such 
solvents as benzene, benzole, gasoline, 
or alcohol. Minogue recommends that 
"the paper itself should be laid with 
the stained side down on a white blotter 
and the solvent be sponged on from the 
back. . . . As the solvent is applied suc-
cessively, the paper should be moved to 
clean portions of the blotter. When re-
peated sponging leaves no significant 
residue on the blotter, the paper should 
be turned over and treated in a similar 
way as on the stained side. After the 
solvent has dried, no ironing or other 
flattening treatment should be re-
quired."20 
Documents are sometimes bleached to 
remove discoloration stains or to lighten 
darkened documents in order to increase 
the legibility of the writing or print of 
the documents involved. The use of po-
tassium permanganate and potassium 
m~tasulphate has given way to bleaching 
agents which are simpler to use and 
safer. The foremost bleaching agent in 
18 Lydenberg, op. cit., p.64; Hummel, op. cit., p.261. 
19 Hummel, op. cit., p.261; Lydenberg, op. cit., p.265. 
20 Lydenberg, op. cit., p.67 -68. (Includes a list of 
recommended solvents); See also, Minogue, The Repair 
and Preservation of Records [Bulletins of the National 
Archives, Number 5.J (Washington: 1943). 
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use today is Chloramine T. Although it 
is supposed to be safer than other 
bleaching agents in use, it is question-
able whether it has the same lightening 
effect. Lydenberg describes its applica-
tion: "A two percent solution is painted 
on the surface to be cleaned with a 
fine flat brush. The treated leaf is placed 
between blotting paper and boards and 
pressed in a book press or under weights. 
The treatment may be repeated after one 
hour, until a satisfactory appearance is 
achieved." It has also been found that 
the use of Chloramine T is effective in 
removing discoloration due to foxing. 21 
R. J. Gettens developed a procedure 
for the use of sodium chlorite as a 
bleaching agent. Its application is more 
complex than the application of Chlora-
mine T. The document or leaf to be 
treated is submerged in a tray contain-
ing a 2 per cent solution of sodium 
chlorite plus five ounces of 40 per cent 
formaldehyde. It is suggested that the 
document be submerged for fifteen min-
utes. The length of submersion is de-
pendent upon the intensity of the stain-
ing, and therefore it is conceivable that 
the document may be submerged for a 
longer period of time. The document is 
then rinsed in running water for the 
same length of time that it was sub-
merged in the solution, and then dried 
between blotters. Other bleaching agents 
also being used include oxalic acid, 
javelle water, and ammonia.22 
A word of caution is in order here. 
Chlorine bleaches should be used under 
very carefully controlled conditions as 
chlorine can be deleterious to cellulose 
fibers. Any lowering in the strength of 
the document-i.e., folding endurance or 
tear resistance-should be evaluated 
against the legibility of the writing or the 
print of the document involved. Minogue 
states: "Except for oily stains, which may 
be removed with a dry cleaning solvent, 
it is best not to tamper with stains or 
21 Ibid., p.70-71. 
22 Ibid., p.71-72. 
discolorations. The chemicals required, 
mainly acids and bleaches, will seriously 
weaken cellulose fibers and destroy the 
sizing. It is likewise inadvisable to try to 
restore the legibility of faded iron-gall 
inks by chemical means, but if faded 
documents can be pp.otographed by 
ultraviolet light using fluorescence filter, 
the print will be considerably more legi-
ble than the original. If an examination 
or reading of the document will suffice, 
it will be observed that the ink residue 
will fluoresce and become legible to the 
eye as welf as to the camera."23 
Many deteriorated documents will 
crumble if an attempt is made to erase 
surface dirt, even with a soft eraser. 
Water may damage paper, particularly 
coated, highly glazed paper. Writing 
inks, particularly of oak gall origin, may 
run. Solvents may dissolve printing ink. 
Bleaching chemicals can weaken paper 
if they are not thoroughly removed. 
Therefore the restorer must be certain 
prior to employing this process, that the 
method and material he chooses will not 
further damage the document in ques-
tion. It is suggested that both the paper 
and ink be tested to determine whether 
they will withstand the treatment chosen 
to restore them. For example, ink can be 
tested by applying a drop of water to 
an inconspicuous part of the text. The 
restorer can tell whether the print or 
writing ink is likely to come off by touch-
ing a blotter on the spot. In sum there-
fore great emphasis should not be placed 
on this method as a satisfactory means 
of restoration for the following reasons-
1. The process is relatively slow since 
sheets must be treated individually; 
2. The appearance of the document may 
be enhanced by the process but not 
the strength of the document; 
3. Materials and methods employed 
may, under certain circumstances, 
cause further deterioration of the ma-
terials being restored. 
23 Minogue, op. cit., p.350-51. 
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RESIZING 
A common process to strengthen de-
teriorated papers and improve the co-
herence of the fibers of the papers is 
resizing. This process consists of dipping 
the document into a bath of two to four 
per cent animal glue, gelatin, starch, or 
material of similar content. In the light 
of recent research, one can question the 
feasibility of this process. Hummel 
states: "Some recent research has shown 
however, that many deteriorated paper~ 
have lost their sizing and this has not 
been the cause of the weakening of most 
paper. Since too much size will stiffen 
a sheet and make it less flexible, there is 
no reason to think that resizing will add 
much strength to a deteriorated sheet. 
It is also true that modern wood pulp 
paper contains noncellulose materials 
which have no fiber structure. Sizing will 
have little or no value in trying to bind 
together components of such paper."24 
INLAYING, FRAMING, GLAZING 
Inlaying or framing is another means 
of reinforcing papers. Through this 
method the margins of a single sheet of 
paper are extended by framing it with a 
larger sheet. This method is used partic-
ularly in the repair of documents for 
display purposes or in illustrating books 
when the restorer wishes to make 
the inserted illustrations the same 
size as that of the book into which they 
are being inserted. Hummel does not 
think that this is a satisfactory method 
of restoration because the process is slow 
and tedious and because framing adds 
little strength to the sheet. Second, "in-
laying may result in the formation of 
undesirable cockles and a premature 
breakdown of the original sheet" due to 
the fact that the rate of expansion and 
contraction resulting from the change in 
temperature and humidity is seldom the 
same in two different papers.25 
25 Ibid. , p.263. 
~ Hummel, op. cit., p.262. 
Glazing is similar to the above process. 
The document is mounted between 
sheets of glass bound together at the 
edges or framed. Glass that absorbs the 
short wave lengths of light which are 
deleterious to paper should be used in 
order to protect the document from light. 
The document is flattened and subse-
quently held in place tightly by the pres-
sure between the pieces of glass or the 
backing of the frame. This process also 
protects the document from dust. 26 
PRESERVATION OF MATERIALS 
IN PLASTIC ENVELOPES 
Carolyn Horton recommended this 
method of preservation to the Jewish 
Theological Seminary for their ''Genizah" 
manuscripts. In a letter addressed to 
Miss Kleban of the library she states: "All 
materials used are of the most permanent 
nature and the protection which this 
type of treatment gives . . . is the most 
?omplete possible short of sealing them 
In a vacuum chamber in a fireproof vault. 
The manuscripts can be examined with-
out being touched directly, typed or writ-
ten comments or translations can be 
written on interleaving pages, an index 
can be written or typed on the front 
page and the pages can be removed for 
photography or possible rearrangement 
in some future age." 
The specifications suggested were as 
follows: 
"The pages are made of permalife 
paper which is acid free and designed 
for permanence. 
"The envelopes are made of Lumarith 
L-822, the gauge thickness being .0075 
the optimum thickness for durability: 
. .. The envelopes are held together with 
non-rusting aluminum alloy post bind-
ers. The binding is constructed of 'Gold 
Label' binders board, the most durable 
available in the world and the covering 
material is of Bancroft Legal Buckram. 
. . . In tests made by the Lakeside Press 
26 Minogue, op. cit ., p.28. 
~ 
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this cloth stood up to accelerated aging 
tests better than any other available."27 
This method as was previously indi-
cated is being used by the Jewish Theo-
logical Seminary library and has proved 
to be quite satisfactory. 
SPRAYS 
Conservators hoped that sprays con-
sisting of a transparent coating (perhaps 
a plastic film that would be applied to 
the surface of the document) would be 
developed and prove to be economical 
as well as protective. To date however, 
"no worth while spray method of restora-
tion has been developed." Earlier sprays 
composed of cellulose nitrate are now 
considered "to be unstable and injurious 
to paper." Other sprays "gave a protec-
tive coating to the surface of the paper 
but added little to its physical strength. 
It has been shown that they sometimes 
increase the brittleness of the paper. Nor 
do they remove or neutralize whatever 
chemical impurities were in the sheet 
originally and these are left to continue 
the process of deterioration."28 
LAMINATION 
Lamination is the modern c~unterpart 
of the silking and tissue processes. It is a 
process by which a sheet of thermoplastic 
cellulose acetate film is applied by pre-
cision-built equipment to each side of a 
sheet of paper by means of controlled 
heat and pressure. This method was first 
used in the mid-1930's as a means of re-
storing deteriorated materials. Testing 
revealed that lamination "protects the 
sheet from some adverse external in-
fluences but it does not add sufficient 
strength to withstand the normal stresses 
of flexing and does not provide the re-
sistance to tearing so necessary for nor-
mal use. Like the silk and tissue process, 
it does not neutralize or inactivate the 
components that cause the papers to be-
27 Carolyn Horton , Letter addressed to Miss Anne 
Kleban, March 3, 1963. 
28 Hummel, op. C'it., p.262. 
come increasingly brittle. Consequently, 
like the other two, this method has 
limited value from the standpoint of 
preservation and use."29 
Lamination experiments were also con-
ducted with cellulose containing thermo-
plastic and pressure-sensitive adhesives. 
It has been found that this procedure is 
satisfactory for use on materi~ls of 
temporary value. It is not satisfactory 
for use on manuscripts of permanent 
value, or books, because the film tends to 
peel off after a few years, leaving the ad-
hesive embedded in the pores of the 
paper. Moreover, the adhesive some-
times discolors the paper. This material, 
too, does not provide the resistance to 
tearing so necessary for nmmal use. 30 
William Herbert Langwell, the noted 
British conservator advocates the use of 
the "Sundex" process, a process similar 
to the Barrow process. He claims that 
this process has some advantages over 
the Barrow process. Semi-transparent 
paper, glassine, is used in place of the 
cellulose acetate foil. The components 
are stuck together with an aqueous ad-
hesive such as carboxymethylcellulose or 
starch paste subsequently consolidated 
by pressure between heated surfaces. 
Langwell claims that the "Sundex" proc-
ess is safer because the temperature re-
quired in bonding together the compo-
nents is below that of boiling water. 
Second, delamination is achieved rapidly 
by soaking in water, without apparent 
damage to the document. Third, "this 
method produces a sandwich which 
is mechanically, and chemically more 
homogeneous than a 'Barrow' sandwich 
and consequently less liable to unbal-
anced stresses due to changes in moisture 
content and temperature of the atmos-
phere."31 
The chief disadvantages of both proc-
esses is that no provision is made for 
29 Barrow, op. cit., p.285. 
30 Hummel, op. cit., p.263. 
31 William Herbert Langwell, The Conservation of 
Books and Documents (London: I. Pittman, 1957) 
p .23-24. 
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deacidification prior to lamination and 
that the document in question might be 
rendered more brittle by the application 
of heat. 
Barrow refined the conventional meth-
od of laminating with film only. He 
added, to each side of the sandwich, 
strong well-purified tissue, in order to 
give the laminate added strength and 
permanence. He suggested that binding 
margins, composed of tissue or thin 
paper, be incorporated along the inner 
margins of restored leaves of books in 
order to decrease the Hexing and wear of 
restored leaves. Missing portions of 
leaves and worm holes could be filled in 
with tissue in order to give an even 
structural balance to the sheet. Deacidi-
fication . of the document to be restored 
was later suggested as a prerequisite to 
lamination. Two effective methods of de-
acidification recommended by Barrow 
are soaking the sheet either in a solu-
tion of calcium hydroxide followed by 
a solution of calcium bicarbonate, or in 
a solution of magnesium bicarbonate. 
The end product provides excellent 
permanence and gives added strength 
to the document without impairing legi-
bility. Other satisfactory features of this 
process are: 
1. The heat used in the application of 
laminae kills most micro-organisms; 
2. The acidity which is neutralized is 
not apt to become active again; 
3. The restored sheets are not difficult 
to use or store and can, with the ad-
dition of binding margins of tissue or 
good quality paper, be bound up in 
volumes; 
4. The document or leaf can be delami-
nated.32 The experience of libraries 
points to the fact that this process 
gives assurance of moderate use of 
32 Hummel, op. cit., p.264-66; See also Barrow, 
The Ba"ow Method of Restoring Deteriorated Docu-
ments (Richmond: 1965), for a detailed description 
pertaining to the procedures of deacidification and 
lamination. The brochure contains an excellent bibli-
ography on this subject. 
restored documents over a long period 
of time.33 
Langwell suggests the use of inhibitors 
in conjunction with the Sundex process 
~ 
I 
in order to make provision for deacidifi-
cation prior to lamination. These inhibi-
tors would be applied to the paper in a 
similar fashion as those applied in the 
"Barrow" process except that only one 
bath would be needed. Inhibitors can 
be used together with gelatine where an 
improvement in both chemical and me- j 
chanica! properties of paper is desirable. 
He states: "The use of inhibitors is too 
recent to gauge their effectiveness under 
practical conditions of archival storage. 
The process has, however, a sound theo-
retical and experimental basis and unlike 
the alkali impregnation, remains effective 
so long as the inhibitor remains in the 
paper. Leather has been treated in a sim-
ilar way for long enough to inspire confi-
dence in its effectiveness and there seems 
to be no doubt that it will be equally 
effective for paper."34 
It would be of value at this point to 
indicate that conservators are making 
every effort to discover more facts about 
the composition of deteriorated papers. 
They are developing new materials for 
the preservation of materials and are 
also experimenting with new restorative 
processes. Langwell, for instance, is ex-
perimenting with vapor-phase deacidifi-
cation ( V.P.D.) of books and documents. 
He has found the performance of cy-
clohexylamine carbonate ( CHC) par-
ticularly promising.35 This method may 
prove to be a solution to the problem 
of deacidification of documents contain-
ing water-soluble inks. Barrow is ex-
perimenting with print transfer.as 
Foremost among the new laminating 
33 Barrow, op. cit., p.289; Leon de Valinger, "Lam-
ination of Manuscripts at the Delaware State Archives ,. 
American Archivist, XXVIII (April 1965), 290-9J; 
James L. Gear, "Lamination After Thirty Years,. 
American Archivist, XXVIII (April 1965), 293-97. 
34 Langwell, op. cit., p.24-25. 
3~ "Technical Mailbag," American Archivist, XXIX 
(October 1966), 566. 
ss Hummel, op. cit., p.266. 
l The Restoration of Paper Documents and Manuscripts I 391 films being experimented with are the the stability of the polyvinyl acetate and following: it is questionable whether deacidification 1. Myla. This film is flexible and has a by this method is completely effective."37 
"high edge-tear strength." It is -not heat Microfilming is not a restorative proc-
sealable, however, and must be used ess. It can conserve the contents of the 
with an adhesive or combined with material but not the physical document 
other films. The stability of the adhesive which may have importance to the bibli-
used must be taken into consideration ographer or paleographer who is not 
if myla is to be used as a laminating film. interested in the contents of the ma-
2. Polyethylene. This film is heat seal- terial per se. It should therefore be used 
able but is difficult to delaminate. It as a last resort for conservation purposes. 
may prove useful for materials that it In conclusion, the conservator who 
will never be necessary to delaminate, considers his job completed with the 
but not for historical documents. restorative process he applies to the 
3. Myla and Polyethylene. This combi- document in question, is remiss in his 
nation would produce a film that is flex- duties. The durability given to the docu-
ible, strong, yet heat sealable. ment by the restorative process will 
4. Postlip duplex laminating tissue. come to naught if the librarian does not 
This tissue consists of tissue paper im- store the restored documents in suitable 
pregnated with polyvinyl acetate and storage conditions, i.e., away from con-
magnesium acetate as an acid acceptor. It taminated papers and atmosphere, ex-
was developed by W. H. Langwell with cessive heat, uncontrolled humidity, and 
the hope that the film can laminate and harmful light. • • 
deacidify at the same time. Gear states: 
" ... no data have been compiled to show 37 Gear, op. cit., p.296; Hummel, op. cit., p.267. 
RUSSELL MARCUS 
Laos and Library Development 
Libraries are not yet viewed by the government of Laos as essential 
for national development, yet some emerging growth factors may be 
observed. There have been at least three recent proposals made for 
Lao library enhancement, but thus far necessary funding has not been 
forthcoming as a result. Most of the library service presently available 
in the nation is rendered by foreign agencies. This situation will have 
to change. 
L mRARIES ARE NOT always a good thing. 
In developing countries, for example, li-
braries are often unorganized, unused, 
and poorly staffed and may easily be 
misinterpreted by the local government 
as a waste of time and not worthy of 
further thought or investment. For this 
reason libraries in developing nations 
sometimes cripple their own further de-
velopment. The immediate bibliothecal 
future of such nations therefore often 
lies not in the establishment of large 
libraries (although these will ultimately 
be needed), but rather in the develop-
ment of small, useful, well-run collec-
tions of books which will stimulate the 
desire of the populace to want more. 
When this occurs, the public will de-
mand library development on their own 
terms for their own resources; i.e., librar-
ies will develop. 
In Laos today, a key factor for proper 
library development is lacking; i.e., the 
interest and support of the Royal Lao 
Government. There have been three li-
brary programs proposed in the past 
-decade, but no one of them has as yet 
come to the active attention of the gov-
ernment. 
The first, written in 1958 by Tay Keo-
·1ouangkhot and Thao Kene was called 
Mr. Marcus is a library consultant with 
the Asia Foundation in Laos. 
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"National Library and Museum System 
in Laos." In it the authors pointed out 
the need for a national library, describ-
ing it in the following terms: 
It will be a depository of essential cul-
tural values, of original documents, of his-
torical and geographical studies, and it will 
provide our national archive. The National 
Library will also serve as a centre of cul-
tural life and scientific research. The lack 
of such an institution has handicapped seri-
ous scholarly research in Laos into artistic, 
historical and geographical, economic, and 
literary problems. 
The establishment of a National Library 
for Laos will be a sign of its nationhood 
and a witness to its independence; and it 
will proclaim the respect of Laos for moral 
and intellectual values. 
The second proposal, which is cur-
rently before UNESCO for approval, is 
George Chartrand's "UNESCO Report 
on Library Development in Laos." In ad-
dition to stating the need for a deposi-
tory law, trained librarians, planning, 
funds, and new facilities, Mr. Chartrand 
proposed the establishment of a "Bureau 
des Bibliotheques du Laos" which would 
be expected to: 
1. Publicize the importance of libraries 
and reading, particularly to school 
teachers. 
2. Plan the organization of school librar-
ies, taking into account the urgent 
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needs of the less-favored areas of Laos. 
3. Centralize book buying for all librar-
ies. 
4. Receive book gifts from various do-
nors and distribute them intelligently. 
5. Organize and centralize all technical 
services before distributing books. 
6. Visit libraries and gather statistics for 
use in establishing long term develop-
mental programs. 
7. Build a librarian's library with pri-
mary emphasis on bibliographies for 
children and for other specialized 
groups of readers. 
8. Establish a book binding department. 
The third proposal, drafted by a mem-
ber of the International Voluntary Ser-
vices, calls for Royal Lao Government 
approval and sponsorship of a Library 
Development Team ( LDT). The LDT 
would help organize libraries requesting 
assistance, create the materials necessary 
to run these libraries, and set standards 
for good library practice. Foreign ad-
visors would work with Lao counter-
parts appointed and paid by the RLG. It 
is to be hoped that the example set by 
the LDT would help stimulate the de-
sire to establish a permanent bureau of 
libraries in the RLG. 
In order to evaluate these proposals, 
it is necessary to know something about 
the country of Laos and its libraries. If 
the statistics about Laos are compared 
with similar figures for Oregon, the 
meaning of a developing library system 
will be clear. Both Laos and Oregon 
have a population of about two million 
people widely distributed over more 
than ninety thousand square miles of 
land. Both have rich timber resources . 
Laos, however, cannot market its timber 
or other resources effectively because it 
is a landlocked country lacking roads, 
TABLE 1. HOLDINGS AND CIRCU LATION OF LIBRARIE S IN L AOS 
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Lao Libraries: 
Archives Nationale 2,484 2,484 .... . . . . . .. . 5 
National Library 8,957 8,857 .... 100 . ... 72 
National Museum . 2,805 98 194 698 1,815 . . 
Ecole de Medecine 762 662 100 . . . . . ... . . 30 
Ecole Superieure de 
Pedagogie 7,927 1,769 4,914 1,101 116 27 660 
Institut du Droit 1,710 1,121 443 16 130 . ... 50 
Direction de r Agriculture . 1,320 860 460 . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Bureau des Manuels Scolaires 5,250 1,100 1,200 2,900 50 .. . . 300 
Vang Vieng public library 251 65 43 40 91 12 162 
Luang Prabang public library 5,048 . . . 385 4,603 60 . . 100 
Lao library subtotals 36,514 17,016 7,545 8,954 1,145 1,854 1,384 
Foreign Libraries: 
2,785 USIS library, Vientiane 4,297 1,081 145 16 270 610 
USIS library, Luang Prabang 2,748 1,191 1,174 163 26 194 105 
USIS library, Savanakhet . 2,528 737 1,182 164 33 412 179 
USIS library, Pakse 2,686 991 1,225 188 56 226 133 
American School library 3,100 . . . . 3,100 .... . .. . • • 0 • 2,250 
British Information Service 2,687 . . . . 2,687 0 •• • •• 0. • •• 0 168 
Centre Cultural Fran<;ais . 4,076 4,076 • • • 0 • 0 •• . ... .. . . 512 
United Nations staff library 1,507 1,000 507 0 ••• . . . . ... 5 
USIAD technical library 3,275 . . . . 3,210 11 54 . .. . 189 
Foreign language subtotals 26,904 9,076 15,870 671 185 1,102 4,151 
Totals 63,418 26,092 23,415 9,625 1,330 2,956 5,535 
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railroads or navigable rivers, and be-
cause of the current armed conflict be-
tween rival native factions. As a result, 
Laos in 1965 had a national income of 
$22 million whereas Oregon earned more 
than $5.3 billion. It is not surprising 
that Laos spent only $10,588 last year 
for its national archives, museum, and 
literary committee, whereas Oregon 
spent $1,849,660 for the Portland public 
library alone. The Lao National Archives 
has a cataloged collection of 840 books 
of which 55 are circulating annually, 
whereas the Portland public library has a 
collection of 896,917 volumes of which 
3,504,963 circulated in 1965. The number 
of readers in Laos is much smaller than 
the number in Oregon, in part because 
of educational differences. There were 
only 7,279 Lao students in the sixth 
grade last year compared to Oregon's 
37,061, and only 290 Lao students in the 
twelfth grade compared with 31,127 in 
Oregon. 
It is clear from these general statistics 
that rapid development of all kinds is 
needed in Laos. Yet the nation lacks re-
sources, and among its greatest needs is 
some kind of library service. To see how 
Laos is helping itself in this respect, let 
us take a closer look at its libraries. 
Laos has nineteen independent librar-
ies and an undetermined number of 
bookshelves. Ten of the libraries are un-
der Lao jurisdiction; the other nine are 
run by foreign missions. This paper will 
focus upon the ten Lao libraries. 
Libraries in Laos are small; not a sin-
gle collection exceeds ten thousand vol-
umes in size. Three different libraries are 
called the .. National Library," but in fact 
none of them does the job of a national 
library. The National Archives does not 
collect Lao materials and it loans its 
books out. The National Museum has a 
large collection of old Pali and Sanskrit 
books, but it treats them as items with-
out monetary or intellectual value. Thao 
Kene has written of the latter, .. The build-
ing is well suited for a museum, but its 
plan has none of the desirable features 
of a library." The National Library, also 
called the Rockefeller library, circulates 
only French books and does not have 
any material about Laos. 
Together, the nineteen libraries con-
tain a total of 63,418 volumes. The ten 
Lao libraries house 58 per cent of these 
books, but only account for 25 per cent 
of the nation's total book circulation. The 
other 42 per cent of the books are cir-
culated by the foreign libraries and ac-
count for 75 per cent of all circulation. 
Although the foreign libraries may have 
set many good examples, most Lao li- ~ 
brarians have never visited them, nor in-
deed have they ever seen a library any-
where. The accompanying Table 1 sum-
marizes data on all libraries in Laos. 
At first it may seem strange that only 
2.2. per cent of the books in Lao libraries 
are in the national language, but the 
Lao has never had a distinguished liter-
ary history, there being 134 Lao books 
in print. If Laos wishes to increase its 
library resources, it must turn to foreign 
languages, and the most logical second 
language is Thai. There is an abundance 
of Thai publishing, and Thai books have 
the same religious and cultural elements 
which are present in Laos; furthermore 
most people who are literate in Lao can 
read Thai also. 
Lao libraries circulate few books. This 
presents a major problem because circu-
lation is often the basis upon which a 
library attempts to justify its existence. 
To increase book circulation in the 
schools, library use must be integrated 
into the school curricula. This is being 
done .at the American School in Vien-
tiane, and its circulation is notably higher 
than those of other Lao libraries. To in-
crease circulation in general, however, 
libraries need more books of quality. 
USIS has circulated almost as many Eng-
lish books as French books, yet many 
more people understand French because 
it is the language of instruction from the 
fourth grade on. Together, the American 
I 
l School and USIS circulated about . 60 per cent of all books in Laos in 1966. In addition to their unbalanced lan-
guage holdings and their low circula-
tion of books, libraries in Laos are 
plagued with a host of other problems. 
They are unorganized, poorly staffed, 
confused about their function, and lack-
ing funds. Organization is chaotic and 
unstandardized. Four Lao libraries or-
ganize the books on their shelves accord-
ing to Dewey, one according to its own 
subject classification, two by accession 
number, and three with no organization 
whatsoever. The two libraries with ac-
cession arrangements have subject card 
catalogs, but there are no double entries 
or cross references. None of the other 
libraries has a subject catalog, but all li-
braries in the country can boast of hav-
ing the ubiquitous and useless accession 
lists. Card catalogs are about to come 
into use; the National Archives has pur-
chased two hundred catalog drawers and 
is now ordering cards. 
When Laos decides to organize its li-
braries, it will have a relatively simple 
task. The eighth edition of Dewey has 
already been translated into Thai, and 
the Ecole Superieure de Pedagogie has 
translated the second summary of Dewey 
into Lao and French. The relative index 
to Dewey can be used instead of a sub-
ject card catalog, since libraries need 
subject indexing but do not have the 
staff to use Sears, which is not available 
in Thai. There needs to be a program 
to teach the use of Dewey both to the 
staff and to library patrons. Some basic 
materials have been developed in Lao, 
but more are needed. On the use of 
Dewey, the Americans, French, and Brit-
ish are in agreement since all of their 
information services now use it. Nothing 
will really be accomplished, however, 
until the Lao themselves adopt this sys-
tem. The Lao will also wish someday to 
form a library association; this could 
help standardize the use of Dewey, pro-
duce needed materials and guides, and 
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give advice to libraries and help train 
librarians. 
Staffing of libraries is a real problem. 
Most libraries are run by one person 
whose main function is to circulate and 
shelve books. No one has been trained 
to administer, to do technical services, 
or to provide reference service in a li-
brary. Present library staff time is fre-
quently being wasted upon clerical and 
secretarial tasks which have nothing to 
do with the library at all, but which are 
imposed by their parent organizations. 
Lao libraries are often confused about 
their functions. In schools, the function 
of a library is usually seen as a textbook 
dispensary and a study hall; it has not 
yet come to be viewed as a rich variety 
of supplementary material which is of 
potential use in the curriculum. In the 
National Archives, the function is being 
confused with that of a public library 
and a museum; there is no library in 
Laos which has the archival function of 
collecting all books in the Lao language 
and about the nation of Laos, and pre-
serving them by never loaning them out. 
Lao libraries are still young, but the 
longer the RLG waits to give them direc-
tion, the more firmly entrenched in poor 
library habits they will be, and the more 
costly they will be to change. 
Libraries, however, do cost money . to 
establish, to maintain, and to develop. 
Few Lao libraries have budgets, and 
even more rarely is the budget in the 
hands of the librarian. The UNESCO 
surveyor mentioned above prepared in 
detail a program of library development 
for Laos which, if approved, would cost 
the Royal Lao Government a total of 
$560,000 over the next ten years. It is 
for the RLG alone to decide whether it 
can support and profit from library de-
velopment in Laos. 
At the present time, there are several 
foreign library projects in Laos. U.S. 
AID, Education Division, has sent an 
IVS advisor to improve the libraries at 
the Ecole Superieure de Pedagogie and 
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at other teacher training schools. U .S.AID, 
Rural Development Division, has begun 
a program of supplying a shelf of books 
in Lao to the clusters-"clusters" are ad-
ministrative groupings of villages. An 
IVS Rural Development volunteer has 
also started a small public library in 
Vang Vieng. Both USIS and the Asia 
Foundation have given some books to 
libraries requesting them. Such foreign 
efforts are fine in themselves, but as a 
stimulus to Lao library development they 
are of little value because the RLG has 
not yet supported them. Libraries in 
Laos are not always a good thing, but 
they could, as in more fully developed 
nations, fulfill an important function if 
they were given professional guidance 
and governmental support. 
•• 
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EUGENE E. GRAZIANO 
''Machine-Men'' and Librarians, 
An Essay 
"Library automation" is symptomatic of a radically changing civiliza-
tion in which operationalism is displacing logical thinking. Library 
operations are being reformulated as systems of process rather than of 
functions. One of the consequences is that the profession of librarian-
ship is being redefined. The "systems analyst" is taking a permanent 
place in the library world in a relationship to ''the librarian' which is 
unique. 
THE DEAN of a major library school 
recently stated privately that the gradu-
ate of the school of information science 
of Georgia Institute of Technology was, 
in effect, neither fish nor fowl, and really 
had no clear place in the library profes-
sion nor in the library world. At that 
moment I knew that there were a number 
of libraries that "would have given their 
eye teeth" to have had the graduate of 
such a curriculum on their staffs. More 
recently, the director of a university li-
brary stated to me that the innovations 
of library automators and systems ana-
lysts would prove to be permanently val-
uable contributions to library science 
and practice, but that they themselves 
would pass from the scene as did the 
efficiency experts and labor-savers of 
previous decades. 
The responses described above, it 
seems to me, are partially grounded in 
truth, but on the whole really fail to 
grasp the radical significance of what 
is happening to the profession of librar-
ianship. The purpose of this paper is to 
explore the phenomenon of the impact 
upon librarianship of the logical positiv-
istic operationalism which is rapidly 
Mr. Graziano is assistant Librarian-Serv-
ices, University of California, Santa Barbara. 
accelerating its transformation and domi-
nation of our advanced industrialized 
civilization as a whole. 
During the last ten years there have 
been a great many attempts to "auto-
mate" library functions in toto, or in part. 
As a rule these experiments have varied 
by whatever measures of success are 
available, from being not practical to 
catastrophic, for the libraries concerned. 
In a few instances, as for example, in the 
case of the creation of book catalogs for 
public libraries with widely scattered fa-
cilities, or in cases where administrative 
or business data have been controlled 
more effectively by the use of machines, 
the results can be considered successful. 
In the main, however, what has emerged 
most significantly from these attempts is 
the realization that librarians have not 
had a tradition of reflective thinking 
about, or conscious theorizing on, the 
procedures that they have evolved, and 
that they really do not understand them 
well enough (in an operational sense, 
which will be elaborated upon later) to 
be able to explain their meanings and 
interrelationships. On the other hand, 
it has become clear that librarians have 
conceptualized library functions in rea-
sonable and even logical formulations. 
It would seem, then, that the preced-
ing statements are contradictory, for if 
I 403 
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library functions are relatively well 
formulated logically, then one might ex-
pect that they should be well under-
stood operationally. 
The traditional organization of librar-
ies has been along functional lines. The 
first and second definitions of the word 
function, according to Webster's Seventh 
New Collegiate Dictionary, are: "1. pro-
fessional or official position: occupation. 
2. the action for which a person or thing 
is specially fitted or used or for which a 
thing exists." The emphasis is on person, 
and secondly upon special aptitudes, and 
ultimately on things, presumably includ-
ing machines. Library functions are 
. those classes of actions which are com-
mon to categories of individual persons 
with recognizably similar interests and 
capabilities. Functions are abstractions 
which have been formalized from the 
observed patterns of the behavior of 
people. 
Acquisitions, cataloging, and reference 
are functions which have been isolated 
and logically organized to carry out the 
social and historical missions of libraries 
in civilization, and these formulations 
have, in the main, been quite successful. 
The logic and reason of functional 
organization are the same logic and rea-
son of the Aristotelian tradition, which 
refer to the limited set of valid opera-
tions allowable for manipulating the 
thought forms of the human mind, which 
delightfully, occasionally are found to 
represent the "objective forms" in the 
world which order the Cosmos. In the 
context of this paper, an operational defi-
nition would be one such as exists within 
physics, say, for "work" which is opera-
tionally defined by a formula relating to 
the transference of energy when a spe-
cific force is applied over a specific dis-
tance. Prior to the formulation of this 
definition, everyone knew perfectly well 
what "work" was logically, but such a 
logical notion was useless for discussing 
steam engines. 
In our highly industrialized civilization, 
as is pointed out by Herbert Marcuse,1 
logic and reason are progressively being 
supplanted by operationalism which not 
only invalidates the former as irrelevant, 
but is making it progressively less pos-
sible to think or even talk logically. Oper-
ationalism is the validation of only those 
acts or manipulations of which machines 
are capable. Machines do not have 
broadly integrated patterns of special 
capabilities as humans do; rather, they 
have very restricted capabilities of high-
ly generalized manipulative patterns. 
Machines are not functional creatures; 
they are manipulative and adapted to 
dealing with repetitive processes of nar-
row scope which may be common to a 
number of the traditional functional 
units, but which may be useful at only a 
small abstract level of, for example, the 
cataloging function. 
The implications for libraries are clear. 
If machines are to be used to their fullest 
potential in library operations, these oper-
ations must be reformulated in terms of 
interrelated processes. The traditional 
functional formulations, which had been 
grounded in the concept of human per-
sonality, must be displaced by the pro-
cessional formulations grounded in the 
concept of machine capabilities. It is 
obvious then, that if this is done, the 
very character of the persons to be inte-
grated in such systems must be compati-
ble with them; library administration 
must become scientific management. 
This means a redefinition of the concept, 
"librarian," to which I will return later 
in this paper. 
At this point it might be well to spec-
ulate very briefly upon the radically rev-
olutionary consequences which must fol-
low from the utilization of computers in 
libraries. When Henry Ford put his auto-
mobile on the assembly line, he initiated 
a process which necessarily was to lead 
to freeways, the proliferation of private 
homes in sunny suburbia, gasoline sta-
1 Herbert Marcuse. One-Dimensional Man (Boston: 
Beacon Press, 1964). 
tions and promotion of the petroleum 
industry, used-car lots, and many other 
well-known economic and social phe-
nomena. The limited use of computers 
in libraries has already shown us that 
we must have large communications net-
works, standardized procedures among 
libraries, new ways of organizing ma-
terials, new concepts, new languages 
(formal, natural, and machine), and new 
modes of thought which must be opera-
tional rather than logical. This radical 
revolution is generalized in our civiliza-
tion, and its encroachment into the area 
of librarianship must be regarded as 
evidence of its universal pervasiveness 
into every aspect and corner of civiliza-
tion, not as a phenomenon unique to 
libraries. 
The structural organization of libraries 
is no longer to be man-centered; it is 
to be machine-centered. Logic and rea-
son, which were the ideational forms ap-
propriate to a man-centered organization, 
must be exchanged for operational defi-
nitions and formulations appropriate to 
the machine-centered organization. Li-
brary operations must be reformulated 
into systems of operationally defined 
processes. Man must be inserted into 
such systems where he fits most effec-
tively. 
One more point should be considered 
relative to the "dehumanization" of li-
brary operations. In the past, it was the 
humanizing of library services which 
was so desirable, particularly in the do-
main of public services. It was felt, and 
rightly so in a time when humans were 
relatively scarce, that personal contact 
and confrontation and dialogue were to 
be greatly prized in providing personal-
ized service to the patron. Today it has 
been demonstrated (probably most ef-
fectively by the supermarket) that per-
sonalized contact may be "dehumaniz-
ing" in effect, particularly in congested 
urban centers where people are thrown 
together too much all during the day and 
night anyway, and where privacy has 
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become the privilege of only the very 
wealthy. In such areas, including the 
"mega-versity," it is more humane for the 
patron to interface with the system in a 
depersonalized way: signs instead of in-
formation clerks, recorded messages and 
teaching machines instead of over-
wrought librarians at crowded informa-
tion desks, computer consoles instead of 
reference librarians. With the population 
explosion assured, library service may 
well have to "dehumanize" in order to 
become human as well as humane. 
Now, to return to the central question 
as to the implications of this for the 
library profession. First, since operation-
alism is rapidly transforming the entire 
civilization, libraries need to face more 
squarely the changes in format that are 
available for the preservation and prop-
agation of information. Second, libraries 
must be prepared to standardize their 
processes more uniformly on the one 
hand, while accepting the practical in-
novations in uniformity that are being 
imposed by the same historical processes, 
on the publishing world and professional 
societies which disseminate and organize 
information. Third, libraries need to de-
fine their roles in society much more 
minutely, operationally defining their 
missions, clientele, appropriate formats, 
and answers to related questions. 
In the main, the realities numerated 
above are and will be studied and adapt-
ed-to by men and women who are capa-
ble of or accustomed to thinking in terms 
of large self-consistent systems which 
consist of necessary processes (which 
strictly defined philosophically, is noth-
ing more than the definition for reason 
itself). Operationalism is as reasonable 
as functionalism provided that it is ac-
cepted that the metaphysical ground, or 
ultimate nature of historical and social 
reality itself, has changed. Still, oper-
ational thought is not necessarily logical 
thought, and this is the crux of the mat-
ter for the profession of librarianship, 
the rationale for the entrance of the 
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systems analyst (or information scientist) 
into the field. Since processes and sys-
tems are constantly evolving, changing, 
re-adjusting, it appears that the systems 
analyst is not encroaching on an area 
which has no place for him; on the con-
trary, he is urgently needed, and late 
in coming. Neither is he likely to vanish 
after he has finished his work, because 
his work will never be finished. 
The concept «librarian" is too generic; it 
is time that the ALA, SLA, MLA, ADI, 
and other interested organizations form 
a committee to define operationally the 
different classes and levels of generaliza-
tion as well as specialization within the 
over-all concept, and invent new names 
(from Greek roots?) which the profes-
sion should strictly apply, as the med-
ical profession has done with regard to 
its specialties. Each specialty should be 
related to a very definite educational 
curriculum. Prominent among the spe-
cialists included in the field (possibly 
more generic terms should be used to 
define what the field really is: Librarian-
ship? Documentation? Information Sci-
ence?) should be the systems analyst 
who certainly will ccbe with us, even 
unto the end of the world." 
If it is true that he will be with us, 
then the question arises as to his prob-
able ultimate role within the organiza-
tion. If all libraries are to be defined as 
systems of processes, then it would seem 
that the systems analyst should have 
final executive control over the entire 
operation. Upon second view, however, 
it is evident that complex, operationally-
defined systems are extremely formal 
systems, and as such, are abstractions 
within the world historical process which 
is characterized by untold numbers of 
interrelating variables. The tight, oper-
ationally defined system can tolerate 
only the slightest variations in any of 
its subprocesses before it will fail. This 
means that such a system always pre-
supposes another system outside of it-
self, and outside of its own system of 
cclogic," which will . create and maintain 
the environment and other conditions 
necessary for it to function within the 
historical process. This mediating sys-
tem is nothing else than the administra-
tive system which obtains and controls 
power and finance. Power and money, 
as is well known, are not generally dis-
pensed by machine logic, but by the 
logic of the practical world, which is an-
other story. 
While it is true that the systems ana-
lyst will have great authority in the oper-
ation and control of the library systems of 
the future, and while it is very likely 
true that the librarian of the future will 
be well versed in mathematics, logic, and 
epistemology, it does not follow that the 
competent, resourceful, generalist librar-
~,an w~ll nece~~arily be superseded by 
machme-men. 
•• 
ELI M. OBOLER 
Academic Library Statistics Revisited 
Claims are made that the latest (Library Statistics of Colleges and 
Universities, 1965-66: Institutional Data) report on national academic 
library statistics contains "great" and "frequent" errors. Numerous ex-
amples are given. Excessive use of individual reports which are 
rendered almost useless by qualifying footnotes and disregard of what 
was asked for is noted. Since these national figures are used for many 
significant purposes (such as replies to Congressional inquiries), it is 
urged that ACRL once more take up the task of compiling them. 
IN NovEMBER 1964 CRL published an 
article1 concerning academic library sta-
tistics which was intended as a one-time 
study of "certain imperfections and mis-
leading inclusions and omissions that 
deserve some attention and analysis." 
The recent publication of Library Sta-
tistics of Colleges and Universities, 1965-
66: Institutional Data compels a return 
to what were, in 1964, believed to be 
strictures which would not need repeat-
ing as soon as three years later-par-
ticularly in light of the aegis under which 
this newest study was issued, as "Com-
piled by the Library Administration Di-
v_isio;; of the American Library Associa-
tion. 
It appears, however, that whether the 
federal government or the American Li-
brary Association prepares college and 
university statistics, the pitfalls of these 
publications are so great and likely 
errors so frequent that the profession 
might be better off without any so-called 
"national" cumulation of figures at all. 
No lengthy research is necessary to sup-
port this point. 
The earlier article particularly em-
1 Eli M. Oboler, "The Accuracy of Federal Academic 
Library Statistics," College and Research Libraries 
XXV (November 1964), 494-97. 
Mr. Oboler is University Librarian of 
Idaho State University, Pocatello. 
phasized the "rather odd figures" given 
for "volumes" and for "volumes added," 
especially in relation to expenditures in-
dicated for "books and other library ma-
terials." If 1962-63 was considered 
"rather odd" in this report, then 1965-66 
was, to say the least, weird. 
Item: a library with 59,000 volumes at 
the end of 1963-64 reports holding well 
over 100,000 volumes as of July 1, 1966, 
despite adding only a few more than 
2,500 volumes during 1965-66. This 
would, of course, mean that during 1964-
65 this same library had to have added 
about 40,000 volumes! 
Item: another academic library, with 
somewhat more than 90,000 volumes as 
of 1963-64, records nearly 184,000 as of 
1965-66. 
Item: a third, with slightly more than 
350,000 volumes in 1963-64 and "volumes 
added" that year of a little more than 
19,000 suddenly becomes "big-time," 
with nearly 550,000 volumes in 1965-66, 
despite the fact that they indicate fewer 
than 35,000 volumes added in the same 
year. One must assume that this insti-
tution had around 515,000 in 1964-65 
having added the prodigious figure of 
160,000 (almost 50 per cent!) during 
the year. · 
Or do these, and many similar compar-
ative figures, reflect not errors in re-
porting, but rather (what could be inter-
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esting) the fact that since 1963-64 there 
have been substantial changes in the 
definition of a volume. An examination 
of definitions, however, indicate that 
there has been no such change. For 
1963-64 a volume is defined2 as "A 
physical unit of any printed, typewrit-
ten, handwritten, mimeographed or proc-
essed work contained in one binding or 
portfolio, hardbound or paperbound, 
which has been classified, cataloged, or 
otherwise prepared for use. The term 
includes bound periodical volumes and 
all non-periodical government docu-
ments. All forms of microtext are ex-
cluded." 
In the 1967 report is found3 the fol-
lowing definition: "Volume. A physical 
unit of any printed, typewritten, hand-
written, mimeographed or processed 
work contained in one binding or port-
folio, or otherwise prepared for use. The 
term includes · bound periodicals [sic] 
volumes and all non-periodical govern-
ment documents. All forms of microtext 
are excluded." This does not look like a 
very substantial change. Actually, the 
only difference between the two defi-
nitions is the omission of the words 
". . . hardbound or paperbound, which 
has been classified, cataloged .... "Thus, 
there seems to be no evidence of justi-
fication for «errors" by change in defi-
nition of the disputed term "volume." 
Can such variations in reporting be 
explained in another way? In a preface 
to the 1967 volume, Theodore Samore 
says: 4 "The substantial number of in-
completed forms necessitated the appli-
cation of valid editing procedures to re-
trieve data which would have otherwise 
been unavailable. Hence, the consider-
able increase in the number of foot-
2 U.S. Office of Education, Library Statistics of 
Colleges and Universities, 1963-64 Institutional Data. 
OE-15023-64. Circular No. 769. (Wash., D.C.: U.S. 
G.P.O., 1965), p. 4. 
8 ALA Library Administration Division, comp. Li-
brary Statistics of Colleges and Universities, 1965-66 
Institutional Data (Chicago: ALA, 1967), p. 3. 
' Ibid., p. 2. 
notes, especially those marked <esti-
mate.' " Since the matter of «estimated" 
figures is supposedly taken care of by 
Mr. Samore's explanation, let us look 
over the actual use of «estimated" figures. 
As was pointed out in the 1964 article, 
the use of rounded-off figures is a fairly 
clear indication of the use of estimation, 
rather than actual physical or biblio-
graphical count to determine results. 
The 1965-66 records show use of «esti-
mated" as a footnote (on the matter of 
volume count) twenty-three times; yet 
thirty-five other academic institutions 
show «000" at the end of their volume 
figures, without stating that their figures 
are estimated. 
The figures for «number of volumes 
added during year" present a similar pic-
ture. Of the 1,891 institutions which gave 
«volumes added" figures, only six foot-
noted their figures as «estimated," yet 
fifty-eight other college and university 
libraries used rounded-off figures. 
Despite the explicit instructions in the 
questionnaire which was the basis of this 
report, no fewer than nine did include 
some type of microtext as part of the 
figures reported under «number of vol-
umes at end of year," of whom three in-
cluded microtexts added under "number 
of volumes added during year." Although 
of all government document holdings 
only non-periodical government docu-
ments were to be counted as volumes in 
this survey, one university library "ex-
cludes unbound government documents," 
one college library «excludes US and 
UN documents," and one university li-
brary "excludes non-periodical govern-
ment documents." Surely these figures 
should have been omitted, rather than 
being counted with an explanatory foot-
note added, if the totals based on them 
are supposed to be reliable guides to 
current trends or situations in academic 
library resources. 
The data concerning microtext hold-
ings in this report are also interesting. 
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The questionnaire gave this definition of 
microform: 5 "Microform. This includes 
the form of any library material which 
has been photographically reduced in 
size for storage and reproduction pur-
poses, and which must be read with the 
help of enlarging instruments. The term 
is synonymous with microtext and in-
cludes microfilm, microcard, and micro-
fiche." Column 10 of Table 1 of the 
1965-66 report calls for "number of 
physical units of microform at end of 
year." Of the respondents, forty-one 
gave "estimated" figures; three gave 
"bibliographical count only" ( although 
physical units were specifically asked 
for); one gave "volume count only"; one 
gave "microfilm only" (which probably 
means that their microform holdings of 
documents and manuscripts were not 
reported, but one cannot be sure). And, 
finally, on this matter, one indicated that 
it had so many physical units of micro-
form, and so many volumes, but foot-
noted "data for microform included ... 
volumes." It might be asked why this 
library did not simply subtract one fig-
ure from the other and report that total 
as was asked for, or why the editor did 
not do it for them? 
One must admire the candor of one 
small church-supported college which re-
ported, "All figures are estimates." In-
cluded were such data as the total num-
ber of students, the size of the library, 
the total budget, the number of staff, 
and even the beginning salary of a library 
school graduate (fifth year degree with-
out experience). Somehow, however, the 
mind boggles at any academic librarian 
"estimating" how many students are 
registered in his institution or how many 
individuals are on the library staff. 
The earlier stady of statistics referred 
to the "wonderland of academic statis-
tics," and said6 that "the further one 
goes ... , the 'curioser and curiouser' 
5 ALA, op. cit., p. 3. 
e Oboler, op. cit., p. 494. 
they get." What has been printed in the 
1967 report leads one to repeat the com-
ment. When one correlates replies printed 
under "number of volumes added during 
year" with the amounts reported as ex-
penditures for ''books and other library 
materials," one runs upon an additional 
number of unusual figures. 
Taking up Table 2, "Operating Ex-
penditures, Personnel, and Beginning Sal-
ary . . ." one finds some intriguing foot-
notes. Under "Wages," for example, 
twenty-eight give "estimated" figures, 
four state that their reports exclude 
"funds from Federal Work-Study Pro-
gram," six say "student assistants only," 
and one indicates his figures "include all 
employees paid on an hourly basis." How 
this latter differs from other reports on 
''Wages" (since the questionnaire said, 
"Amounts (including monetary estimates 
for contributed services) paid to stu-
dents and to others paid on an hourly 
basis are listed under 'wages,' " is diffi-
cult to understand. 
One of the more unusual presentations 
in Table 2 comes up where total operat-
ing expenditures in dollars are asked for. 
One institution lists a particular specific 
amount under "total" and then footnotes 
it as "estimated." Yet none of the other 
figures for this institution-salaries, cost 
of library material, binding, or "other" 
-are marked "estimated." The total of 
the four figures given is about 3 per cent 
above the total given as "estimated!" 
Surely the above examples of irrespon-
sible and confused reporting bear out 
the charges at the beginning of this 
article. If further evidence is required, 
one need only look at Table B7 in the 
1965-66 report. The figures for the total 
number of volumes at the end of the 
year for the academic library reporting 
say, most ingenuously " (includes micro-
text)." Yet the questionnaires on which 
this table is based exclude all forms of 
7 "Summary of College and University Library 
Statistics for Academic Years 1959-65," op. cit., p. 6-9. 
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microtext in asking for "number of vol-
umes at end of year," "number of vol-
umes added during year," and "number 
of volumes withdrawn during year." 
The same Table B is footnoted to indi-
cate that all figures for 1966 (that is 
to say, 1965-66) are "estimated." The 
previous comments in this article on the 
values of estimation should be noted 
again, especially when one realizes that 
official statements on the state of Ameri-
can academic libraries now are usually 
based on this olla podrida of invalid and 
unreliable statistics. The figures given 
for "number of periodicals received" are 
footnoted. "For 1965-66, the figures are 
for Serials which includes periodicals, 
annuals, proceedings, transactions, etc." 
Then why even give 1965-66 figures, 
since they are based on such hollow 
shells of fact as are indicated throughout 
this article, obviously incapable of any 
meaningful comparison with past data? 
In sum, the statistics picture for aca-
demic libraries in the United States is at 
least cloudy, if not psychedelic. Perhaps 
the task should be returned to the As-
sociation of College and Research Li-
braries, which seemed to do a pretty 
fair job for a great many years, before 
the computers, the federal government, 
and the Library Administration Division 
took over. 
In at least one man· s judgment, bad 
-even misleading -statistics are worse 
than no statistics at all. • • 
LUCIEN W. WHITE 
Seating Achievement in Larger 
University Libraries 
A questionnaire was sent to the thirty-six largest university libraries in 
the country inquiring as to their current ability to seat their students. 
Thirty-two replied. They indicate that the larger libraries, as well as 
those in private universities, were generally able to seat larger propor-
tions of their students than were smaller libraries and those in state 
institutions. Plans indicate that these averages will be considerably 
improved by the year 1970. 
THE STANDARDS for seating in academic 
libraries are generally well known. 
The most familiar of these, developed 
by the Association of . College and Re-
search Libraries, recommends reader 
stations for at least one-third of the stu-
dent body in colleges and universities 
granting the bachelor's and master's de-
grees. 
There is a dearth of inclusive and cur-
rent information, however, with respect 
to actual percentages of library seating 
maintained among types of academic in-
stitutions, although such information 
would be extremely helpful for planning 
purposes. The most recent general sta-
tistics available are for 1957 and pro-
vide seating ratios derived from reports 
from institutions in the United States 
representing 95.7 per cent of the enroll-
ment in higher education. These reports 
showed average seating percentages for 
the fall 1957 enrollment to be as indi-
cated in Table 1.1 
It is apparent from these figures that, 
1 U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare; Office of Education, College and University 
Facilities Survey; Part 3: Inventory of College and 
University Physical Facilities (OE-51007, 1965), 
p. 389. 
Mr. White is Director for Public Service 
Departments, University of Illinois Library, 
Urbana. 
as of ten years ago, academic libraries 
in every category fell considerably short, 
on the average, of meeting generally 
recognized standards of seating. Wheth-
er the over-all average has improved in 
the last ten years is difficult to determine 
in the absence of adequate statistical ev-
idence, but the impression of many ob-
servers has been that the trend is in the 
direction of providing reading stations 
for an increasingly larger proportion of 
the student population. 
Certainly the greatly augmented ex-
penditures on academic library buildings 
in the last few years would lend strength 
to that belief. In 1957, for example, only 
$20,800,000 was spent on new library 
construction and rehabilitation projects 
TABLE 1 
Types of Institution Public Private 
All types 13.4 16.0 
University . 15.1 12.3 
Liberal arts college 12.7 19.6 
Teachers college 15.6 16.1 
Independent technological 
school . . 9.5 6.8 
Theological and religious 
school 25.7 
Other independent 
professional school . 13.8 11.7 
Junior college 9.0 22.1 
Technical institute 6.5 5.0 
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TABLE 2. SEATING STATISTICS FOR LARGER UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 
Institution a 
Harvard 
Yale 
Illinois 
Columbia 
Michigan 
California-B. 
Cornell 
Stanford 
Chicago 
Minnesota 
Princeton 
Wisconsin 
Penn. U. 
Indiana U. 
Ohio State 
Texas U. 
Duke 
Northwestern 
New York U. 
North Carolina 
Johns Hopkins 
U. Washington 
Virginia 
Louisiana State 
Iowa U. 
Missouri 
Michigan State 
Kansas U. 
Brown 
Florida 
Kentucky 
Oklahoma U. 
a Arranged by size of book collection. 
b Central Building. 
c 25 square feet currently provided. 
d Includes students in Master's programs. 
Library 
Seats 
Current 
6,381 
1,152b 
3,892 
4,208 
5,783h 
4,591m 
4,466 
4,000 
2,474 
4,457° 
2,946 
4,220 
3,242 
2,700q 
4,010 
4,241 
1,764V 
1,349 
1,219>' 
2,813 
1,400 
3,631 
1,240 
2,068 
2,575 
2,850 
2,500 
2,020 
1,366 
3,172 
2,228 
2,360aa 
Seating Add. Seats Ratio 
Ratio Expected Expected 
Current 1970 1970 
43.0 600 40-45.0 
13.5 1,600b 27.5 
13.4 1,905 18.5 
25.0g 3,150 37.0 
20.5 2,923 
17.0 6,448 24.0 
32.0 158 30.0 
36.0 36.0 
33.0 1,706 47.0 
12.3° 2,800° 15.0° 
62.0 572 73.0 
14.0 4,145 23.0 
27.0 1,571 36.0 
10.0q 5,500q 25.0q 
10.0 4,ooor 2o.or 
15.5 1,052 16.5 
25.ov 2,547V 54.0v 
16.0 2,2oox X 
6.0 4,800 25.0 
21.0 1,909 28.5 
22.6 255 
13.0 2,250 20.0 
16.0 300 15.oz 
11.0 
14.0 2,500 20.0 
16.0 6,250 25.0 
7.0 3,000- 10-15.0 
5,500 
13.8 1,085 18.2 
27.0 600 37.0 
17.6 1,221 19.9 
16.8 1,272 21.8 
15.3 2,304 20.8 
Standard 
for 
Undergrad. 
none 
25.04 
37.0g 
I 
25.0 
25.0 
25.0 
20.0 
30-38.08 
18.0 
35.0 
40.ox 
25.0 
25.0 
25.0 
20.0 
25.0 
30-37.0 
30.0 
25-30.0 
15.0 
e 25 per cent standard for doctoral students in areas with high laboratory research demands; 60 per cent 
standard for doctoral students in areas with low laboratory research demands. 
t 10 per cent -standard for faculty with high laboratory research demands; 50 per cent standard for faculty 
with low laboratory research demands. 
g Does not take into account student readers from affiliated institutions such as Barnard and Teachers College. 
h Does not include 5 off-campus libraries. 
I No official standard. Minimum desirable is 25 per cent average. For science students, 15 per cent; for hu-
manities and social science students, 33 per cent. 
J No official standard. Minimum desirable is 50 per cent average. For science students, 50 per cent; for grad-
uate students in humanities and social sciences would like to provide 100 per cent for those engaged in writing 
dissertations, 33 per cent for others. 
k No official standard. Modest standard might be 16 per cent in humanities and social sciences, 4 per cent in 
sciences. 
I Includes allowance for aisles. 
m Law students and· Law Library excluded in all figures. 
n No specified standard, but 25 square feet is commonly used in planning. 
o Minneapolis and St. Paul campus only. 
P In closed one-station carrells. 
q Bloomington campus only. 
r Esti.tnated. 
• For humanities, 30 per cent; for sciences, 33 per cent; for social sciences, 38 per cent. 
t For sciences 25-30 per cent; for humanities and social sciences, 45-60 per cent. 
u For sciences, 10 per cent; for sciences, 50 per cent; for humanities, 55 per cent. 
v Includes Law and Medicine. The Law Library provides seats for 100 per cent of law students and faculty. 
The Medical Center Library now being planned will seat 100 per cent of its students and most of the faculty. 
w Applies to General Library. More space will be allowed in Medical Center and Law Libraries. 
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TABLE 2 (Continued) 
Institution a 
Harvard 
Yale 
Illinois 
Columbia 
Michigan 
California-B. 
Cornell 
Stanford 
Chicago 
Minnesota 
Princeton 
Wisconsin 
Penn. U. 
Indiana u. 
Ohio State . 
Texas u. 
Duke 
Northwestern 
New York U. 
North Carolina 
Johns Hopkins 
U. Washington 
Virginia 
Louisiana State 
Iowa U. 
Missouri 
Michigan State 
Kansas U. 
Brown 
Florida 
Kentucky 
Oklahoma u .. 
x Humanities and social sciences only. 
Y Washington Square only. 
z Ratio expected in 1975 is 35.0. 
aa Norman campus only. 
Standard 
for 
Grad. 
none 
25-5o.oe 
37.0 
l 
25.0 
25-60.9 
25.0 
33.0 
25-60.0t 
20.0 
75.0 
8o.ox 
50.0 
25.0 
50.0 
35.0 
30.0 
30-37.0 
50.0 
35.0 
40.0 
by all academic institutions. By 1962, 
the amount spent had risen to $58,700,-
000.2 This increased to $79,000,000 spent 
in 1963 and to $90,000,000 spent in 1964. 
But the most impressive advances oc-
curred in 1965 and 1966 when expendi-
tures for academic library construction 
soared to an average of over $288,000,000 
per year-almost fourteen times the 
$20,800,000 expenditures in 1957.3 It 
would be logical to assume that alloca-
2 Theodore Samore, "Academic Library Buildings: 
Needs, Legislation, Inventory,'' College and Research 
Libraries, XXV (July 1964), 296. 
3 The Bowker Annual of Library and Book Trade 
Information (New York: R. R. Bowker Co., 1966), 
p. 32. 
Standard Sq. Ft. Sq. Ft. Sq. Ft. 
for Allowance Allowance Allowance 
Faculty Undergrad. Grad. Faculty 
none varies varies varies 
40c 40c 40° 
10-50.0t 30 30 30 
30 30 
k 301 40 1 64 1 
25n 25n 
30 32 80 
25-30 30-35 
25 40 60 
25 25 60 
25 18P 45 
25 25-27 25-120 
20-25 30 60 
20-25 25-30 60-70 
10-55.ou 30 30-40 40-86 
4.0 30 35 40 
25w 28W 28w 
25.ox 25 25-30 72 
10.0 25 25 50 
15 48 
5.0 25 30 50-60 
75.0 25 30-35 40 
30 30 
10.0 25 35 50 
25.0 30 
20.0 30 30 48-96 
25 25 
25.0 25 45 60 
10.0 25-30 30 100 
tions of these proportions, representing 
the significant impact of the Higher Edu-
cation Facilities Act, should eventually 
have a favorable effect on library seating 
achievement in spite of increases in en-
rollment and the factor of inflation. 
In order to determine the extent of 
library seating currently provided or ex-
pected in the near future in larger uni-
versity libraries, the University of Illi-
nois library recently queried the thirty-
six university libraries in the United 
States with book collections of one mil-
lion or more volumes. The questions cov-
ered not only seating ratios but square-
foot allowances per reading station. Since 
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the column headings in the accompany-
ing tabulation (Table 2) are necessarily 
brief, the survey questionnaire is given 
below for purposes of clarification if 
needed. 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
1. Total number of seats now provided 
2. Percentage of student body for which 
seats are now provided ---
3. Additional number of seats expected 
by1970--
4. Percentage of student body for which 
seats are planned by 1970 --
5. Percentage figure used as a standard 
for undergraduate seating ---
6. Percentage figure used as a standard 
for graduate seating ---
7. Percentage figure used as a standard 
for faculty seating--
8. Square feet per reading station al-
lowed for undergraduates ---
9. Square feet per reading station al-
lowed for graduates--
10. Square feet per reading station al-
lowed for faculty --
Thirty-two replies were received, and 
the results are presented in the accom-
panying tables 2, 3, and 4. These show 
that the median seating ratio for the uni-
versity libraries in this survey is some-
what above the average for all university 
libraries as reported in the fall 1957 fig-
ures. However, those libraries with col-
lections of over two million volumes 
show a markedly higher median. This 
seems to result chiefly from the prepon-
derance in that group of private univer-
sity libraries (seven out of eleven) 
which have attained higher than average 
seating ratios, while those libraries with 
holdings of between one and two mil-
lion volumes are preponderantly librar-
ies of public universities (fifteen out of 
twenty-one) which show lower than av-
erage seating accomplishment. 
The lower seating performance of the 
public university libraries in this survey 
is undoubtedly related to the substan-
tially greater enrollment increases ab-
sorbed by those institutions in the last 
decade in comparison with enrollment 
increases in the private universities. A v-
erage full-time enrollment of the public 
universities in this survey is now 23,648 
as opposed to 9,421 for the private uni-
versities, and the relative increase in the 
last decade has been 67 per cent for the 
public universities as opposed to 22 per 
cent for the private universities.4 On the 
other hand, the seating needs of the 
greater numbers of graduate students, 
proportionately, in the private universi-
ties tend to elevate somewhat the seat-
ing ratio of the private university librar-
ies, although this factor would be a 
minor one in assessing the overall differ-
ence in performance between types of 
' Based on comparable statistics of enrollment for 
18 public and 13 private universities as reported in 
School and Society, LXXXV ( D ec. 7, 1957) , 373-74; 
XCV (Jan. 7, 1967), 11-12. 
TABLE 3. SEAT ING PERFORMANCE B Y TYPE OF LIBRARY 
Per cent 
Median Median Increase of 
Seating Seating Seats 
Ratio Ratio Range Range Expected 
1966 1970 1966 1970 1970 
Libraries over a million volumes 16.0a 25.0b 6.0-62.0 10.0-73.0 73.8" 
Libraries over two million volumes 25.0" 30.04 12.3-62.0 15.0-73.0 49.3" 
Libraries between one and two 
million volumes 15.5e 22.4t 6.0-27.0 10.0-54.0 94.5e 
Private university libraries 27.0g 37.0h 6.0-62.0 27.5-73.0 56.3g 
P11blic university libraries . 14.01 20.4l 7.0-21.0 10.0-28.5 85.1 1 
" Based on 32 replies from 36 libraries in this category. t Based on 18 replies from 24 libraries in this category. 
b , , 30 , , 36 , , , " g , " 13 " , 14 , , , , 
, 11 , 12 , 11 " 14 
, 11 , 12 " 19 , 22 
, 21 , 24 , 17 , 22 
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TABLE 4. SEATING STANDARDS BY TYPE OF LIBRARY 
Libraries over a 
million volumes 
Libraries over two 
million volumes . 
Libraries between 
one and two 
million volumes 
Private university 
libraries . . 
Public universities 
libraries 
Standard 
Seating Ratio 
for 
Undergraduates 
27.oa 
28.0e 
26.5! 
34.0g 
24.3h 
Standard 
Seating Ratio 
for 
Graduates 
40.oa 
37.86 
41.6! 
53.4g 
35.6h 
Standard 
Seating Ratio 
for 
Faculty 
22.6b 
Square Foot 
Allowance 
for 
Undergraduates 
27.2c 
Square Foot 
Allowance 
for 
Graduates 
30.3c 
Square Foot 
Allowance 
for 
Faculty 
56d 
a Average based on 19 replies from 36 libraries in this category. 
b 11 11 11 12 11 11 36 " 11 • No distinctive variation between types of libraries. 
c Average square foot allowance based on 27 replies from 36 libraries in this category. No distinctive variation 
between types of libraries. Represents in many cases individual enclosures without counting aisle space, stairs, etc. 
d Average square foot allowance based on 22 replies from 36 libraries in this category. No distinctive variation 
between types of libraries. Represents in many cases individual enclosures without counting aisle space, stairs, etc. 
e Average based on 4 replies from 12 libraries in this category. 
f II II N 15 N II 24 N II II N 
" 5 " 14 
II 14 N 22 
libraries included in this survey.5 Other 
local factors affecting library seating re-
quirements, such as the nature of the 
curriculum, quality of the book collec-
tion, adequacy of student housing, pres-
ence of residence hall libraries, and 
number of commuting students are all 
variables which may have a bearing 
when considering the needs or achieve-
ment of individual libraries. 
The most optimistic sign arising from 
this survey is found in the responses to 
5 Based on enrollment percentages in Library Sta-
tistics of Coll~ges and Universities, 1963-64; Institu-
tional Data (OE-15023-64), p. 8-59. 
the questions relating to expected in-
creases in seating accommodations and 
seating ratios by 1970. The great major-
ity of libraries expect to make significant 
advances in seating performance by 
1970, as is illustrated by Table 3. If these 
expectations are realized the total num-
ber of reading stations in the thirty-two 
libraries surveyed will increase from 
97,318 in 1966 to 169,191 in 1970, an in-
crease of 73.8 per cent, and the median 
seating ratio will rise from 16 per cent 
to 25 per cent, substantially narrowing 
the gap between seating achievement 
and seating standards. • • 
ORLANDO BEHLING and KERMIT CUDD 
A Library Looks at Itself 
In attempting to evaluate its service The Ohio State University li-
braries in M01J 1966 designed a questionnaire to determine: (1) the 
characteristics of library users; (2) the ways in which users avail them-
selves of the facilities; (3) the users opinions of the library and its 
services. The results indicated that: (1) 55 per cent were using the 
library only for study purposes; (2) this group was more dissatisfied 
than those seeking service or information; (3) history majors and faculty 
were the heaviest users followed by students in education, business, 
political science, and English; (4) the questionnaire is effective for 
measurement of library-campus relations. 
LIBRARIES EXIST for two fundamental 
reasons. As repositories of man's re-
corded knowledge they seek to build 
representative collections of significant 
materials and preserve them for future 
generations. The Folger, Huntington, 
and Newberry libraries are obvious ex-
amples of libraries where these roles of 
collection building and preservation are 
dominant. To be sure, libraries of this 
cype are in the minority. The majority 
of libraries have information dissemina-
tion as their predominant function. In 
this role the libraries' holdings are or-
ganized and controlled for maximum 
availability. For the majority of libraries, 
effectiveness is not determined entirely 
by size of the collection but rather by 
the success with which they are able to 
provide the user with the information 
he seeks. 
The library ful£lls this function best 
by pursuing a policy of constant sell-
evaluation in order to keep alert to the 
changing needs of its users. The usual 
methods of evaluating performance are 
by internal criteria. Criteria frequently 
Dr. Behling is Assistant Professor, and 
Mr. Cudd is a doctoral candidate, in the 
Department of Business Organization of 
Ohio State University. 
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considered include size and growth of 
the collection, circulation and reference 
statistics, new services added, and num-
ber of library users served. Appraisal 
may also be concerned with the speed at 
which books are procured, processed, 
and made available to the public. These 
criteria are satisfactory for comparing 
library with library and present with 
past performance, if the library is con-
sidered only as a repository. How suc-
cessful are they in determining whether 
the library is providing the information 
its public needs and wants? In this re-
spect, these traditional methods of ap-
praisal are perhaps weak. At best, ap-
praisal by internal criteria measures only 
indirectly a library's success as an infor-
mation disseminating unit. 
How then is a library to determine the 
degree of success with which it serves its 
public? The ultimate authority, the li-
brary user, is the most logical source 
of an answer. Libraries are the constant 
recipients of compliments, suggestions, 
and complaints. These unsolicited com-
ments have formed the basis for passive 
appraisals to which libraries respond 
haphazardly. There are, however, many 
dangers in attaching credence to such 
random observations. In the first place, 
a library has no way of knowing whether 
or not the comments received are repre-
sentative of all patrons. It may be that 
the library has heard from a small, but 
vocal, minority. Also to be considered 
is the propensity for people to verbal-
ize complaints more frequently than 
compliments. It is possible that some 
areas of the library could be over looked 
completely because no one happens to 
comment, while other areas could be so 
~ susceptible that they would receive con-
tinual and, perhaps, unwarranted at-
tention. Therefore, there is probability 
that this type of appraisal is not repre-
sentative, is negatively biased, and is 
haphazard in areas of coverage. It would 
seem more logical to seek users' opinions 
and measure their attitudes in an active 
and systematic manner. 
Ohio State University libraries has at-
tempted to take such an active approach 
to the measurement of user attitudes. 
With a system that includes a main li-
brary and twenty-two departmental li-
braries, The Ohio State University li-
braries have a book collection of over 
1,700,000 volumes, and serve a student 
body of 31,604 and 2,857 faculty. The 
effectiveness of its service to the campus 
could not be determined by the sporadic 
feedback that it received from students 
and faculty. It was decided, therefore, 
that it was necessary to develop a meth-
od of actively determining library users' 
opinions. The technique employed to 
secure meaningful data was an opinion 
survey. 
How THE STUDY WAS PERFoRMED 
The study performed by The Ohio 
. State University libraries was designed 
to evaluate main library performance 
from the point of view of its users. Spe-
cifically it was designed to gather infor-
mation about: ( 1) the nature of indi-
viduals who use the library; ( 2) the 
ways in which they make use of its fa-
cilities; ( 3) their opinions about the li-
brary and its services. 
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A printed questionnaire was designed 
to be handed out to users as they 
entered the library with a request that 
they complete and return it at the guard 
station before leaving the building. Such 
an approach, using a questionnaire con-
taining written instructions for its com-
pletion, permitted reaching a large pro-
portion of those using the library at a 
minimum cost. 
The questionnaire was designed for 
ease and economy of tabulation. Closed-
end questions, requiring only that the li-
brary user check one of a predetermined 
series of responses, were used for gath-
ering most of the information. Such a 
format has the advantage of permitting 
machine tabulation of the data which 
again minimizes manpower costs. This 
type of question also has the advantage 
of requiring a minimum amount of the 
respondent's time, which probably in-
creases the over-all return of usable 
questionnaires. An open-ended question 
which permits the respondent to write 
a full paragraph if he so wishes was used 
as the last item on the questionnaire. 
This was used to probe an area where 
there was considerable doubt as to the 
nature of the responses which might be 
expected. It was hoped that such a for-
mat would minimize chances of distort-
ing or concealing important aspects of 
the information requested. Provision was 
made, however, for numeric classification 
of the responses to this question so that 
machine tabulation techniques might be 
applied to them. 
The £rst group of questions was aimed 
at gathering information about the na-
ture of individuals using the library . 
These questions, all of which were 
closed-end in format, were designed to 
determine the respondent's classification 
(freshman, sophomore, junior, senior, 
graduate student, faculty member, or 
other); his major £eld of study; and the 
frequency with . which he made use of 
library facilities. Information as to time 
of day (morning, afternoon or evening) 
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was also obtained through the use of 
color-coded questionnaires. The informa-
tion obtained from these questions was 
put to a dual use. First, it provided a 
basis for classifying opinion responses 
so that certain ideas about which groups 
would show the most favorable reactions 
to library services could be tested. Sec-
ond, it was valuable in itself, since it pro-
vided the first organized information 
about library users. 
The second set of questions concerned 
the use made of library facilities by the 
respondents. These questions, which 
were also closed-end in format, deter-
mined whether the respondent visited 
the library in search of some specific 
information or service or whether he 
came for general study purposes. They 
also indicated, for those individuals seek-
ing information or service, where they 
sought and where they found the infor-
mation or service. 
The final group of questions dealt with 
the opinions of the respondents about 
the library and its services. Two closed-
end questions permitted respondents 
who were seeking information or service 
to rate on a five-point scale ranging from 
very satisfactory to very unsatisfactory 
the ease of location of the information or 
services sought and the helpfulness and 
courtesy of staff members encountered. 
A third question, identical in format to 
the two preceding ones, permitted all 
respondents, regardless of whether they 
came to study or in search of informa-
tion or services, to rate the over-all .. satis-
factoriness" of their visit to the library. 
An additional question, for those indi-
viduals seeking service or information, 
asked for the amount of time spent wait-
ing. The final question, which was open-
ended in format, permitted respondents 
to express in their own words what made 
their visit satisfactory or unsatisfactory. 
The questionnaires were passed out to 
every fifth indjvidual entering the library 
on a Thursday near the middle of Spring 
quarter 1966. This rate was determined 
by the ability of a single individual to 
hand out and explain briefly the purpose 
of the questionnaire. No attempt was 
made to restrict the number of question-
naires to that which would provide only 
an .. adequate sample size." Pre-tests had I" 
revealed marked variations in the rate of 
return and thus, since there were mini-
mal variations in the cost involved, it 
was considered best to obtain the maxi-
mum number of responses. No attempt 
was made to stratify the sample, since 
no data existed on which to base the 
classifications. 
A total of 1,230 questionnaires were • 
handed out, of which 687 or 55 per cent 
were returned in usable form. This was 
considered an acceptable response, 
though somewhat lower than that ob-
tained in the pre-tests of the question-
naire. The data obtained was tabulated 
on an IBM 1620 computer. The program 
permitted the classification of data along 
the different dimensions discussed iri re-
gard to the .. nature of users" questions. 
It provided frequency distributions as 
well as means and other parameters. 
Preliminary examination of the results 
revealed two facts which led to a change 
in the original plans for analysis. First, 
high correlatio11s were found among the 
answers to the three questions dealing 
with ease of obtaining service, courtesy 
and helpfulness of staff, and over-all sat-
isfactoriness of the visit to the library. 
This led to the conclusion that the data 
from the question on ease of service was 
redundant, and it was therefore not in-
cluded in the final report. It was. also 
found that, in contrast to pre-test respond-
ents, a relatively small percentage of 
individuals, filled in the figures on wait-
ing time. Therefore these figures were 
also omitted from the final report. 
The analysis of the data and the writ-
ing of the final report were performed 
in the light of several cautions. First it 
was recognized that the sample taken 
was, in all probability, somewhat biased. 
Practical considerations made it impos-
sible to sample from all days of the week 
and from all weeks in the quarter. Fur-
ther, follow-up oral questioning of the 
non-respondents in one of the pre-tests 
revealed that there was a higher propor-
tion of faculty members among the non-
respondents than among the respondents 
and that the non-respondents · were 
slightly less likely to have a favorable 
over-all opinion of the library than were 
the respondents. Taken together, these 
things led to a decision to make no sta-
tistical test of the differences found. It 
was felt that the presentation of such 
tests would lend a spurious sense of cer-
tainty to the data. The analysis presented 
in the final report was, therefore, lim-
ited to the presentation of the frequency 
distributions and associated means. 
WHO uSES THE LIBRARY? 
In interpreting the information pre-
sented in this and in following sections, 
the reader should keep one important 
point in mind. These data concern one 
library on one university campus. Though 
there is some evidence available indicat-
ing that similar patterns may occur in 
other libraries, 1 there can be no guaran-
tee that the results obtained in the Ohio 
State University Study can be general-
ized to all libraries on all campuses. 
When library users were grouped ac-
cording to university classification, a pro-
gressive decline in the absolute number 
of respondents occurred as one moved 
up the scale from freshman through soph-
omore, junior, senior, and graduate stu-
dent to faculty member. For the most 
part, this can be seen as a reflection of 
the decreasing total numbers of individ-
uals in the classifications, since the ratio 
of the number of respondents to the 
number of individuals in a class re-
1 Results similar in several respects to those obtained 
in this study were found at the University of Dela-
ware-see Gorham Lane, " Assessing the Undergradu-
ates' Use of the University Library," CRL, XXVII 
(July 1966) , p. 277-81; and at Western Michigan 
University (personal correspondence to author from 
Katharine M. Stokes, director of libraries, Western 
Michigan University). 
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mained relatively constant. To a certain 
extent, however, it also represented a 
change in the pattern of use of library 
facilities. While no consistent pattern 
was found among the variations in num-
bers of respondents using the library as 
a source of information, materials, or 
services, a progressive decrease in the 
number of individuals using it for study 
purposes was uncovered. 
The study indicated that there was a 
core, particularly among those respond-
ents using the library for study pur-
poses, of heavy users who made demands 
on library space and facilities far out of 
proportion to their numbers. Two-thirds 
of those completing questionnaires had 
previously visited the library four or 
more times during the preceding two · 
weeks. Only 6 per cent of the respond-
ents indicated, in contrast, that this was 
their only visit to the library during the 
two-week period. 
It is particularly interesting to note 
that though the proportion of those using 
the library for study purposes was fairly 
consistent in the infrequent visitor cat-
egories, a marked shift occurred when 
the group which had made four or more 
visits was considered. In this group a 
far larger proportion of the users came 
for study purposes. 
The patterns of utilization of library 
facilities by respondents enrolled or em-
ployed in various departments of the 
university are some of the most difficult 
to explain. Though much of the varia-
tion · can be attributed to differences in 
relative enrollment, this does not ac-
count for all of them. Certain large de-
partments were represented by a rela-
tively small number of respondents, while 
some small departments appeared in 
numbers out of proportion to their en-
rollments. Attempts were made to ex-
plain these differences in terms of the 
availability of departmental libraries, 
but, though this is doubtless a factor in 
the differences, it could not account for 
all of them. Unless these are purely 
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chance variations, as is always possible, 
further . research will be required to ex-
plain them. 
How Do THEY UsE LIBRARY FACILITIEs? 
One of the more surprising results of 
the study concerned the purposes of the 
visits made by respondents. Though 
there were marked variations from class 
to class and during different portions of 
the day, almost 55 per cent of those com-
pleting questionnaires were in the library 
for general study purposes, rather than 
in search of specific information, mate-
rials, or services. This represents a rad-
ical departure from the information dis-
seminating role of the university library 
and indicates a need for a reappraisal of 
the planning of libraries and of study 
facilities. The provision of study accom-
modations in other facilities, such as dor-
mitories and student unions, could re-
lieve much pressure for space at a cost 
far below that of constructing and oper-
ating additional library facilities. 
Heaviest utilization of library facili-
ties came during the afternoon, followed 
by morning and evening, respectively. 
Average hourly use remained relatively 
constant during the day and dropped off 
during the evening. Marked shifts oc-
curred among these periods in the pat-
tern of utilization of library facilities. 
During the afternoon hours there was a 
disproportionately large increase in the 
demand for information, materials, and 
services. 
Variations in the patterns of utiliza-
tion by individuals enrolled in the vari-
ous departments of the university were 
also discovered. The results indicated 
that the history department majors and 
faculty were the heaviest users of the 
main library. The next four departments 
in order of usage were education, busi-
ness organization, political science, and 
English. Again, however, no ready ex-
planation was available for these varia-
tions and thus the understanding of this 
aspect of the results will have to await 
further research. 
WHAT Do THEY TmNK OF THE LIBRARY? 
The interpretation of opinion survey 
data almost always presents problems. 
Rarely do absolute guidelines exist 
against which the obtained results may 
be judged in terms of "goodness" or 
"badness." Rather, the data have mean-
ing only relative to those obtained for 
other groups or under other conditions. 
The Ohio State University Study was no 
exception to this rule and thus the dis-
cussion of this data was limited to com-
parisons of various aspects of the library 
operation and of different user groups. 
Nonetheless, it was heartening to the 
library staff, who were used to the com-
plaint-oriented passive methods of eval-
uating library-user attitudes, to see the 
favorable over-all evaluation of the li-
brary and its services. 
The first opinion question dealt with 
the respondents' evaluation of the satis-
factoriness of their visit to the library. 
Two basic patterns were revealed in re-
gard to this question. First of all, those 
visiting the library for study purposes 
felt that their visit, on the average, was 
slightly less satisfactory than did those 
who came in search of specific informa-
tion, material, or service. It is again pos-
sible that the provision of auxiliary study 
facilities in dormitories and student 
unions for undergraduates would dimin-
ish this dissatisfaction with library facil-
ities. Second, though undergraduate stu-
dents in all four classifications rated the 
satisfactoriness of their visits at about 
the same average value, graduate stu-
dents and faculty members, especially 
those seeking information, materials, or 
services, were substantially more favor-
able in their appraisals. 
When respondents were classified ac-
cording to frequency of previous visits, 
results were somewhat less clear. While 
a more favorable average response was 
obtained from the frequent users who 
were seeking specific items, no readily 
explicable trend was apparent among 
those who were using the library for 
study purposes. A number of interpreta-
tions of the data are possible. The most 
logical one is that those who visit the 
library frequently are more familiar with 
its idiosyncracies and thus more likely 
to complete their searches of library re-
sources successfully. An alternate expla-
nation of the results cannot be ignored, 
however. It may be that the exact oppo-
site is true. It is possible that persons 
who, for one unknown reason or an-
other, tend to view the library and its 
services favorably also tend to use the li-
brary more frequently than do those who 
view it in an unfavorable light. 
Data were also analyzed for the ques-
tion dealing with the library users' eval-
uation of the helpfulness and courtesy 
of the library staff. Responses to this 
question were obtained only from those 
individuals seeking information, mate-
rials, or services, since it was felt that 
those individuals coming to the library 
only for study purposes would rarely 
have meaningful contact with the library 
staff. Again the over-all favorableness of 
the responses was heartening. 
When the respondents were grouped 
by university classification, no consistent 
pattern was revealed, though it did ap-
pear that faculty members considered 
the service rendered somewhat more sat-
isfactory than did students. Whether this 
represents variation in the behavior of 
the library staff members when in con-
tact with faculty members, or a differ-
ence in the perception by the faculty 
respondents, cannot be determined from 
the results of this study. No consistent 
patterns were found where responses to 
this question were classified according 
to frequency of previous visits. 
The open-ended question dealing with 
sources of the respondents' satisfaction or 
dissatisfaction generated a surprising 
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number of highly detailed answers. As 
might be expected, these ranged from 
the complimentary to the critical and 
from the constructive to the sarcastic. It 
was generally possible to associate these 
comments with .particular phases of the 
library's operations, which permitted the 
discovery of one of the most interesting 
results. A strikingly consistent set of 
differences was found between those 
comments associated with study facilities 
and those concerning the information, 
material, or service processing facilities 
of the library. While the comments asso-
ciated with the former dealt almost ex-
clusively with the physical environment 
(temperature regulation, noise, comfort, 
etc.) , those associated with the latter 
dealt almost exclusively with the qual-
ity and courtesy of the personnel staff-
ing the facilities. 
THE lMPAcr OF THE STUDY 
· At this writing it is difficult to know 
the full, long-range impact of the study, 
since consideration of many of its con-
clusions is still in progress. It is already 
apparent, however, that a number of 
important benefits have accrued to The 
Ohio State University libraries as a re-
sult of the study. 
First of all, though the questionnaire 
will doubtless be refined and improved 
in any future applications, it has been 
shown to be an effective tool for the 
continuing measurement of library-cam-
pus relations. Library users are willing 
and able to provide information about 
their perceptions of the library and its 
services. It is possible to design a ques-
tionnaire in such a way that the infor-
mation it provides is specific and con-
sistent enough to permit the identifica-
tion of particular trouble spots and eval-
uation of the effectiveness of programs 
designed to minimize difficulties. 
Second, the study provided a body of 
information about present sources of 
user satisfaction and dissatisfaction with 
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library service on which such programs 
might be based. Faculty and students 
using different areas of the library re-
sponded differently to the questions. 
Variations were found in the ability of 
groups with different purposes to obtain 
satisfactory library service. In some re-
spects the information uncovered merely 
served to confirm suspicions based on 
passive methods of evaluation, but in 
other cases it gave a picture of the li-
brary and its services different from that 
which would be drawn from the usual 
run of "gripes" and compliments aimed 
at the library staff. 
Third, the study provided the library 
with data which should be of value in 
both the long and short-range planning 
and administration of library and related 
facilities. This information, particularly 
that dealing with the use of the library 
as a general study hall, if confirmed in 
future studies, could provide the basis 
for substantial rethinking of the role of 
the library and that of auxiliary study 
facilities throughout the university com-
munity. The information on variations 
in usage of library facilities during the 
day may prove to be an important aid 
in staffing the various areas and services 
of the library. 
In a broader sense, the data on the 
nature of library users may have the 
most far-reaching impact. Certain indi-
viduals use the library heavily. Others 
apparently use it hardly at all. Deter-
mination of the reasons for these differ-
ences may prove to be the key to under-
standing where the library is succeeding 
and where it is failing in its job of dis-
seminating information, and thus provide 
the basis for making it an even more 
effective force in the total educational 
program of the university. • • 
ANN ALLEN SHOCKLEY 
Negro Librarians in Predominantly 
Negro Colleges 
A survey was made of Negro librarians in predominantly Negro col-
leges in an effort to determine their backgrounds and attitudes toward 
their profession. More than one-third of the eighty-eight respondents 
had graduated from Atlanta University's library school. Their previous 
work experience and their reasons for going into library work are 
probed, as well as their like or dislike for their work. 
THE NEED for trained librarians in a 
profession where the supply cannot meet 
the· demand, concomitant with the Civil 
Rights Act, has caused many libraries to 
cast scouting eyes for prospective Negro 
librarians. To some employers these also 
served to present a "show piece" of good 
faith where federal funds were being 
sought to gird sagging budgets, and as 
balm to soothe overzealous liberals. 
But to the consternation of the seek-
ers, Negro librarians are in a decided 
minority. Negroes have been slow to 
enter this field for several reasons. Most 
Negro college students find it a financial 
hardship to pursue even a four-year col-
lege program. For them to continue fur-
ther study. in a field notorious for its 
low pay in lieu of a teaching position or 
any other endeavor requiring less prep-
aration and offering better salaries would 
be hardly feasible. Facing hard facts, 
jobs too often have been limited to Ne-
gro librarians, particularly in the South. 
Positions were available only in segre-
gated school systems and branch librar-
ies located in Negro neighborhoods. 
Possibly an important historical factor 
in there being too few Negro librarians 
Mrs . Shockley is Associate Librarian of 
Maryland State College in Princess Anne. 
has been the lack of training schools for 
this purpose. The first effort specifically 
to train Negroes for library work was 
initiated in 1905 by the Louisville free 
public library. "This apprentice class is 
the first example of any attempt in the 
South to provide library training for the 
prospective Negro librarian. That it 
served a need of the time is evidenced 
by the fact that other cities, such as 
Houston and Memphis, sent their Negro 
branch librarians to Louisville for their 
professional education."1 
It was also distressing that no other 
school was established for training N e-
groes until the opening of the Hampton 
library school through a Carnegie grant 
in 1925. This school, offering the BSLS 
degree, trained many pioneer and noted 
Negro librarians, some of whom later 
went on to the master's program. Unfor-
tunately, because of financial difficulties, 
the school was phased out in June 1939. 
Not until1941 was the Atlanta Univer-
sity school of library science founded by 
a Carnegie grant. During the same year, 
a school of library service was estab-
lished at North Carolina College, but it 
is not yet accredited by ALA. 
1 E. A. Gleason, The Southern N egro and the Pub-
lic Library (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1941) , 
p . 23. 
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Because of such factors as these it 
is obvious that Negroes have been slow 
to embark into library work because of 
the above mentioned inequities and prob-
lems relating to them. 
This survey was conducted to obtain 
a glimpse of present-day Negro librar-
ians-their backgrounds and attitudes 
toward a profession now changing with 
respect to them. Questionnaires were 
mailed to twenty-five predominantly Ne-
gro colleges. The schools were both state 
and private institutions accredited by 
th~ir regional accrediting associations, 
w1th an enrollment of five hundred or 
more students, and having a library staff 
of three or more librarians. 
Of these schools, seventeen responded 
with combined staffs of eighty-eight re-
spondents. Seventy-five of the librarians 
were female and thirteen were male. The 
predominance of females can be attribut-
ed to the field being looked upon as a 
«female" occupation and also because 
there are more Negro women college 
graduates than men. One of the females 
in the survey held a PhD degree, while 
another had a master's degree in English 
as well as one in library science. 
Eighty-three of the respondents had 
graduate degrees in librarianship with 
three having BSLS degrees from the 
Hampton library school. Two were work-
ing toward advanced degrees at Atlanta 
University and Indiana University. 
Listed below are the library schools 
from which degrees were awarded and 
the number of graduates from the 
schools: 
Atlanta University 
University of Illinois 
University of Michigan 
North Carolina College . . 
Western Reserve University . 
Columbia University . . 
Syracuse University . 
George Peabody . . 
University of Oklahoma . 
Drexel Institute . . 
Catholic University . 
24 
8 
8 
7 
6 
6 
5 
3 
3 
2 
2 
Carnegie Library School (Now Univer-
sity of Pittsburgh) 1 
Louisiana State . . . . 1 
North Texas State University 1 
Ru~~ . . . . . . 1 
Simmons . . 1 ,. 
University of Chicago 1 
University of Kentucky 1 
University of Pittsburgh . 1 
University of Wisconsin 1 
Besides 37.34 per cent of the graduates 
receiving degrees from a predominantly , 
Negro library school, eighty-five of the 
respondents did their undergraduate 
work at predominantly Negro colleges. 
North Carolina College and Central 
State University had the highest num-
ber of graduates in the survey to enter 
the profession. 
It is conjectural that Negroes attend 
predominantly Negro library schools for 
the same reasons they did for under-
graduate work. It has been difficult for 
Negroes to get into white graduate 
schools because of finances, academic re-
quirements, and race. It is also true that 
some Negroes simply prefer going to 
predominantly Negro schools. And since 
most Negro colleges are located in the 
South, many are already settled there 
and can earn . degrees on a part-time 
basis. 
Graduate study is expensive and time-
consuming, and only twenty-five of the 
respondents entered library school imme-
diately after completion of their under-
graduate work. Diverse previous occu-
pations were listed with public school 
teaching being foremost. Working in a 
library followed, with other former em-
ployment listed as insurance work, ·col-
lege payroll clerk, stenographer, factory 
work, YWCA worker, bookstore man-
ager, and duty with the armed services 
(which included one female). 
The reasons given for entering the li-
brary profession were: ( 1 ) _ interest in 
books; ( 2) interest in people; ( 3) a li-
brarian's influence; ( 3) dislike of teach-
ing; ( 4) availability of jobs. Members of 
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the families of fourteen of the respond-
ents were librarians. 
One librarian remembering the dual 
structure of segregation which has trag-
ically separated Negroes and books stat-
ed: 
I grew up in a segregated community in 
which I was denied access to the public 
library. My reading interests and mental 
curiosity were never completely satisfied 
in the meager school library which was 
available to me during the school term .... 
Therefore, I decided, while still a child, to 
become a librarian in order to remove bar-
riers between books and me. 
The fact that the availability of jobs 
in the field was least influential is inter-
esting since Negroes are likely to find it 
difficult to obtain employment in many 
areas. Apparently Negro librarians are 
essentially bookmen quietly dedicated 
to the profession. 
Eighty-seven of the librarians liked 
their work with the one negative re-
sponse attributed to "long hours and 
poor pay." The reasons for liking their 
work included: ( 1) personal satisfaction; 
( 2) fondness of books and knowledge; 
( 3) opportunity to help others; ( 4) chal-
lenging and interesting; ( 5) rewarding 
and informative. 
Answers to the question of whether 
they think there is little discrimination 
now in hiring practices in predominantly 
white colleges and universities were: 
YEs 
57 
No 
14 
As to why they thought there is less 
discrimination in employment practices, 
some felt the trend now is toward what 
a person can contribute rather than race. 
Also cited were the need for librarians 
and better trained personnal, antidis-
crimination laws, and the necessity for 
"show" Negroes. An indication that white 
academic circles are hiring more Negro 
librarians was offered by one librarian 
from a predominantly Negro college in 
a North-Central state who noted that 
there were ten surrounding colleges with 
Negroes on their staffs. Other librarians 
had seen more Negro librarians repre-
senting predominantly white institutions 
at professional meetings. Job overtures 
had been made to one. 
A negative response offered: "I have 
had experience in applying to a predom-
inantly white college where my applica-
tion was held until an opening was avail-
able. Later, many white librarians were 
hired, some with less experience and 
training than I." Another surmised that 
it appeared hiring practices and atti-
tudes were basically unchanged. 
Since most Negro college librarians 
work in predominantly Negro institu-
tions, they were polled as to if they pre-
ferred working in a Negro college. 
YEs No INDIFFERENT 
10 11 67 
Those who would rather work in Ne-
gro colleges gave varying reasons. Sev-
eral felt they would be of more service 
working with Negro students who need 
more elementary exposure to the re-
sources of library materials, and that 
Negro colleges have a greater need for 
trained and competent people than white 
colleges which have more resources to 
draw upon. One gave personal and social 
reasons. 
The respondents who did not prefer 
working in a predominantly Negro col-
lege wanted to feel as "qualified librar-
ians who can work in any situation." 
Others felt that the contact would broad-
en their thinking by knowing different 
people. with various cultural backgrounds, 
and some wanted to have experience in 
both situations. 
The prevailing num her of indifferent 
replies showed an over-all liberal-mind-
edness in regard to the profession and 
race as a whole. Such answers as: "The 
philosophy of the institution and quality 
are more important to me than the par-
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ticular racial make up of the institution." 
The giving of services was presented as 
more important than the place of service 
or race factors. These too in their indis-
criminate attitude believed that people 
were people, and were indifferent to 
color, character, or temperament. 
The librarians secured their positions 
in the colleges by ( 1) forty-one apply-
ing directly to the college; ( 2) twelve 
through a friend; ( 3) library school 
placement by six; ( 4) twenty-nine not 
indicating. 
To the question of salaries being ade-
quate for librarians in the colleges: 
YEs No No ANSWER 
6 74 8 
The study in essence indicates that 
Negro librarians are in a minority be-
cause of the historical background of a 
society long operated on a dual pattern 
of segregation. Negro librarians have 
been thwarted in this field ( as in others ) 
because of the lack of training opportu-
nities and unfair employment practices 
accompanied by other imparities em-
bedded in a separate-but-equal society. 
Negro librarians do not wish to be 
considered a different breed of people, 
but want to be thought of as librarians 
first. They feel confident and are eager 
to perform in any job situation. 
With college libraries housing the free 
thoughts of man in relation to himself 
and society, it should be especially true 
in this environment that all men should 
be represented. Because of current trends 
and changing attitudes, Negro librarians 
are looking forward to broader avenues 
to occupational achievement and fufill-
ment than have existed in the past. Books 
do not know of discrimination-neither 
should libraries. • • 
. 
MARY FALVEY 
Publishing the Association Journal: 
JANUARY 1, 1962-DECEMBER 31, 1966 
COLLEGE & RESEARCH LmRARIES, along 
with its parent body, ACRL, has 
grown in the past five years. This period, 
January 1962 through December 1966, 
has brought nearly 50 per cent increase 
in ACRL membership and consequently, 
in C RL circulation. Figure 1 shows the 
membership picture as it relates to the 
number of copies of the journal that are 
needed. 
The actual size of the journal (number 
of pages) fell off in 1963-partially be-
cause changes of editors in May 1962 
and again in March 1963 resulted in a 
dearth of publishable papers-but rose 
steadily in 1964 and 1965, and sharply 
in 1966 on account of initiating the 
ACRL News, a supplement to College 
& Research Libraries (hereinafter re-
ferred to as C RL News) .1 Figure 2 shows 
the annual number of pages printed. 
The editor of C RL has indicated that 
he is able to obtain enough publishable 
papers to maintain a bimonthly sched-
ule, and current budget now provides for 
producing that number of issues annu-
ally, plus, since March 1966, CRL News, 
beginning in March 1966. 
CRL has undergone considerable or-
1 Changes in title have been necessary to resolve 
varying interpretations of postal regulations. Beginning 
with January 1967 the official title became College & 
Research Libraries News. Issues indicated by (A) 
are those issues published during the same months 
that the journal issues are published. Issues indicated 
by (B) are those issues published in intervening 
months. 
Mrs. Falvey is Publications Officer of ACRL. 
This essay is an adaptation of her report, 
covering the five-year period 1962-1966, 
made to the ACRL Publications Committee 
in 1967. 
ganizational change during the five 
years covered by this report. The begin-
ning of this period almost exactly corre-
sponds to the incumbancy of the present 
publications officer, whose first produc-
tion effort in the position was the March 
1962 issue. The editorship was resigned 
by Maurice Tauber (Columbia Univer-
sity school of library service) effective 
w~th the March 1962 issue, and May saw 
the first issue edited by Richard Har-
well (Bowdoin College). Mr. Harwell's 
resignation became effective with the 
January 1963 issue. David Kaser (Joint 
University Libraries, Nashville) has 
served as editor since March 1963. John 
Batsel served as assistant editor for 
several months; when Mr. Batsel ac-
cepted another library position, Dr. 
Kaser appointed Mrs. Elizabeth Swint 
as assistant editor. 
Effective with the January 1963 issue, 
C RL was returned to The Ovid Bell 
Press, Inc. in Fulton, Missouri, for print-
ing, where the journal had been printed 
by The Ovid Bell Press for four years, 
1956-59. The cover design was changed 
with the change of printers, and this de-
sign was modified in 1964. Then, at the 
St. Louis Conference in 1964, the ACRL 
Publications Committee authorized a 
complete redesign. Ward Ritchie of Si-
mon and Ritchie, Los Angeles, was com-
missioned to redesign and respecify the 
entire journal-produce a new cover lay-
out, and specify new format, typogra-
phy, and paper. Production of the newly 
designed journal was begun with the 
January 1965 issue, although budget had 
been established to provide only for the 
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Projected, 1967 
1966 -·········· 1965 .... 
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FIG. 2. Number of pages produced. 
lower costs of the previous specifications 
for the first four issues of 1965. 
In 1966 the journal became completely 
scholarly, with removal of news, "official 
matter," classified advertising, and extra-
neous filler material from its pages. This 
material is now published in CRL News 
eleven times a year (monthly, combined 
July I August issue). In addition to the 
desire to have a truly scholarly publica-
tion there were practical reasons for this 
authorization. (I) News material and of-
ficial matter published in the bimonthly 
issues often did not reach the reader 
for three months or more, since "lead" 
time for preparation of the journal re-
quires, minimally, six weeks. Lead time 
for CRL News is about two weeks, and 
extremely important information may be 
included in an issue if received two days 
before press time. ( 2) Additional issues 
provide additional opportunity for ad-
vertising insertions; and in the less rigid 
format of the News issues, advertisers 
may purchase guaranteed or special po-
sitions throughout each issue-providing 
more revenue. ( 3) Classified advertising 
appears not only oftener but also sooner; 
this not only better serves the library-
advertisers looking for staff or for po-
sitions, but also produces additional rev-
enue for CRL. ( 4) Increased and still 
increasing costs of producing the journal 
made most welcome a less costly way of 
publishing materials the value of which 
is likely to be temporary. 
CRL News was authorized by the 
ACRL Board of Directors at Midwinter 
1966, for .a trial period of six months, to 
run frorn March 1966 to August 31, 1966. 
This trial period was established to pro-
vide facts concerning costs and income, 
distribution problems, and acceptance 
by membership. The first two items are 
discussed below. In regard to the third 
item only a few comments have been un-
favorable; most of this few con-
cerned post office handling early in the 
trial period. On the other hand, there 
have been numerous written and oral 
accolades. 
The trial period, as authorized, pre-
cluded adjusting the subscription rate to 
include CRL News. When continuation 
of CRL News was authorized at the 
New York Conference in July 1966, no 
authorization for accepting subscriptions 
was asked for or given. (At Midwinter 
1967 in New Orleans, the inclusion of 
CRL News with subscriptions was au-
thorized and the subscriptions rate was 
increased to $10 per year, the first in-
crease since 1956 when the $5 rate was 
approved. Authorization was to be imple-
mented as soon as possible, and the new 
rate became effective on July I.) 
C RL News is printed on the same 
"long-life" paper used for the body of 
the journal issues. Revamping of the 
News masthead has been suggested, and 
admittedly the present masthead may 
leave something to be desired, although 
the design was established purposely to 
suggest continuity of C RL News with 
the journal design of an earlier period of 
publication. Several immediate changes 
have been required because of varying 
interpretations of postal regulations but 
further changes might well be postponed 
for a little while. 
In 1964 a policy was established of 
not accepting retroactive subscriptions 
to the journal. This conforms to the 
policy of most other divisional publica-
tions of ALA that accept subscriptions. 
More importantly, it already had become 
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de facto in 1962 when two successive is-
sues of CRL went out of print shortly 
after publication. The new policy 
spreads subscription expirations around 
the calendar, and relieves the bottle-
neck, to some extent, of thousands of 
membership and subscription renewals 
all having to be processed in the same 
three-month period by the ALA Mem-
bership and Subscription Records office. 
The policy also makes unnecessary ex-
pensive back-issue mailings to sub-
scribers. 
To make possible for subscribers (.and 
380 
.360 
340 
320 
300 
~80 
$1-16 .. 30 
260 
240 
220 
200 
180 
160 
140 
FIG. 3. Back issue copies sold and resulting 
CRL income. 
others) completion of annual volumes of 
the journal, back issues of the journal 
are available on a sale basis. In 1962 the 
ACRL Executive Secretary contracted 
with the ALA Publishing Department to 
store, invoice, and ship back issue copies 
as ordered. At that time other storage 
space for stocks of back issues was ab-
solutely unavailable. The ALA Publish-
ing Department retains 70¢ of the $1.25 
per copy price, and ACRL receives 55¢ 
per copy, furnishes 2nd class envelopes 
and pays postage in addition to provid-
ing back-issue copies. Figure 3 shows 
income to CRL, and number of copies 
sold during the past five years. (In July 
1967, the ALA Publishing Department 
began the same service in handling C RL 
News at $1.00 per copy, returning 30¢ 
for each copy to CRL.) 
In 1962 an existing contract with Uni-
versity Microfilms was extended retro-
actively, to include microfilming of the 
first ten volumes of CRL, and continues 
currently to provide for microfilm and 
paper copies of journal issues. Beginning 
in 1967, royalty payments from UMI for 
1966 sales have increased from the orig-
inal 10 per cent to 15 per cent of sales. 
These payments are credited to CRL 
sale of extra copies. ( CRL N_ews issues 
will also be made available on micro-
film.) 
Also in 1962 an agreement was con-
cluded with Kraus Reprint Corporation 
for reprinting volumes I-XV ( 1939-1954) 
of CRL, much of which had long been 
out of print. In 1966 the agreement was 
extended to include volumes XVI-XX 
( 1955-1959). In 1967 an agreement was 
concluded with Kraus for reprinting 
volumes XXI-XXV ( 1960-1964). This 
period includes two 1962 issues which 
have been out of print since shortly after 
publication. Kraus has purchased the 
stock of back issues for the volumes be-
ing reprinted. Royalty payments have 
been credited to C RL reprint account 
and amount to 10 per cent of sales. 
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Reprints produced by CRL are of two 
types: those made for authors of articles 
in CRL, and items reprinted for distribu-
tion by headquarters-both single-copy-
free and multicopy-invoiced orders. Fig-
ure 4 shows the number of journal pages 
reprinted for authors, the number of 
items, the number of reprint pages, and 
number of copies produced. Figure 5 
shows the same information for .. stock" 
reprints for distribution by headquarters. 
Costs of producing reprints for authors 
-mostly very short press runs- are much 
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too high but numerous requests for price 
estimates have not brought any schedule 
of lower prices. Authors are billed at 
cost only-still too high a figure. Most 
reprints for authors are produced by the 
Xerox Itek process; some, at even higher 
prices, are made from type by the 
journal printer. 
Beginning late in 1966, mailing of 
stock reprint items has been assumed by 
the ALA Central Mailing Service. Or-
ders to be invoiced still come to C RL 
for preparation of invoices and labels, 
a small part indeed of the reprint dis-
tribution effort. About twenty reprint 
items are currently available. 
Manufacturing costs of the publica-
tion during the five-year period are 
shown in Figure 6, with a comparison 
of the estimated costs for producing the 
same news material in the journal for 
1966. 
Figure 7 shows the annual numbers 
of copies of the publication distributed 
in supplemental mailings. Distribution 
charges are budgeted annually, and 
7,000 
6,500 
6,000 
5,500 
5,000 
4,500 
4,000 
FIG. 7. Supplementary "back issue" mailings. 
comprise the costs of distributing claimed 
and late-membership copies, warehous-
ing of stocks, sorting and mail handling. 
Hand wrapping of individual copies 
White area of bars, '1966, show cost of News issues 
over estimated cost of publishing same material in 
journal issues. See al so Fig. 8. 
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FrG. 6. Costs of production. 
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where there are fewer than five to a 
single post office has been required by 
postal regulations since January 1965 
and costs of this service in regular mail-
ings at the time of publication is also a 
distribution charge. Labels for regular 
mailings have been prepared by the 
Data Processing unit since January 1963. 
Claimed and late membership fulfill-
ment, warehousing, and sorting and 
handling has been done by the printer 
since March 1964, using labels prepared 
by ALA's Data Processing unit for late 
membership copies, and for claimed 
copies under the supervision of the 
ACRL Publications Officer. For this 
mailing service the printer receives 7¢ 
per copy mailed. 
Zoning charges ceased when the con-
tract for printing the periodical was let 
to The Ovid Bell Press in 1963. A one-
time cost occurred in 1965 for conversion 
of the C RL list to zip-code order by the 
Data Processing unit as required by 
postal regulations and sorting and zon-
ing of the regular list is no longer re-
quired. 
Postage rates for CRL mailings in-
creased by 1/15 in January 1963; 1/16 
in 1964, and 1/17 in 1965, a total of 1/5 
in three years. Another postal increase 
is now pending but was not known nor 
budgeted for 1967/ 68 in March 1967. 
Certain items, such as unforeseen post-
age increases, tend to unbalance budg-
ets; so does upward revision of paper 
prices and other production costs after 
budgets are prepared; heavy requests 
for free single copies of stock reprint 
items; an unexpectedly high percentage 
of increase in number of copies required 
because of corresponding increases in 
membership; and in the case of late 
memberships, increase in distribution 
costs for mailing late copies; and more 
stringent postal regulations pertaining to 
the mailing of all copies. Since CRL 
does not receive direct funds to produce 
the membership copies required, but 
rather is allocated funds-an amount in-
cluded in the budget request which is 
prepared when figures are available for 
less than half of the previous year-a 
large membership increase such as oc-
curred in 1966 might cause serious dis-
location of budget. 
Part of this dislocation can be cush-
ioned by .an increase in advertising rev-
enue above budgeted amounts. Adver-
tising rate increases, however, must 
necessarily await establishment over a 
period of at least six months and require 
the expenditure of funds for issuing a 
new rate card at the end of that period; 
even then the increase does not affect 
contracts current at the time. An esti-
mated two-thirds of our advertising rev-
enue is from contracts. In 1962 a new, 
increased advertising rate schedule was 
issued; in 1965, rates were again in-
creased .and specifications altered to con-
form to the new design specifications of 
the journal. (In 1967 a new rate sched-
ule including ad insertions in News is-
sues was established but rates were not 
raised.) 
Advertising income for the period of 
this report is charted in Figure 8 and 
the number of pages of advertising in 
Figure 9. The amount of advertising 
CRL can use is limited by ( 1) advertiser 
acceptance-particularly of CRL News, 
which thus far has been very good; ( 2) 
postal regulations-75 per cent of any 
issue; ( 3) a stated portion of each 
journal issue-16 pages for issues of up 
to 96 pages, and one page of advertising 
for each four additional pages of text 
in any issue. Occasionally advertising 
has exceeded this ratio in order to "make 
out" an issue; more often fewer adver-
tising pages than the prescribed ratio 
have been used, when editorial matter 
scheduled for a larger issue outruns ad-
vertising orders. 
No advertising promotion list was 
available in 1962, hence there was no 
way to try to sell more advertising. By 
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Black .areas indicate annual advertising 
revenue. White areas indicate costs of 
production over advertising revenue. 
FIG. 8. Advertising revenue (annual) com-
pared to costs. 
the end of 1966 a list of approximately 
six hundred fifty potential advertisers of 
equipment, services, and publications 
had been compiled, all of them valid. 
An advertising promotion in 1962 used 
a short list; in 1964, a finely screened 
list was used; and in 1965 a promotion 
went to an enlarged list. In December 
1966 a promotion piece was mailed to 
the entire, much augmented list. Con-
tracts and single insertion orders from 
new advertisers reached by the list now 
total nearly $10,000. 
In addition to paid advertising the 
journal and CRL News carry unpaid 
"house" advertising for CHOICE (which 
furnishes its own mechanicals), ALA 
Publishing Department (which pays its 
typesetting charges only), Library Tech-
nology Program (which furnishes 
plates), and the ALA Membership Pro-
motion Office. CHOICE reciprocates by 
using ads for ACRL, and for CRL re-
prints and subscriptions. ALA Publish-
ing Department has in the past listed 
our journal issues (which they sell) in 
their catalog. (Starting in 1967, however, 
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we are being charged for these listings ) . 
The ~ibrary Technology Program and 
Membership Promotion do not recipro-
cate directly, having no means to do so. 
In 1966 CRL ran three times the total 
of such advertising for other units of 
ALA as had been run in the three pre-
vious years. 
Five pages of such «house advertis-
ing" were included in the five-year index 
to Vols. XXI-XXV ( 1960-1964) pub-
lished in December 1965. The index had 
not been budgeted but was produced 
from regular CRL funds. No other ad-
vertising was authorized. The five-year 
index was sent to the membership list 
then current, as an extra issue; avail-
ability to others at $1.00 per copy was 
announced in July 1965. 
At present CRL is indexed in Library 
Literature and PAIS, abstracted for 
Library Science Abstracts, and book re-
views are indexed in Book Review Index. 
In 1964 the annual title page and in-
dex for 1963 was published in the Jan-
uary issue, following the practice ini-
tiated in 1954 (Vol. XV). In November 
1964 the 1964 annual index was pub-
lished and in the November issue in 
1965 the index for that year appeared. 
In 1966 the annual index was published 
in the December CRL News. Since sub-
scribers did not receive C RL News the 
availability of the 1966 TPI, was publi-
cized and it has been furnished on re-
quest to subscribers who have asked for 
it. (The 1967 .annual index will be pub-
lished in the Decem her C RL News issue; 
subscriptions will at that time include 
CRL News). Since 1955 Richard Schim-
melpfeng has provided indexing of the 
publication. 
In 1962 the CRL list of free and ex-
change subscriptions included many 
which were no longer valid. The Publi-
cations Officer obtained authorization 
from the ACRL Executive Secretary to 
retain a few of these, and started with a 
fresh list of editor's free copy authoriza-
tions from Dr. Kaser. All other such sub-
scriptions were discontinued. Exchange 
and gift subscriptions since that time 
have been authorized only by the Editor 
or the ACRL Executive Secretary. The 
Headquarters Librarian and the Director 
of IRO have occasionally requested such 
authorization. In addition the ALA staff 
has authorized additional lists, includ-
ing Executive Board and PEBCO mem-
bers, and a list of state agencies ar-
ranged by the Deputy Executive Direc-
tor in 1965. (The CRL free and ex-
change list is constantly changing; it is 
completely controlled, and frequently 
updated by the Publications Officer.) 
In October of 1966 half-time clerical 
assistance for the Publications Officer, 
which had been budgeted for the fiscal 
year 1966/67, was implemented. Re-
lieved of 750 hours of clerical work per 
year, the Publications Officer became 
able to initiate and to bring and keep 
up to date advertising and circulation 
analyses and records; to enlarge the ad-
vertising promotion list; to maintain bet-
ter inventories; and to furnish more and 
better information to the ACRL Execu-
tive Secretary concerning the publica-
tions program. 
One such activity is the preparation 
and maintenance of a directory file of 
position appointments as reported since 
January 1966 in the publication, ar-
ranged both alphabetically by personal 
name, and geographically by institution. 
This just-completed project will be kept 
current. In addition other routine activ-
ities such as fulfilling claims, producing 
reprints, and invoicing advertising are 
kept more nearly current. 
Production of editorial style sheets to 
extend, fill lacunae in, or vary the ap-
plication of the University of Chicago 
Manual of Style (the established author-
ity) is a current project. In August 1963 
the Editor and the Publications Officer 
prepared a statement of editorial policy 
for CRL; this statement has been up-
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dated to reflect addition of the News 
issues; and a statement of the Editorial 
Board for distribution to authors of per-
sonnel profiles has been duplicated. 
Since May 1962 the Publications Of-
ficer has gleaned information and writ-
ten all of the news copy, has obtained 
profile copy and written all other per-
sonnel copy used in the journal (and 
now in the News issues ) ; has prepared 
official matter for publication and has 
produced copy of required length or 
brevity on a variety of pertinent subjects 
for filler or informational items. 
Attendance at both Midwinter and 
Annual Conferences by the Publications 
Officer was requested by the Publica-
tions Committee in 1963, and in the 
1964/65 budget travel expenses for such 
attendance were authorized, chargeable 
to the CRL budget. Conference attend-
ance is most useful in carrying out the 
duties of the position; it is a rewarding 
responsibility, a challenge, and a pleas-
ure. 
Although the Publications Officer's 
salary is now charged entirely to C RL, 
until 1965 30 per cent of the position 
salary was charged to general funds; and 
30 per cent of the time continues to be 
allocated for assisting the ACRL Exec-
utive Secretary. This is not on a weekly 
or monthly basis, but is totaled annually, 
and amounts to 71~ working days per 
year. 
Examples of tasks performed by the 
Publications Officer for the Executive 
Secretary are: assistance in answering 
correspondence; preparation of bio-
graphical information copy for ballots; 
until 1967, tally of ballots; preparation 
and updating of a card file of officers of 
state chapters of ACRL, and/ or sections 
of state associations; preparation of 
ACRL copy for the ALA Bulletin "In-
formation and Organization Issue," Bow-
ker Annual, and other directories; pro-
duction of ACRL grants program ap-
plications; and processing of grants ap-
plications for yearly programs. • • 
BERNARD J. TONEY 
Indian University Libraries 
There is a venerable history of academic libraries in India> dating at 
least from the sixth century. Today' s libraries> however> despite their 
long history and the substantial body of new theorizing concerning 
them, are hampered by the absence of book-oriented teaching, ade-
quate budgets, or proper administrative organization and support. An 
intelligent, informed, and aggressive library profession is probably the 
nation's most valuable library asset today. 
THE PURPOSE of this paper is to present 
some thoughts, observations, and discus-
sion on the history and the problems of 
academic libraries in India. 
In systematic library technique and 
methodology, the Indian university li-
brary is a product of the twentieth cen-
tury. The modern concept of the univer-
sity library and of libraries in general 
has been elucidated through the writings 
and speeches of the Indian library genius 
-S. R. Ranganathan. It would be incor-
rect to assume, however, that ancient 
college and university library collections 
were non-existent, for India has a long 
literary heritage. 
EARLy HISTORY 
The University of Taxila in northern 
India was a flourishing center for learn-
ing as early as the sixth century B.c. Stu-
dents came to Taxila for specialization 
in the Vedas, Hindu grammar, and phi-
losophy. The university possessed a large 
collection of manuscripts on these sub-
jects. During the invasions of the fif-
teenth century the school was ruined 
and the city destroyed, thus extinguish-
ing the glow from this early center of 
learning. 
Mr. Toney is Assistant Professor, Depart-
ment of Library Science, Central Michigan 
University, Mr. Pleasant, Michigan. 
The seventh-century Chinese traveler 
and scholar, I-Tsing, studied for ten 
years at the University of Nalanda where 
many Chinese, Japanese, and Korean 
scholars came to learn. The university 
possessed a well-equipped, subject-clas-
sified library collection housed in three 
buildings, one of which wa.s nine stories 
high. N alanda flourished from the fifth 
to the late tweHth centuries. 
The Buddhist monastery and univer-
sity at Vikramaila, founded by King 
Dharampala in the eighth century A.D., 
had a distinguished collection especially 
rich in the Hindu religion. This school 
was patronized by the Indian rulers until 
the thirteenth century, and at its zenith 
it had eight thousand monk-scholars 
using its collection. 
From the eleventh through the thir-
teenth centuries a large number of tem-
ple-colleges existed in India. One temple 
college, Chatikasal in southern India, 
had a faculty of three Vedic teachers, 
three Sastras teachers, and a staff of six 
librarians whose status was about equal 
to that of the professor of the time.1 
Even though it is estimated that dur-
ing the Muslim conquests (thirteenth to 
sixteenth centuries) several hundred 
1 For more information on ancient schools and li-
braries refer to Shri G. L. Trehan, "Libraries in Ancient 
and Medieval India," Development of Libraries in 
New India, ed. N. B. Sen (New Delhi: New Book 
Society of India, 1965), p. 98-103. 
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thousand manuscripts were lost, some of 
the conquerors who had destroyed li-
braries subsequently began to rebuild 
them. Many important manuscript col-
lections were established during the 
Moghul times. One of the most impor-
tant was that of Akbar the Great ( 1596-
1605 ) . Another Moghul ruler and bibli-
ophile was Humayun ( 1530-1540) whose 
librarian, Lal Beg, built the imperial 
library collection at Agra. It was said of 
Humayun that one evening emerging 
from his library in an especially thought-
ful mood he stumbled and fell to his 
death. 
HISTORICAL INFLUENCES AND 
PRESENT PROBLEMS 
Despite evidences of early notable 
collections, there gradually developed in 
India a disinterest in libraries that in 
more recent times produced a condition 
of terrible neglect. 
Though the Jesuits introduced into 
India ( 1556) the art of printing by mov-
able type, neither the Moghul rulers 
nor the independent Maratha chiefs 
were interested in the printed book. One 
historian writes that-
a primary deficiency in the culture of the 
Marathas was their ignorance of the art of 
printing and their failure to make an effort 
to learn it. During the period between May 
11, 1498, the date on which da Gama dis-
covered India, and 1760, the Portuguese 
and the Marathas established contacts on 
many occasions .... The fact that in spite 
of [these contacts] they did not pick up the 
art of printing detracts greatly from the 
reputation of the Marathas for their ability 
to imbibe new ideas.2 
It must be admitted that while insen-
sitivity to intellectual advance was shown 
by both Moghul and Maratha rulers, the 
Portuguese and the Catholic missionaries 
did little on their part to encourage in-
terest of the Indian people in anything 
2 A. K. Ohdedar, The Growth of the Library in 
Modern India: 1498-1836 (Calcutta: World Press, 
Ltd., 1966) , p. 9-10. 
but religion or related topics. An Eng- ~ 
Iishman in 1832 described the contents 
of the ten thousand volume library of 
the Augustinian monks at Goa as con-
taining .,.. 
. . . a few bad editions of classics, but not 
a complete edition, even of Cicero himself; 
a great many schoolmen, casuists, and econ-
omists, with some jurists; very little history, 
scarcely any of modern times, except a 
little Portuguese; about ten volumes of Por- ., 
tuguese and Spanish poetry . . . no politics, 
[no] political economy, no mechanics, no 
hydrostatics, no optics, no astronomy, no ~ 
chemistry, no zoology, no botany, no min-
eralogy and no book . . . on mathematics 
•.•• 3 
From the beginning of British influ-
ence in India, with the formation of the 
East India Company in 1601, and up to 
the mid-eighteenth century, there was 
slight interest in building college and 
university libraries. Furthermore, the 
English gentlemen of that era in India 
cared little himself for literary or schol-
arly pursuits. As one journalist com-
mented "It may appear as though the 
daily life of the Englishman in Bengal 
was devoid of the civilizing influences of 
literature. And it has been said that com-
mercial pursuits were not very consistent 
with literary tastes in Old Calcutta; the 
jingling of rhymes was discord to the 
rattling of rupees .... " 4 
Not only was no impetus given to the 
growth of library collections during much 
of the British period, but the system it-
self discouraged the development of 
worthy collections. The average Indian 
student in his higher education made 
little or no use of libraries. He mainly 
studied lecture notes in order to pass 
all-important examinations that would 
qualify him for service in the British 
India offices. An 1882 report evaluating 
education found "the general reading of 
students. is confined to the books which 
have some bearing on the subject of ex-
a Ibid., p. 10-11. 
4 Ibid., p. 44. 
. 
amination."5 This lack of incentive to 
independent study, in part a legacy of 
the British administrative system, even 
today characterizes campus life. Thus 
many Indian librarians feel today that 
the university library is frequented much 
less by the average undergraduate stu-
dent than it should be.6 The inordinate 
emphasis upon memorizing lecture notes 
is shown by a recent study revealing that 
the average Delhi University student 
was using about eight books during the 
academic year. 7 
Reference to committee and commis-
sion reports published over several dec-
ades reveals Indian university libraries 
have long had budgetary problems. 8 
Now that India is a generation into in-
dependence the serious problem of fi-
nancing university libraries persists-
libraries which face ever larger enroll-
ments. In the twenty-year period 1946 to 
1965 the University of Delhi student 
body increased 840 per cent, while the 
library book collection increased 462 per 
cent.9 This same university with 29,550 
students in 1964-1965 had a book collec-
tion of 233,998 and a budget of 402,658 
rupees ( $53,689) .10 Benares Hindu Uni-
versity spent 300,000 rupees ( $40,000) in 
1962 for books and periodicals.11 The Uni-
5 P. C. Bose, "School and College Libraries in the 
Evolution of Education in Modern India," Indian Li-
brary Association Bulletin, I (April-June 1965), 16. 
6 An average Indian university student devotes less 
than one hour a day to study beyond classroom at-
tendance, while the United States student spends from 
twenty to thirty hours a week on work outside the 
classroom. Shri Anand P. Srivastava, "On University 
Librarianship in India," Development of Libraries in 
New India, op. cit., p. 239. I was told by the Head 
Librarian, University of Bombay, that only about 10 
per cent of the undergraduate students use the library 
(interview with Shri D . N. Marshall, Dec. 16, 1966). 
7 Carl White, A Survey of the University of Delhi 
Library (New Delhi: University of Delhi), p. 10-11. 
It may be recalled that Branscomb's report of 1940 
found . the average American undergraduate used from 
61.7 to 74.6 books a year. 
8 Several reports acknowledge the seriousness of 
budget deficiencies; for example: Report of the Uni-
versity Commission, 1902; Calcutta University Com-
mission Report, 1919; Report of the Hartog Commit-
tee of 1929; Wood and Abbott Committee Report 
1937; and Universities Commission, 1948-49. 
9 White, op. cit., p. 5-6. 
10 Ibid. 
u Directory of Special and Research Libraries in 
India (Calcutta: Indian Association of Special Librar-
ies and Information Centres, 1962), p. 25. 
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versity of Bombay with a total enrollment 
in 1964-1965 of 54,726 had a budget for 
books and periodicals of 117,427 rupees 
($15,656).12 The University of Mysore 
library in 1965-1966 spent 50,897 rupees 
( $6,786) on its collection.13 It should be 
added that many universities rely heavily 
on supplementary gifts and grants-often 
from abroad-to augment their collec-
tions. Of the 3,513 books acquired by 
the University of Mysore library in 1965-
1966, 15.8 per cent were gifts, while in 
1964-1965 the University of Bombay re-
ceived 45 per cent of its acquisitions in 
the form of gifts.14 
There is real need for university li-
braries to develop stronger specialized 
collections, especially on graduate and 
research levels. White, in his report on 
the University of Delhi ( 1965 ), con-
cludes that evidence is "overwhelming" 
that book collections there are substand-
ard and do not meet the educational 
needs of the university. When teachers 
of the university were asked whether the 
collections were strong enough to sup-
port their own research and that of their 
students on a graduate level, over 90 per 
cent answering the questionnaire thought 
they were not.15 
While some libraries are adequate in 
certain subject areas, most collections 
seem thin and superficial, the partial re-
sult of imprecisely conceived selection 
policies. This negative condition might 
be mitigated by the more extensive uti-
lization of specialized collections on an 
exchange basis, as has been attempted 
in the United States. Better communica-
tion and cooperation between libraries 
would further enable institutions to de-
velop in more depth certain areas of 
local or special interest. 
Basic to a properly functioning and 
growing university library is the neces-
12 Annual Report for the Year 1964-65 (Bombay: 
University of Bombay, 1965), p. 54. 
13 Annual Report for the Year 1965-66 (Mysore: 
University of Mysore, 1966), p. 8-9. 
14 Ibid., p. 8-9; University of Bombay, op. cit., p. 54. 
1s White, op. cit. , p. 39. 
• 
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sity to define clearly the powers and the 
legal position of a library in relation to 
the governing authority of the university. 
An example of the occasionally ambigu-
ous position of university libraries in 
India is Delhi. The University of Delhi 
'1ibrary is not recognized as one of the 
authorities of the University. Omission 
from the statutes of any definition of its 
scope and nature leaves a sort of no-
man's-land of uncertainty and lack of 
order."16 This produces confusing decen-
tralization in the control of library af-
fairs. Even in the relatively routine mat-
ter of book selection it is not always 
clear at Delhi whether items are the 
property of the library or of the depart-
ment requesting them.17 
Such, then, is the picture of the aver-
age Indian university library: inade-
quately financed; frequently unbalanced 
collections; housed except for a few 
cases under crowded conditions with 
antiquated facilities; 18 often isolated and 
unable to tap other collections; and gen-
erally understaffed. It is a picture that 
does not at first glance offer great hope 
for the future. 
TENTATIVE APPROACHES 
One approach to these problems lies 
with the student himself. Ideally, the 
Indian student must become aware of 
what libraries and library services can 
add to his educational career. Such an 
awareness by students would certainly 
generate pressure and impetus toward 
strengthening university libraries. At 
present, unfortunately, a self-perpetuat-
ing cycle exists whereby the administra-
tor can point to the slight use of librar-
ies in justifying small budgets that in 
turn hold both collections and services 
at an undesirable level. 
More studies on the reading habits of 
16 Ibid., p. 61. 
17 Ibid. 
18 One exception is the modem library facility at 
the University of Mysore. 
students would be useful in enabling the ~ 
librarian better to anticipate and meet 
the desires and needs of the students. 
But thus far investigation of the reading ,. 
habits and requirements of Indian stu-
dents has not been great. Whereas such 
studies seem to some observers almost 
too plentiful in the United States and 
Britain, 19 in India they are a rarity. 
Helpful also would be greater effort to ., 
strengthen channels between the depart-
ments of the university and the library. 
The use of available funds would be 
enhanced by a closer relationship be- ] 
tween instructional needs and library re-
sources. Too often instructors do not 
really know what is in the library, with ~ 
the result that students are expected to 
become familiar with materials that are 
unavailable.20 There are also occasions 
when existing library resources are in-
sufficiently utilized by instructors. The 
responsibility for this condition rests not 
entirely with the library, though as a 
central agency it is logical that the li-
brary should take initiative in remedy-
ing any lack of fruitful communication. 
It is easy to conclude that more money 
for library collections and facilities would 
furnish the entire solution to existing 
problems. To a large degree lack of 
funds is the source of most inadequacies, 
yet librarians familiar with the situation 
in India recognize that the demand else-
where in society for available money is 
so great that it will doubtless be some 
time before library budgets can or will 
receive a high priority.21 Short of larger 
19 Srivastava says that between 1881 and 1957 there 
were about 3,600 such studies in the United States 
and Great Britain. Op. cit., p. 240. 
20 A course syllabus at the University of Delhi listed 
the literary works of fifty-two authors, with but 37 
per cent of these volumes in the library. White, op. 
cit., p. 41. 
21 There has been some increase in budgets over 
the years. Of the total budget for university education 
in the First Five Year Plan the purchase and binding 
of books and periodicals accounted for 1. 7 per cent 
of the budget. In the Second Plan it accounted for 
2.8 per cent; and in the Third Plan, for about 5 per 
cent. R. Kalia, "Libraries in the Fourth Five Year 
Plan," Indian Library Association Bulletin, I (January-
March 1965), 8. 
budgets, the sensible approach seems to 
be more concentration on fuller and bet-
ter utilization of existing collections; pro-
motion of greater student use of librar-
ies; and closer administration-faculty-
library relations. Even the most worthy 
collections and adequate budgets are of 
little value unless there is realization of 
the important role libraries can and 
should play in the life of a modern uni-
versity. 
Fortunately the library profession in In-
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dia is intelligent, imaginative, and of high 
attainment. It is probably the greatest sin-
gle asset of the Indian library movement 
at present, since while working under 
trying conditions it is nonetheless build-
ing better libraries for the country. The 
men and women within it realize the 
importance of their role in contributing 
to the development of a new dynamic 
India, while preserving for future gen-
erations the heritage of this ancient 
land. •• 
KEITH E. MIXTER 
A Visit to Some Music Libraries in 
Eastern Europe 
The author relates a kind of travelog of his visits to music libraries in 
Yugoslavia, Rumania, and Hungary. He describes collections, organi-
zation, staffing patterns, physical plants, gives brief historical notes> 
and general impressions from his tour. The trip was made in prepara-
tion for a projected "Guide to European Music Libraries and Collec-
tions." 
IN PURSUIT of materials and information 
for a "Guide to European Music Librar-
ies and Collections," most of the summer 
of 1966 was spent in Europe visiting 
national libraries.1 My schedule called 
for me to be in eastern Europe in Sep-
tember. Since Dragan Plamenac's excel-
lent report of 19612 covered Poland, East 
Germany, and Czechoslovakia, I planned 
to concentrate on Yugoslavia, Rumania, 
and Hungary. 
Proceeding south and east from Basel, 
Switzerland, my home base, my first stop 
was Belgrade. Here my attention was 
first directed to the N arodna Biblioteka, 
which is housed in an old and inade-
quate building (on the Knez Mihailova, 
56). The National Library was badly 
damaged during the war, and there are 
plans to build a new structure to house 
the collections. The music holdings are 
very small. Apparently collecting in this 
area, particularly in musicology, is being 
left to the Muzikoloski Institut of the 
Srpska Akademija N auka ( Musicological 
1 The author wishes to express his appreciation to 
the Ohio State University for a grant in support of 
research and travel for the " Guide." The present article 
is drawn from the lecture "European Musicology and 
Music Libraries, Summer 1966," delivered at the State 
University of New York at Buffalo, November 2 , 1966. 
2 See his "Music Libraries in Eastern Europe; A 
Visit in the Summer of 1961," Music Library Associ-
ation Notes, XIX (1961-62 ), 217-34, 411-20, and 
584-98. 
Mr. Mixter is Associate Professor of 
Music History and Literature in Ohio State 
University. 
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Institute of the Serbian Academy of Sci-
ences, Knez Mihailova, 35 ). Even here, 
however, the holdings are modest, num-
bering about one hundred journals, 2,682 
books, 1,822 pieces of music, and about 
six hundred records. As in most Slavic 
countries, much attention is given to folk 
music. The Institute serves the universi-
ty, as well as other scholarly musical 
interests in Belgrade. One gets the im-
pression that support for libraries in this 
city is not strong, but that personnel are 
workil)g very hard to make do with 
what they have. 
My last library visit in the capital was 
paid to the M uzicka Akademija (the 
Conservatory, Ulitza Marsala Tita, 50). 
Efficiency and organization were more in 
evidence here than in any other library 
in Belgrade. The collection numbers 
about thirty thousand volumes and is de-
signed, of course, to support the musical 
activities of the Conservatory. It appears 
that much of the instruction in music 
history and theory here, as well as at the 
sister institution in Bucharest, is carried on 
through the use of mimeographed texts 
written by the teachers themselves; these 
texts are found in the libraries in multi-
ple copies. The present card catalog for 
music is handwritten, but new typed 
cards are in preparation. The use of the 
Cyrillic alphabet is a hindrance, for since 
most of the performance music is pub-
lished in the West, two catalogs are 
J 
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necessary, one in the Latin and one in 
the Cyrillic alphabets. 
An overnight train journey brought 
me into Bucharest about seven in the 
morning. Following a frustrating wait 
for a hotel room in the central govern-
ment tourist office, I deposited my lug-
gage and embarked upon a quest for 
music libraries. Public transportation is 
minimal in this city; indeed, one sees 
considerably fewer vehicles in general 
than in the West, and many of these 
are military. The reception accorded me 
in the libraries was most cordial. My first 
visit was to the Biblioteca Centralii de 
Stat ( str. Ion Ghica, 4). One of the li-
brarians at this national library, Mr. 
Samuel Katz, proved to be very knowl-
edgeable in musical affairs, for he is a 
graduate of the Conservatory and had 
served for many years as a conductor. 
While talking about the library, he 
strongly emphasized its mission of serv-
ice to the people. In the music division 
this is exemplified by periodic music ap-
preciation hours, consisting of a discus-
sion of the composer's life and works and 
the playing of selected compositions. The 
music room is equipped with several ear-
phone listening posts ( although in the 
actual lectures speakers are used) and a 
record and tape library. Mr. Katz was 
most helpful in providing information 
about important collections outside Bu-
charest. 
At .the Biblioteca Centralii Universi-
taria ( Onesta, 1) a student of architec-
ture, who could speak French rather 
well, gave freely of his time in showing 
me the library and its collections and in 
introducing me to responsible authori-
ties. The music holdings of the university 
library are small, although both here 
and in the Conservatory library a proud 
acquisition, for obvious reasons, is a 
facsimile edition of George Enescu' s 
opera Oedipe. 
The Conservatorul "Ciprian Porum-
bescu'" ( Str. Stirbei Voda, Nr. 33) is 
named after the distinguished Rumanian 
composer of the second half of the nine-
teenth century, a pupil of Bruckner in 
Vienna.3 Porumbescu is perhaps unique 
in the annals of music history, for the 
name of the place of death of this com-
poser and political martyr has been 
changed to "Ciprian Porumbescu"! 
At the time of my visit, the Conserva-
tory was undergoing considerable reno-
vation, and work was being hastened to 
meet the opening of classes. Young wom-
en were conspicuous among the workers 
engaged in this task. The library is a 
closed collection, and the volumes are 
shelved by size in four categories. This 
seems to be a favored arrangement in 
closed collections in Europe. As in the 
national library, the works of Lenin and 
other Communist leaders are prominent. 
I was told that ordering is done through 
a central agency, and that while Euro-
pean publications can be readily ac-
quired, those from the United States are 
difficult, if not impossible, to obtain. The 
library enjoys the services of a translator 
who apparently translates foreign lan-
guage publications into Rumanian for 
the students. The card catalogs consist of 
one for books, by author, and one for 
music, both systematic and by composer. 
The catalog of compositions by Rumanian 
composers is being abandoned. The 
holdings number 560 periodicals, 11,400 
books, 44,000 volumes of music, and 300 
manuscripts. The Conservatory empha-
sizes opera production, and toward this 
end has studios for stage design and 
photography which are professionally 
staffed. 
Before departing from Bucharest I 
paid a visit to the Biblioteca Academiei 
( Calea Victoriei, 125). The academy po-
sesses about twenty-five thousand printed 
scores and six thousand eight hundred 
musical manuscripts. Where the national 
libraries are assuming more and more 
the function of "people's libraries," as in 
Belgrade and Bucharest, the academy li-
a A history of the Conservatory is given in the vol-
ume Conservatorul "Ciprian Porumbescu," 1864-1964 
(Bucharest, 1964). A bio-bibliography of prominent 
Rumanian musical figures is Viorel Cosma's Compozi-
tori si Muzicologi Romani; Mic Lexicon ([Bucharest], 
1965). 
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braries are being made responsible for 
scholarly collecting. A word of warning 
to those who might expect to work in 
libraries in Rumania: special collections 
and those responsible for them are ac-
cessible for the most part only in the 
morning! 
An overnight train, leaving at mid-
night, brought me into Budapest in the 
early afternoon. Because of the weekend 
I was able to visit just one library, the 
music division of the Orszagos Szechenyi 
Konyvtar (Pollack Mihaly-ter 10, actually 
in Pest). Although it is possible to trace 
the spirit of the national Szechenyi li-
brary back to the famous Biblioteca 
Corvina of the fifteenth-century King 
Matyas, the real foundation of this insti-
tution is the endowment of Count Ferenc 
Szechenyi, who, from 1802 to 1807, gave 
twelve thousand items from his private 
collection to the national library. For 
many years the museum and library were 
united, but they have now been sepa-
rate since 1949. The character of the 
library today is guided by the principle 
that it should act as a collector of Hun-
garian books, and this is accomplished 
mainly by deposit laws. The library also 
functions as library administrator for the 
nation. The collections are presently very 
inadequately housed, but the personnel 
are looking forward to a magnificent new 
situation in the old Royal Palace over-
looking the Danube on the Buda side. 
Although music material in the strict 
sense has been collected since about 
1900, the music division was first estab-
lished in 1929 . .It is headed by Jeno Vec-
sey, who was very ably represented dur-
ing his illness at the time of my visit 
by Istvan Kecskemeti. The basic material 
falls into three parts: manuscripts, prints, 
and recordings. Books and peripheral 
material are in the main collection of the 
national library. The division itself is 
strong in Renaissance and Baroque mu-
sic, especially in the Bartfa collection, 4 
and in the Vienna classics. The latter 
4 See Hans Albrecht, "Bartfeld,.. Die Musik in Ge-
schichte und Gegenwart (Kassel, 1949-), I, 1342-45. 
area boasts not only many autograph 
Haydn scores, 5 but also strength in such 
composers as Gregorius Joseph Werner, 
Michael Haydn, Johann Georg Albrechts-
berger, Karl Ditters von Dittersdorf, and 
Franz Xaver Siissmayr.6 Of particular 
importance is the famous Esterhazy 
Archive.7 Although nineteenth-century 
composers such as Schubert and Schu-
mann are represented in both manuscript 
and first edition, local association is more 
typical of nineteenth- and twentieth-cen-
tury figures such Liszt, Ference Erkel 
(the composer of the Hungarian national 
anthem), Bartok, K6daly, and Dohmi-
nyi. 8 The old printed catalog of manu-
script music9 is supplemented by con-
tinuations on cards. There are also card 
catalogs for the reference library, books 
on music, prints, the Esterhazy collec-
tion, Hungarian text incipits, series, and 
records, as well as a quick reference 
catalog for the principal composers. 
Several publication series and selected 
recordings are emanating from the na-
tional library music collection, including 
"Musica Rinata" and "Serqte d'opere di 
Esterhaza." In spite of inadequate hous-
ing I received the impression that there 
is strong support for the library. 
The train journey from Budapest to 
Vienna, from which point I was to con-
tinue my tour, was a rather short one. 
By making it, one recovers some of the 
cultural rapport which existed between 
these two metropolitan centers before 
World· War II and which is so strongly 
in evidence in our musical heritage. • • 
G The reader is referred to the handsome volume 
edited by Jeno Vecsey, Haydn Compositions in the 
Music Collection of the National Szechenye Library, 
Budapest (Budapest, 1960). 
8 See I. Kecswemete, "Siissmayr-Handscbriften in der 
Nationalbibliothek Szechenyi, Budapest," Studia Musi-
cologica, II ( 1962 ), 283-377. 
1 A "Catalogue raisonne'' of the Esterhazy opera col-
lection may be found in D. Bartha and L. Somfai, 
Haydn als Opemkapellmeister (Budapest, 1960), 177-
378. 
8 See, for example, I. Kecskemeti, "Unbekannte 
Eigenschrift der XVIII. Rhapsodie von Franz Liszt," 
Studia Musicoloi§ica, III ( 1962 ), 173-79. 
9 Isoz Kalmari and Lavotte Rezso, Zenei keziratok 
jegyzeke (Budapest, 1921-40, 2 vols. 
The Monteith College Library Experi-
ment. By Patricia B. Knapp. New York: 
Scarecrow Press, 1966. ix, 293p. $7 ( 66-
13747). 
The ultimate purpose of the Monteith 
Library Program of which the pilot project 
is here reported by the project director, is 
to "stimulate and guide students in develop-
ing sophisticated understanding of the li-
brary and increasing competence in its use." 
In no area of academic librarianship 
could a solid piece of pioneering research 
be more valuable than in the instruction of 
students in the use of the library. Here the 
argument of instruction versus information 
thrives and even the advocates of instruc-
tion are frequently weary, frustrated, and 
dissatisfied with the state of the art. One 
suspects that the difficulty of finding a suit-
able situation for a thoroughgoing experi-
mental study has been a prime stumbling 
block to the development of a respectable 
body of research. Only a relatively small, 
experimental college like Monteith stressing 
general, liberal education and committed to 
developing in the student a growing respon-
sibility for his own education would prob-
ably have been hospitable to library in-
structional coordination on such an unprece-
dented scale as the Monteith Library Pro-
gram. 
The project called for participation of the 
project staff in the planning of college 
courses and cooperation with the faculty in 
devising assignments which would involve 
extensive and meaningful student use of 
library resources. One specific objective of 
the pilot project was an appraisal of the 
structure set up to achieve this new library 
instructional relationship. The chapter re-
porting the analysis of social structure in 
the Monteith Library Project and the re-
vision of the organizational structure which 
took place after a period of testing is of 
first significance for future research and of 
particular interest to college librarians who 
may feel that the revised structure would 
be in essence transferable to projects set 
up in more conservative situations. 
Other specific objectives of the pilot proj-
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ect were an exploration of new methods 
of relating the library to the instructional 
program and a preliminary assessment of 
the effectiveness of these methods. Dr. 
Knapp records the experimentation of the 
first year in which fourteen curriculum-re-
lated library assignments were carried 
through and an intensive study made of a 
small random sample of students who had 
been exposed to the initial program. The 
understanding acquired through these ef-
forts in planning library assignments, re-
inforced by the result of the small sample 
study, led to assignments in the following 
year which represented a new approach. 
This approach is reflected in a model pro-
gram of instruction in the use of the library 
which is unprecedented. 
The outstanding concept of the model 
program is the framework for college in-
struction in the use of the library which 
centers on the intellectual processes in-
volved in retrieval of information and ideas 
from a highly complex system embracing 
both library organization and the networks 
of scholarly communication. For teaching 
purposes the library is viewed as a system of 
"ways." 
While the model program is designed 
specifically for the Monteith curriculum it 
is adaptable to other undergraduate liberal 
arts programs. 
The pilot project is intended to serve as 
the basis for a plan for the second phase of 
the Monteith Library Program "if and when 
funds become available." One hopes prompt 
support will be forthcoming.-H elen M. 
Brown, Wellesley College. 
Handbook of American Resources for 
African Studies. By Peter Duignan. 
(Hoover Institution Bibliographical Series, 
XXIX). Stanford, California: Stanford 
University, The Hoover Institution on 
War, Revolution, and Peace, 1967. 218p. 
$6 (66-20901). 
Peter Duignan, director of African 
Studies at the Hoover Institution on War, 
Revolution, and Peace has performed a use-
ful service by bringing together these de-
scriptions of American resources for African 
/445 
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Studies, many of which had previously ap-
peared in the pages of the African Studies 
Bulletin, an organ of the Mrican Studies 
Association. While acknowledgely incom-
plete, it is a start in the right direction, and, 
hopefully, we may look for a near-complete 
record in the future. Gathered largely by 
responses to questionnaires, the Handbook 
describes the African resources of 95 library 
and manuscript collections, 180 church and 
missionary libraries and archives, 95 art 
and ethnographic collections, and 4 business 
archives. Entries range from a laconic line-
and-a-half to a very extensive description 
(40 pages) of the holdings of the National 
Archives compiled by Morris Rieger, di-
rector of the National African Guide Project, 
which will appear later as a separate mono-
graph, and by E. J. Algoa of the National 
Archive·s of Nigeria. Americans-particular-
ly those new to African Studies-will be 
surprised at the extent of American involve-
ment in Mrica prior to the Civil War. There 
is a very extensive index which will be a 
big help to reference and interlibrary loan 
libraries. 
A correction needs to be made. On page 
125 the Handbook states "Stanford Univer-
sity is a member of the Association for 
Research Libraries which maintains the 
Center for Research Libraries (formerly the 
Midwest Interlibrary Center at Chicago.)" 
Not so! The Center is, and has been all 
along, a private corporation maintained by 
a number of important libraries. It has co-
operated with the ARL in many important 
collecting projects and recently all ARL 
members were urged to become members of 
the Center. 
Interestingly enough this typographically 
pleasing volume was printed in Hong Kong 
by the Cathay Press.-David Jolly, North-
western University. 
Metropolitan Public Library Planning 
Throughout the World. By H. C. Camp-
bell. Oxford: The Pergamon Press. 1967. 
xi, 168p. $8 ( 66-29370). 
Harry C. Camp bell has performed yoe-
man's service for the profession in compil-
ing such a substantial body of information 
concerning a number of metropolitan public 
library systems throughout the world. He 
has also identified and described many at-
tendant problems. As chief librarian of the 
Toronto public library, one of the most 
progressive on the North American conti-
nent, the author is in an enviable position to 
b·eat this subject authoritatively. He has 
not only first hand experience in a metro-
politan public library system; he has 
traveled extensively to observe many of the 
specific situations he has included in his 
book and to discuss them with those re-
sponsible for their planning and implemen-
tation. Because one of the major problems 
facing the profession in general and public 
library administrators in particular at this 
period in library history relates to metro-
politan and suburban problems, it is es-
pecially helpful to have this information so 
well organized and presented. The metro-
politan problem is widespread and involves 
jurisdictional, economic, political, adminis-
trative, and sociological factors. All have 
been discussed in this treatise. 
Mr. Campbell makes it clear that there 
are a wide variety of organizational patterns 
and structures which have evolved through 
the years. The early chapters describe them 
and the role and function of public library 
systems in the metropolitan areas, as well as 
background information. The remainder of 
the book is devoted to a description of li-
brary planning in nineteen metropolitan 
areas and to the future of metropolitan li-
brary planning. The relationship to public 
library systems of state, national, academic, 
and school libraries is placed in proper per-
spective. Growing concern on the part of 
responsible librarians everywhere as to pat-
terns of use of libraries is apparent. We 
must know more about how people use 
books and information if we are to develop 
effective libraries. Mention is made con-
cerning the need to extend the system con-
cept of library organization to academic 
and school libraries in urban areas. As one 
studies the metropolitan problem this fact 
becomes increasingly obvious. 
It is en.couraging to see more in print 
about the interdependence of the various 
types of libraries, and emphasis being 
placed on the fact that there is not a great 
difference between large public library sys-
tems and academic, business, and research 
libraries, with respect to their collections. 
While each library serves a particular func-
tion, Mr. Campbell points out that intelli-
gent planning dictates the · establishment of 
meaningful relationships among them. Each 
library comprises a segment of the total re-
sources of a community or metropolitan area 
and they should be available to all serious 
users on some kind of mutually agreeable 
basis. In several instances, the large public 
library in a metropolitan area is a special-
ized research collection as well as a source 
for popular recreational reading. At the 
other end of the scale, we see the need to 
reach the large segment of the population 
that does not use a library at all. Special 
approaches developed by many large public 
libraries, such as those in New York City 
and Los Angeles, need evaluation and 
further experimentation since this phenome-
non is apparently to be with us for some 
time. 
The book will be of interest to govern-
ment officials, educators, planners, librarians 
and others concerned with metropolitan 
problems. 
If there is any critical comment on the 
presentation, it may have to do with the 
fact that not enough emphasis has been 
placed on the role of the states (govern-
mental units between national and local 
levels) and national governments with re-
spect to metropolitan library planning. For 
example, the description of the Eastern 
Massachusetts Regional Public Library 
System makes no mention of the guiding 
and directing role of the Massachusetts 
Board of Library Commissioners and the 
Bureau of Library Extension in implement-
ing the state-supported plan for regional 
library service. States are and should be ex-
pected to participate financially and in 
planning to find solutions to metropolitan 
library problems. Federal and national 
governments must contribute further toward 
the staggering costs of municipal services, 
including libraries. Lasting solutions to the 
problem lie in the successful cooperative 
efforts of municipal, metropolitan, state, and 
national authorities. 
Mr. Campbell has paved the way with 
this information to further study of the 
situations and problems he describes so 
well. Let's hope that he and other authori-
ties continue to investigate and report to 
the profession.-John A. Humphry, New 
York State Education Department. 
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Printing, Selling and Reading 1450-1550. 
By Rudolph Hirsch. Wiesbaden: Otto 
Harrassowitz, 1967. 165p. 
This book is an important example of 
the complex and vital relationship which 
can exist between bibliographical scholar-
ship and the social and intellectual history 
of a period. Dr. Hirsch, who is associate 
librarian at the University of Pennsylvania, 
is to be admired for his labors and ap-
plauded for this contribution to our knowl-
edge and understanding of social and in-
tellectual developments not only during the 
first one hundred years of the mass-pro-
duced book but also of much of the subse-
quent history of printing, publishing, book-
selling, and the problems of literacy. 
Dr. Hirsch's own introductory note to 
his book is the best indication of the scope 
of his work and of what he has succesfully 
completed: "The first chapter deals in gen-
eral terms with elements which connect or 
separate the manuscript produced in single 
copies and the mass-produced printed book; 
it provides a background for all that follows. 
In the second chapter the invention of print-
ing, the background and the personality of 
printers, and a number of related problems 
are discussed. Chapters III-V deal with the 
economics of printing, publishing and sell-
ing. The sixth chapter is devoted to legal 
and political implications, while the two 
final chapters try to solve some of the ques-
tions which might tell us for what groups of 
readers texts were produced in different 
parts of Europe, and for what purpose." 
The reader of Printing, Selling and Read-
ing 1450-1550 will quickly learn from Dr. 
Hirsch's survey of the problems which fol-
lowed in the wake of the invention of 
printing that, as he puts it, "most of the 
blessings and the curses of printing and 
literacy have their roots in this early 
period." All of its conclusions are of in-
terest, but it is particularly in its statements 
concerning the spread of literacy as a re-
sult of the printed book that this work 
merits close attention. Unlike the earlier 
and well-known point of view as expressed 
by Arno Schirokauer, whose essay "Der 
Anteil des Buchdrucks an der Bildung des 
Gemeindeutschen" is often referred to, that 
" ·new lay readers belonged very frequently 
to the economically favored classes,' " Dr. 
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Hirsch claims that: "Almost all classes of 
readers were affected by the new method 
of producing texts; it was the new reader, 
the person who belonged to groups which 
were formerly very largely without access 
to books, who benefited the most. As long 
as books were produced singly and were 
with few exceptions very expensive, 'Every-
man' had little opportunity to read and to 
own a book. Without the printed book 
literacy would also have spread, but at a 
much slower rate. It was the new reader 
who assured the ultimate success of print-
ing; mass production needed the expanding 
market. It was the new reader who tipped 
the scale in religious and socio-political con-
troversies of the XVIth century; he provided 
the popular support, and he was under-
standably the target of most of the propa-
ganda . . . the majority of new readers was 
recruited among children who formerly did 
not go to school, among women, and among 
the 'economically less favored' classes." 
:Printing, Selling and Reading 1450-1550 
is an encyclopedic work, rich and useful. If 
this valuable book has a fault, it is that it 
reads like an encyclopedia, with the ad-
ditional apparatus of bibliographical and 
historical scholarship-footnoted and docu-
mented fact piled upon footnoted and 
documented fact. Since the book is intended 
for the general reader as well as the special-
ist, one also misses a listing of at least the 
more important of those numerous yet es-
sential bibliographical tools which describe 
the books of the first century of printing and 
contemporary history and about which Dr. 
Hirsch displays an enviable familiarity. But 
these are relatively minor flaws in a work 
of great magnitude and accomplishment.-
]. M. Edelstein, University of California, 
Los Angeles. 
Indiana you don't have to look far. 
Twenty-two public libraries and six university 
raries in Indiana, and the Indiana State Li-
ry are linked by a teletypewriter network that 
rmits far faster access to more books, periodi-
ls- information of all kinds. The network, de-
ed by the Bell System, works like this: 
f you can't find source material at your local 
rary, your request is sped to the Indiana State 
brary by teletypewriter. From there, if nec-
ry, it goes to all the other libraries in the 
rk. 
This means that you can find your material 
ickly and efficiently. You don't have to look 
far, simply because you don't have to look long. 
The network is growing in popularity. Besides 
those in it, some 200 other libraries now use it 
by telephoning in their requests. 
And it isn't restricted to Indiana. It already has 
the capability of communicating with similarly 
equipped libraries outside the state-including 
the Library of Congress. 
Learn how Bell System communications can 
help your library bring people and information 
closer together. Just call your Bell Telephone 
Business Office and ask for @ 
one of our Communications • AT&T 
Consultants. • ... AaociotoiiCoonpooios 
Looking for information! 
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Stir imaginations with history as it happened--on the microfilmed pages 
LOOK magazine. The complete file is now available-Volume 1 (1937) 
Volume 30 (1966). Here are fresh copies of history ... the world as it was, 
dimmed by memory, to give students the excitement of then happening now. In 
every one of these LOOK issues is a happening ... stirring events and the 
behind them revealed in award-winning photojournalism. To read history as it 
lived ... to research a time, an event, a year ... to understand the spirit of a 
tion-here is LOOK on microfilm. It teaches more than names and dates. 
Available for purchase in three ways: 
1: Low package price for LOOK, Volumes 1-30 (1937-1966) .. $480 (20% off the single volume price ). 
2: Single volume price for any LOOK volume ( 1937 -1966) ... $20 per year. ( 10% discount-10 or more volumes) 
3: Standing order for future volumes of LOOK (1967-on ) as issued ... $20 per year. 
All films are newly reproduced , 35mm positives, of lasting quality. Each year on two reels, with a six-month 
For further information write Dept. LM-3 
Cowles products to ILlUMINATE I STIMULATE I INFORM I INSPIRE COWLES EDUCATION CORPORATION 
LOOK Building/ 488 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022 
Quality Serial Subscription Service by 
EBSCO SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES 
EBSCO- SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE COMPANY 
1230 First Avenue North 
Birmingham, Alabama 35203 
(205) 323-6351 
EBSCO-SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE COMPANY 
540 Granite Street 
Braintree, Massachusetts 02184 
(617) 843-2383/ 843-2384 
EBSCO- SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE COMPANY 
EBSCO Building 
Red Bank, New Jersey 07701 
(201 ) 741-4300 
EBSCO- GILBERTS SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE 
POST OFFICE BOX 5826 
Terminal Annex 
Denver, Colorado 80217 
(303) 222-1446 
EBSCO- HANSON-BENNETI MAGAZINE AGENCY 
826 South Northwest Highway 
Barrington, Ill inois 60010 
(312) 381-2190/ 381-2191 
EBSCO SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES 
1112 Texas Bank Building 
Dallas, Texas 75202 
(214) Rl 2-5323 
EBSCO-FAIRBANK SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE 
3138 East McDowell Road 
Pheonix , Arizona 85008 
(602) 275-8549 
EBSCO- NATIONAL PUBLICATIONS COMPANY 
2352 Utah Avenue 
El Segundo, California 90245 
(213) 772-2381 
EBSCO-NATIONAL MAGAZINE COMPANY 
1366 Sutter Street 
San Francisco, California 94109 
(415) 775-8338 
EBSCO-NATIONAL MAGAZINE AGENCY 
512 Nicollet Building 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402 
(612) 333-5081 
Vulcan & Marador MAGAZINE BINDERS 
• decentralized service 
• all types of serial publications 
• capable with the most esoteric titles 
• foreign and American titles 
• auto-renewal and common expiration 
• free snap-out adjustment forms 
CALL US COLLECT FOR SERVICE 
a division of 
EBSCO ~~~---. \ Industries. ( J 
3 lnc.~ .... ----li& 
Member: American Library Association 
• REGAL-Rigid, WILL NOT BEND ON VERTICAL SHELVES. 
15% OFJ REGULAR LIBRARY PRICES 
IF THIS AD ENCLOSED! Keylock metal. Clear front and back; Red , Green or Brown 
backbone. $3.75 each . 
• VULCAN-Flexible clear front and solid back. Reg, Green or 
Brown. $2.45 each with Keylock metal. $1.95 each with Vul -
can metal. 
• ALADDIN-Economy, quality. Glass-clear. Convenient snap-in 
metal. $1.45 each. 
Send to : 
EBSCO SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES 
Dept. 1CB 
P. 0. Box 2070 
Birmingham, Ala. 35201 
No library is complete 
without these two great works . • • 
Nashville 
THE INTERPRETER'S 
BIBLE 
Your most efficient working tool for Bibl 
study. Features: double text (KJV and RSV) 
exegesis, exposition, introductions to eac 
biblical book, general articles, maps, 142 pag 
of indexes. Bound in blue cloth. Each volume, 
$8.75; twelve-volume set, $89.50; delux 
leather set, $199.50. 
THE INTERPRETER'S 
DICTIONARY OF 'THE BIBLE 
An illustrated encyclopedia defining and ex 
plaining every person in the Bible; every tow 
and region; hill and stream; plants and ani 
mals; objects; and major doctrines. Over 1,00 
black-and-white illustrations, 32 pages o 
color illustrations, 24 pages of color maps 
Four-volume set, $4 
New York 
ABINGDON PRESS 
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to run a library more efficiently 
Make multiple copies of your 
CATALOG CARDS with MINI-GRAPH~ 
Fast, efficient, easy ~to use. Prints any 
number of cards at a rate of two per 
second. Then shuts itself off automati-
cally. Books get on the shelves quicker 
with Mini-Graph in your library. 
LABEL YOUR BOOKS with 
SE-LIN ~ Installs on your typewriter. 
Make neat, legible labels in any length. 
Heat seal them to the book spine ... 
protect them with clear, plastic lami-
nated overlay. Labels won't peel or pop 
off. At a cost of about one cent each. 
CONTROL CIRCULATION with 
GAYLORD BOOK CHARGER. An effi-
cient machine and system that avoids 
confusion and the possible loss of books. 
Inexpensive. Practical. Gives you ac-
curate and foolproof book circulation 
control. 
Mini-Graph is a trade mark of Weber Marking Systems, Inc . 
Se-Lin, a development of A .L .A. L ibrary Technology Project. 
is a trademark of Scientific Advances, Inc. Both products are 
distributed in the United States eo:clusively by Gaylord Bros. 
GAYLORD BROS .. INC. • SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 13201 • STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 95201 
The Encyclopedia of Philosophy 
is the only reference work of 
its kind in the English language. 
r-------------------~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I D Please send me __ sets of The Encycloped ia of Philosophy at 
I $219.50 NET each. 0 Please bill me. 
I 
O Please send me detailed information, with no obligation. 
I Name Title 
I Organization 
I Address 
I . 
L City State Ztp J 
-------------------Any questions? 
Let Library Journal answer them. 
How complete is it? 
Library Journal says: . " .. . the 'reference gap' for 
philosophy has been bridged in a most impressive 
manner." 
"The 1450 signed articles are comprehensive in 
scope and treatment. " 
How reliable is it? 
Library Journal says: "The roster of 500 contributors 
from 24 countries reads like an international who's 
who of philosophy and cultural history." 
Is it culturally objective? 
Library Journal says: " Oriental philosophy is cov-
ered as thoroughly and authoritatively as our own 
Western traditions; ancient and medieval philoso-
phers receive a coverage at least equal to that of 
contemporary thinkers." 
Is It both scholarly and stimulating? 
Library Journal says: "The manner of presentation 
is orderly, logical and authoritative." 
" ... the Encyclopedia of Philosophy is characterized 
by a lively style and large attractive print that should 
delight public library patrons as much as universit 
professors.' ' 
Is It simple to use? 
Library Journal says: " A detailed, easy-to-use su 
ject index greatly enhances the usefulness of thi 
set for nonspecialists." 
Does it do justice to "borderline" subjects? 
Library Journal says : " . .. students of science wi 
find references to technical articles .. . " 
"Reference librarians will welcome the exhaustiv 
article on 'Philosophical Dictionaries and Encyclo 
pedias' .. . and another on 'Philosophical Journals' .. . 
Who should use The Encyclopedia of Philosophy 
Library Journal says: " Because of its broad cove 
age and sound scholarship, this encyclopedia i 
strongly recommended for college, university, an 
all but the smallest public libraries." 
All quotes taken from the issue dated April 15, 196 
Collier-Macmillan Library Services 
866 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10022 
r----------------------------, 1 Microcard Ed itions 
901-26th Street, N. W. I Washington, D. C. 20037 
I 
D Please send . . . . copies of your latest 
catalog without cost or obligation. 
Name ..... ...... . 
Title . . . . .. . 
O rganization 
Address 
r..-----------------------------
NOV# AVAILABLE 
AN NEE LITTERAIRE (FRERON). Vols. 1-292 ( 1754-90}. (fiche and opaque-
4 X 6} . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $650.00 
BULLETIN OF THE PAN AMERICAN UNION. Vols. 1-82 ( 1893-1948}. {fiche 
and opaque-4 x 6} . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $399.00 
GESCHLECHT UNO GESELLSCHAFT. Vols. 1-10, 13-14 (1906-20, 1923-27}. 
(fiche and opaque-4 x 6} . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 60.00 
GOOD WORDS. Vols. 1-47 ( 1866-1906}. (fiche and opaque-4 x 6} . . . . . . . . $316.00 
Gt. Brit. Public Record Office. Calendar of State Papers. CHARLES II (DO-
MESTIC). Vols. I-XVIII ( 1660-77). (fiche and opaque-4 x 6} ...... . . ... . $ 85.00 
Gt. Brit. Public Record Office. Calendar of State Papers. WILLIAM Ill (DO-
MESTIC). Vols. I-VI ( 1689-95}. (fiche and opaque-4 x 6} .... . ..... .. .. $ 24.00 
JUST'S BOTANISCHER JAHRESBERICHT. Vols. 1-39 (1873-1911}. (fiche and 
opaque-4 x 6} . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $350.00 
NORTH BRITISH REVIEW. Vols. 1-53 {1844-71}. (fiche and opaque-4 x 6} . . $170.00 
Organization of American States. OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS, 1966. (fiche and 
opaque-4 x 6} . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $490.00 
PERSPECTIVES IN BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE. Vols. 1-9. (fiche and opaque 
-4 X 6} . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 32.00 
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The Encyclopaedia Chimica lnternationalis is the ideal research tool 
for the chemist who must be able to quickly locate recent developments 
in his field. This 23-volume set contains over 688,000 newly synthesized 
or isolated compounds reported in the world's leading chemical jour-
nals. Volumes 19-23 have just been published and are available from the 
Institute for Scientific Information. 
ECI™ is a cumulation of the bi-weekly issues of. Index Chemicus®, 
published since its inception in 1960 and covering through 1966. A 
recent study shows that ECI reports thousands of chemical compounds 
never indexed by any other chemical abstracting service. For retrospec-
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and other older encyclopedias. No search for a chemical compound is 
complete unless you have checked ECI! 
The language of ECI is graphic, using structural diagrams and flow 
charts to clearly illustrate the nearly 74,000 articles abstracted since 
1960. Abstracts are prepared by experienced chemists, and approved by 
authors whose own summaries are also provided for increased accuracy. 
Four concise indexes for retrospective searching (Subject, Molecular 
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" Academic lnship in three edu-
cation journals," Holland, 31-
34 
"Academic 1. statistics revisited," 
Oboler, 407-10 
Acquisitions, s7-8; s34; s89; 
slOB; sl37; sl73; sl98; s225; 
s256; s278 
Adams, Thomas R., rev., 284 
"The administrative assistant-
pragmatic job description," 
Delzell, 382-86 
"Air loan service," sl44 
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cieties, Committee for Research 
Ls., sll9 
" ALA awards, 1968," call for 
nominations, s23 7-38 
ALA, Information Science and 
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ment, s84 
ALA, Junior Members Round 
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sl32-33; s282-283 
Anderson, Frank J., appt. & port., 
sl21 
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s97-99; sl23; sl48-50; s168-
69; s208-09; s235-37; s265-66; 
s295-97 
"An approach to I. automation 
problems," Jackson, 133-37 
Ash, Lee, Interl. Request and 
Loan Transactions Among Med-
ical Ls. of the Greater New 
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Asheim, Lester, Lnship in the 
Developing Countries, rev. of, 
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ACRL, Board of Directors, meet-
ing, Jan. 11, 13, 1967, brief 
of minutes, s50-58; meeting, 
June 29-30, 1967, brief of 
minutes, sl91-95 
ACRL, Executive Secretary, let-
ter, sl89-90 
ACRL grants, s4-6; s185-87 
ACRL, Junior Coli. Ls. Section, 
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ACRL junior members, s71 
ACRL meeting, San Francisco, 
~2ne, 1967, program, s49; s81-
ACRL Microcard Series, ab-
stracts of titles, sl34-35 
ACRL officers, 1967168, s157-60 
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68, s48-49; 1968169, s238 
ACRL, Philadelphia Chapter, 
meeting, May 13, 1967, re-
port, s172 
ACRL President, report, 1966 I 
67, s162-64 
ACRL, Rare Books Section, con-
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ARL, meeting, New Orleans, Jan. 
8, 1967, brief of minutes, s64-
70; San Francisco, June 24, 
1967, brief of minutes, s249-
55 
Association of Southeastern Re-
search Ls., meeting, Oct. 26, 
1966, brief of minutes, s1-2; 
meeting, Jan. 10, 1967, brief 
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Automation, 35-40; 129-32; 133-
37; 167-70; 253-57 ; 403-06 
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Bailey, George M., " From the 
ACRL Executive Secretary," 
s189-90 
Barkey, Patrick T., appt. & port., 
s146 
Barnes, Christopher, "Classifl.ca-
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Beatty, William K., rev., 144 
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itself," 416-22 
Bergen, Dan, "The communica-
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of, 141 
Berkner, Dimity, S. "Two 1. work-
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Berner, Richard C., rev., 138-39 
" Bibliographic and research aids 
in Soviet studies; a summary 
report of the Greyston Confer-
ence," Buist, 317-25 
"Bibliographical problems from 
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rick, 34 7-50 
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of, 284 
Bibliotheca Medica: Physician for 
Tomorrow; Dedication of the 
Countway L. of Medicine, May 
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Deutschlands, Thilo, rev. of, 
288-89 
"Biomedical TWX, New York," 
sl61 
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women?" 41-48 
Boes, Warren, appt. & port., sl4 
"Book move at Fort Lewis," 
s106-07 
Book Publishing in Amema, 
Madison, rev. of, 141-42 
"Book selection in academic ls.," 
Haro, 104-06 
Books for Coll. Ls., announce-
ment, s71 
Books in America's Past. Essays 
Honof""ing Rudolph H. Gjels-
ness, Kaser, ed., rev. of, 144-
45 
Bordin, Ruth B., The Modern 
Manuscript L., rev. of, 138-39 
Boylan, Nancy G., "Identifying 
technical reports through U.S. 
Government Research Reports 
and its published indexes," 
175-83 
The Brasenose Conference on the 
Automation of Ls., Harrison 
and Stewart, eds., rev. of, 352-
53 
Brown, Helen M., rev., 445 
Bruete, Vernon R., Interl. Re-
quest and Loan Transactions 
Among Medical Ls. of the 
Greater New York Area, rev. 
of, 144 
Buildings, s36; s89-90; sl38; 
s226-27; s256-57; 279 
Buist, Eleanor, "Bibliographic 
and research aids in Soviet 
studies; a summary report of 
the Greyston Conference," 
317-25 
Butler, W . Royce, appt. & port., 
sl46-47 
Byrd, Cecil K., A Bibliography of 
Illinois Imprints, 1814-1858, 
rev. of, 284; rev., 144-45 
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Cammack, Floyd, "Institutional 
implications of an automated 
circulation study," 129-32 
Campbell, H. C., Metropolitan 
Public L. Planning Throughout 
the World, rev. of, 446-47 
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of the I.?" Genung, 25-30 
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Chicorel, Marietta, "Proposed 
addendum to statistics for 
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Clarke, James P., appt. & port., 
s264 
"Classification and cataloging of 
spoken records in academic 
Is.," Barnes, 49-52 
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" College and univ. archives: the 
experience of one institution," 
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"The communication system of 
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Scott, 188-89; " Alumni, over-
due books, and interl. loans," 
by E. D. Heintz, 189-90; 
"Safeguards,'' by B. Lamont, 
191-93; "Exit controls and the 
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Elser, 194-96; "The work of 
the public I. supplementing the 
resources of the coli. I.," by 
E. A. Howard, _ 196-98; "Im-
plications for coli. Is." by E. J. 
Josey, 198-202 
The Computer and the L., Cox, 
Dews and Dolby, rev. of, 351 
Computer Filing of Index, Bib-
liographic, and Cat. Entries, 
Hines and Harris, rev. of, 285-
86 
Conference of Eastern Coli. Lns., 
52d, 1966, minutes, s2-3; 53d, 
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Conference on Bibliographic and 
Research Aids in Soviet Stud-
ies, 1966, report, Buist, 317-
25 
Conference on the Use of 
Printed and Audio-Visual Ma-
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poses. [Final Report], Tauber 
and Stephens, rev. of, 220-21 
Cooper, Herbert W., "Interpret-
ing results of statistical stud-
ies," 266-68 
Cooper, Marianne, "Interpreting 
results of statistical studies," 
266-68 
"Coordinated automation," s211-
12 
Costabile, Salvatore L., "The 
proof of the pudding : using L. 
of Congress proof slips," 87-91 
Cox, N. S. M., The Computer 
and the L., rev. of, 351 
Cudd, Kermit, "A I. looks at 
itself," 416-22 
Cutter, Charles, "The restoration 
of paper documents and manu-
scripts," 387-97 
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De Gennaro, Richard, "A strat-
egy for the conversion of re-
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able form," 253-57 
Delzell, Robert F., "The admin-
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job description," 382-86 
"Determining and allocating book 
funds for current domestic 
buying,'' McGrath, 269-72 
Dews, J. D., The Computer and 
the L., rev. of, 351 
Dix, William S., honorary Ph.D. 
award, s130 
Documentation and the Organi-
zation of Knowledge, Shera, 
rev. of, 221-22 
Dolby, J. L., The Computer and 
the L., rev. of, 351 
Dougherty, Richard M., "The 
realities of reclassification," 
258-62; Scientific Manage-
ment of L. Operations, rev. of, 
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Downs, Robert B., ed., Resources 
of Missouri Ls., rev. of, 222-
23 
Duignan, Peter, Handbook of 
American Resources for African 
Studies, rev. of, 445-46 
Duryea, E. D., ed., Ls. and the 
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194-96 
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Fang, Irving E., "Using a com-
puter to print a dissertation," 
110-12 
Federal legislation, s6; s58; s84 
Finley, Elizabeth, Manual of Pro-
cedures for Private Law Ls., 
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"First Seminar of Indian Univ. 
Lns.,'' Russell, 326-30 
Folmer, Fred, Appt. port., s294-
95 
"Foreign Area Materials Center," 
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Forman, Sidney, rev., 219-20 
Frantz, Ray W., appt. & port., 
s121-22 
"From inside the DLSEF," 
Stokes, s245-47; s277 
Furlong, Norman, ed., L. Prac-
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Genung, Harriett, "Can machines 
teach the use of the I.?" 25-
30; rev., 351-52 
Geoscience Information Society, 
meeting, Nov. 14-16, 1966, 
s72 
Gipson, John S., "'Total cost' of 
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coli.," 273-76 
Glasby, Dorothy Joens, "New 
periodicals," 146-52 
Glazier, Kenneth M., "United 
States influence on Canadian 
univs. and their Is.," 311-16 
Glens, Ronald V., appt. & port., 
s147 
Grady, Marion B., rev., 220-21 
Grants: ACRL, s4-6; s185-87; 
Title 11-B, s129-30 
Graziano, Eugene E., "'Machine-
men' and Ins., an essay," 403-
06 
Gribbin, John Hawkins, appt. & 
port., sl4-15 
Grotzinger, Laurel Ann, The 
Power and the Dignity: Lnship 
and Katharine Sharp, rev. of, • 
139-41 
Grove, Pearce S., appt. & port., 
s147-48 
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Halevy, B., rev., 60-61 
Hampton, Robert L., appt. & 
port., s168 
Handbook of American Resources 
for African Studies, Duignan, 
rev. of, 445-46 
Harlan, Robert D., rev., 58 
Harmon, Glenn, "Research prob-
lem sensitivity; a professional 
recruitment criterion," 375-81 
Haro, Robert P., "Book selection 
in academic Is.," 104-06 
Harper's Univ.: the Beginnings; 
a History of the Univ. of Chi-
cago, Storr, rev. of, 58-60 
Harris, Jessica L., Computer Fil-
ing of Index, Bibliographic, 
and Cat. Entries, rev. of, 285-
86 
Harrison, John, ed., The Erase-
nose Conference on the Auto-
mation of Ls., rev. of, 352-53 
Haviland, Morrison C., "Loans 
to faculty members in univ. 
Is.," 171-74 
Havlik, Robert J., appt. & port., 
s234 
"Head Ins." how many men? 
how many women?" Blanken-
ship, 41-48 
Heiliger, Edward M., appt. & 
port., s96 
Heinritz, Fred J., Scientific Man-
agement of L. Operations, rev. 
of, 223 
Heintz, Edward C., "Community 
use of academic Is.: alumni, 
overdue books, and interl. 
loans," 189-90 
Herrick, Mary Darrah, "Biblio-
graphical problems from new 
countries in Africa," 34 7-50 
"Higher Education Act of 1965, 
Title II-A," s25-26, 40; Title 
11-B fellowships , s129-30 
Hines, Theodore C., Computer 
Filing of Index, Bibliographic, 
and Cat. Entries, rev. of, 285-
86 
Hirsch, Rudolph, Printing, Sell-
ing, and Reading, 1450-1550, 
rev. of, 447-48 
"History of Education in Italy," 
s144-45 
A History of Ls. in the Western 
World, Johnson, rev. of, 138 
Holland, Harold E., "Academic 
Inship in three educational 
joumals," 31-34 
Holley, Edward G., rev., 58-60 
Horn, Andrew H., rev., 354 
"How many books should be 
stored where? An economic 
analysis," Simon, 92-103 
Howard, Edward A., "Commu-
nity use of academic Is.: the 
work of the public I. supple-
menting the resources of the 
coil. I.," 196-98 
Humphry, John A., rev., 446-47 
Hurter, Georgette, Sister, appt. 
& port., s264 
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" An IBM 357 circulation pro-
cedure," Stockton, 35-40 
"Identifying technical reports 
through U.S. Government Re-
search Reports and its pub-
lished indexes," Boylan, 175-
83 
"Indian univ. Is.," Toney, 437-
41 
"Institutional implications of an 
automated circulation study," 
Cammack and Mann, 129-32 
Interl. Request and Loan Trans-
actions Among Medical Ls. of 
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Ash and Bruette, rev. of, 144 
International Atomic Energy 
Agency, Library, 203-07, 216 
"Interpreting results of statistical 
studies," Cooper and Cooper, 
266-68 
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Jackson, Ivan F., "An approach 
to 1. automation problems," 
133-37 
Jahoda, Gerald, "Planning im-
proved 1. service for scientists 
in univs.," 343-46; rev., 221-
22 
Jefferson, G., L. Co-operation, 
rev. of, 60 
Johnson, Andrew, appt. & port., 
s234-35 
Johnson, Elmer D., A History of 
Ls. in the Western World, rev. 
of, 138 
Joint Computer Conference, 1968, 
announcement, s212-l3 
Jolly, David, rev., 445-46 
Josey, E. L., "Community use of 
academic Is. : implications for 
coil. Is.," 198-202 
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Kaser, David, ed., Books in 
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ing Rudolph H. Gjelsness, rev. 
of, 144-45; ACRL vice presi-
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rev., 141-42; 287; Appt. port., 
s294 
Kepple, Robert R., "Serving read-
ers in a special international 
1.," 203-07, 216 
Kilgour, Frederick G., "Systems 
concepts and Is.," 167-70; rev., 
285-86 
Knapp, Patricia B., The Monteith 
Coll. L. Experiment, rev. of, 
445; rev., 355 
Kolder, Hansjoerg, "Selective dis-
semination of information and 
the academic science 1.," 53-
57 
Kuhn, Warren B., s204-05 
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LaBudde, Kenneth J., rev., 222-
23 
Lamont, Barbara, "Community 
use of academic Is.: safe-
guards," 191-93 
"Laos and 1. development," Mar-
cus, 398-402 
Laslett, Peter, ed., The Erase-
nose Conference on the Auto-
mation of Ls., rev. of, 352-53 
Lewis, James R., "Using a com-
puter to print a dissertation," 
110-12 
Librarians, 31-34; 41-48; 208-
16; 375-81; 423-26 
Librarianship in the Developing 
Countries, Asheim, rev. of, 
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Libraries and the Coll. Climate 
of Learning, Bergen and Dur-
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Library Association Administra-
tion Workshop, s84 
Library Co-operation, Jefferson, 
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Library finances, 269-72; 273-76 
The Library in Colls. of Com-
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Wright, rev. of, 142-43 
"A library looks at itself," Behl-
ing & Cudd, 416-22 
"LC preservation program," 
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Library Practice for Colls. of 
Education, Furlong, ed., rev. 
of, 219-20 
"Library service by contract: a 
joint venture," Nott and 
Wheeler, 107-09 
"Library Statistics, 1966-67," 
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Library Statistics: a Handbook of 
Concepts, Definitions, and Ter-
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of, 284-85 
Library Statistics of Colls. and 
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"Loans to faculty members in 
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a New Departure in Higher 
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Louis Round Wilson: Ln. and 
Administrator, Tauber, rev. of, 
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McCarthy, Stephen A., appt. & 
port., s264-65 
McCord, David, ed., Bibliotheca 
Medica: Physician for To-
morrow; Dedication of the 
Countway L. of Medicine, 
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220 
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McGrath, William E., "Deter-
mining and allocating book 
funds for current domestic 
buying," 269-72 
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for a New Departure in Higher 
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Throughout the World, Camp-
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